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Disclaimer
All users of this book do so entirely at their own risk. The author and publisher disclaim
any liability for injury, injury resulting in death, or any other damage by anyone undertaking
skiing, ski touring, snowboarding, snowshoeing or any other activity in any of the areas
described in this book.
Backcountry/slackcountry skiing/snowboarding and winter mountain travel in general has
inherent risks. All the areas in the book can be dangerous to travel in during the winter.
Rapidly changing weather, avalanches or even wild hungry animals can all make an usually
“easy day out” into a nightmare. The mountains do not care if you live, die or get hurt but in
my experience they will tap you on the shoulder a number of times before taking action. It is
up to you to leave the ego at home and listen to the warnings. The mountains aren’t going
anywhere and it will likely snow next winter; there’s no point in rushing things.
The areas covered in this book have easy or short access for the most part but don’t let that
fool you into thinking something can’t go wrong. We are super lucky to have an excellent
search and rescue resource in Banff National Park but remember most of the park doesn’t
have cell service and it still takes time for responders to get “the call”, load the heli and
find you. Without the correct skills and a practiced team it might not matter how good our
search and rescue service is. You may only be 2km away from the highway at the time of
the incident, but if you’re bleeding out due to a compound femur break those 2 kilometers
will feel a lot further.
To keep the mountains wild and free we must take full responsibility for ourselves,
the people we ski with and the actions we take in the mountains.
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Foreword

I first met Marcus 25 years ago in Northern Ontario. Back then, twin-tip
skis were brand new, and terrain parks were novel additions to ski-areas.
That’s where you’d find Marcus, landing inverts in the halfpipe and coaching
upcoming skiers to do the same. I was a young ski-racer at the time, and
I had respect for the guy landing backflips in the bulletproof halfpipe.
Fast forward to 2019, when we first began skiing together here in the
Rockies. We skied many days that season, from classic couloirs near
Lake Louise to further exploring the Egypt Lake area. I was stoked to
be skiing these more adventurous days out and having a ski partner who
didn’t shy away from long approaches or camping in bitter cold temps.
As we skinned and explored further, I learned a lot from Marcus. He was
keen to pursue more-committing objectives but never when conditions were
suspect. “Why ski this now when conditions aren’t ideal? I live here, and I’d
rather wait years to ski it in perfect conditions.” He was never attempting to
talk himself into an objective, more so the opposite. He had this deep patience
and understanding of self, which I continue to seek more of for myself.
Perhaps the most valuable lesson I have learned from Marcus has been to simply
be of service to others in the community. He would regularly take time to share
beta with others, whether they were professional skiers visiting the area or
newcomers to the sport preparing for their first day out. He would thoroughly
answer terrain and gear-related questions from followers on social media, and
many times, he’d end up inviting these folks out to join him for a day of skiing.
It has been no surprise to meet many others in the ski community who also note
his selfless service to others. That’s just who he is, and it’s inspiring to be around.
This past year, Marcus spent more time in the Bow Valley area to finish this book,
and each of the following pages is the culmination of countless days in the field,
many of which resulted in little to no actual skiing. I recall several less-pleasurable
days of bushwhacking near Copper Mountain as we established a route to swiftly
and safely reach the summit ridge. If we could gain the ridge from the roadside quick
enough, we could attempt a couloir that had been on Marcus’ list for over a decade.
“Workdays” aside, from traversing Castle Mountain to a likely first winter ascent
of Talc Peak, it was exciting and memorable to ski these less frequented areas.
Doing so opened my mind to what incredible ski terrain has yet to be explored
right here in the Rockies, and I hope this book can do the same for you.
Nick Grant
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Introduction

I have spent a good chunk of my life in the mountains that this book covers. I
have used these areas to introduce the joys of backcountry skiing to strangers
I met hitchhiking, who are now on their way to becoming ski guides. I
have shared unexpected last turns with ski partners here who have passed
away not soon after. These areas carry baggage, joy, laughter and tears
for me - writing this book and the past editions has been deeply personal.
When I first started skiing in this area, I was told many times that the
skiing I’d find was not worth the effort. It was often suggested that
the trees were too thick or the snow too rotten and that I should “head
back to the Silkirks”. Without a doubt, I can now safely say that these
people were clueless or, worse, trying to trick me into not skiing here.
The local ski culture has changed a fair bit since I wrote the first edition. Every
year my ski partners get confronted less at house parties, I get fewer death
threats, and overall it seems people are more willing to share where they have
gone and what is skiing good. The progress of the community has been great to
watch, but it isn’t without growing pains. In the coming years, I expect our ski
community to be tested in ways we are unprepared for; the rapid expansion of
the sport brings a mixed bag of ideas about what it means to be in the mountains
- and have to doubt, the mountains don’t give two shits about what you think.
Writing this edition felt like telling a story I have told too many times until it came
time to work on the map. After countless days in these areas, it has become difficult
for me to cut the terrain into ski zones and runs. I now see this area as a fluid structure
that should be existed in, travelled throughout, and not simply used as a tick list.
I hope you end up enjoying these magical places as much as I have. The mountains
along this stretch of the Bow Valley can offer a skier a lifetime of enjoyment.
After many hundreds of days skiing, I feel like I still have so much to explore in
this area. I had put off writing this edition of the book many times as I felt like I
could add more to it. Of course, with that mindset, I would never actually get it
done. So here it is, the 3rd edition of the book that started ‘confessions’...
Stay safe and have fun out there!
Marcus Baranow
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Second Edition Foreword

Marcus wants you to go skiing. Or snowboarding, extreme snowshoeing, post
hole your way there if you have to. He has put close to a decade of research into
working out which lines go, which don’t and which were worth hiking out of.
Occasionally dragging a cantankerous partner up, down and/or around various
parts of the Banff area backcountry. Getting cliffed out, bushwacking for days
and stalked by cougars, he’s done the hard part so you don’t have to.
Confessions is for the many who have not been lucky enough to idly wonder
what backcountry skiing is like within earshot of Marcus. Or have him patiently
stand around while they extract themselves from a facet hole, tree well or
wrong turn. Occasionally suggesting it might not be a good idea to go that way,
conjuring a rope out of nowhere at opportune moments or just outright refusing
to go somewhere because its a “stupid idea in these conditions”.
This foreword is primarily intended as a thank you on behalf of anyone who
has ever skied with Marcus and learned something new, been taken somewhere
incredible or pulled out of a sticky situation.
If you hear the words “Oh yeah? Backcountry eh? You should come on a trip
sometime.” watch out, you never know where you might end up.
Thank you Marcus and I will never forget: “You should just ski”.
Mike Smallwood
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Second Edition Introduction

It’s hard to believe it’s already been 5 years since I finished writing the first
edition of this book. In the last 5 years I have been very fortunate to explore and
ski so many new areas in Banff National Park with so many amazing individuals.
In this edition you will find a much more complete list of offerings in roughly the
same area that was covered in the first edition, with the major addition being full
details of the runs in the Egypt Lake area. I have added more pictures as most
of the positive feedback I received was about the large pictures included. I have
created a google earth KML file to provide the reader with map information, I felt
that this was the best route to take to provide a detailed map for the book.
I decided to not bother releasing the book in printed form for a number of reasons
with the main one so I wouldn’t limit the book of pictures to control the final
price of a printed book. You have surely noticed that I have also decided not to
charge money for the book, this was a very personal decision and it had to do
with me keeping this project in the realm of a hobby and not a business.
I hope you enjoy the runs in this book as much as I have and I look forward to
expanding the scope in the coming years. Stay safe out there!
Marcus Baranow
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First Edition Introduction

Within these pages you will find a detailed overview of some of the backcountry
ski areas located near the town of Banff, Alberta. This book should not be
considered a complete guide to these areas, nor a book of “secret” runs. There
are still plenty of additional runs in or close to the areas I have included here.
After months of writing, rewriting, looking through thousands of pictures and
printing dozens of rough drafts, you now hold the first edition of the book in
your hands. The runs in this book are not your classic “big objective” runs that
you find in most guide books. I have decided to focus on areas with runs that you
can session over a day or on multi-day trips. I prefer to session an area, skiing
multiple different lines rather than spend all day to ski one big run and this book
reflects that style.
I am not a historical writer and most of the runs in this book were not shown
to me. Because of this one of the main difficulties was figuring out the correct
names for a number of these runs. In the end I decided to go with the most
common names I was given or just name them myself. If anyone has information
on historical run names for any of these areas please feel free to contact me to
correct them for future editions. Some run names, such as Wawa Bowl, Repeater
Slopes, etc, were used because they are posted in Parks Canada literature.
I have come to realize that many
people in the Bow Valley have
their own thoughts about the ethics
of publishing this book. Even a few
years ago when I started making
copies for myself and close friends
I received mixed feedback on this
subject. I have heard everything
from “everyone is going to die
if you publish this information!”
to “if you can’t figure it out on
your own then you don’t deserve
to ski there” and the ever classic
“everything will be tracked out
by non-locals!”. The problems
with these emotionally charged
responses is that they come from
very black and white view points.
The reality of the matter is that
people have gone to these places
regardless if they are prepared or
have the correct training. During all
of my avalanche/mountaineering
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courses and experiences I have always been told to collect as much information
on an area before heading to it. It is unfortunate and sad to hear some of the same
types of people preaching that such information should not be provided and that
certain demographics don’t “deserve” to have it. Communication should be a
two way street and not limited to a privileged few within the skiing world. I
would also like to state that in no way has Sunshine Village Ski Resort officially
or unofficially endorsed this book, if you have a problem and/or concern with the
book please do not contact them.
I view this book as something like a written account of that time you ran into a
ski bum on the skin trail or talked to someone at the bar that found a new powder
stash in the slackcountry. I’m not a guide, professional writer nor a pro skier;
I’m just a ski bum that loves skiing (and a pretty darn good dishwasher too!).
These are the places I have been exploring lately, the places I take my friends
once I figured out which gully went and which didn’t. The places that I have felt
freedom. So grab a beer, pull up a chair and we’ll talk about endless pillow lines,
steep avalanche paths and long cruisy powder bowls...
Marcus Baranow
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General Information

Below you will find some general information and tips on spending time in Banff
National Park and area. With the mass amount of information online these days,
it is questionable if the following needs to be featured in a guidebook, but it has
been included to give you a start in the correct direction.

Travelling Here

Banff National Park is a major tourist destination, seeing millions of visitors every
year, with the bulk in the summer season. Travelling here should not be difficult
as many major airlines either fly directly to Calgary or have short stopovers in
either Toronto or Vancouver. Once in Canada, it is best to rent a vehicle, one with
winter tires would be a plus, but it seems this option is rarely provided, in which
case a four-wheel drive may be your best bet. If driving within North America,
your goal will be to reach the Trans Canada Highway, which travels directly
through Banff National Park.

Staying Here

Accommodation within the park can be tricky, whether you are coming for a
week-long ski holiday, ski bumming until the snow goes bad or staying for a
whole season. Cheaper accommodation can sell out, and random car/tent camping
is illegal. Finding long term housing can also be difficult and expensive. It is wise
to plan well ahead if staying in the area; otherwise, you may be forced to stay
outside the park or pay more than you would have liked.

Supplies

Shops in Banff will be able to fulfil all your basic needs, skiing and otherwise.
Lake Louise has a small mall area that can meet basic needs, notably an excellent
book/map store and an outdoor shop. Just outside the park to the east, the town
of Canmore will provide you with everything from used gear shops to big box
stores. While driving within the park it is wise to fill up regularly in the towns;
intermittent gas stations charge accordingly.

Parks Canada

If you have not previously visited Banff National Park, you should head to an
Information Centre in either Banff, Lake Louise or Field as there are many
legal regulations you may not be aware of. Visitors must purchase a Park Pass,
which is an entry fee but will also cover any rescues while skiing. If you do not
buy a Park Pass and require Search and Rescue services, you may be required
to pay for the cost. If staying overnight in the backcountry, everyone in your
group must purchase a Wilderness Pass. Other information such as closed areas
for avalanche bombing or wildlife, local conditions and possible reports from
returning parties can be gathered from Information Centres as well; a stop at one
is not only necessary but beneficial.
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Skiing In The Canadian Rockies

Below you will find information regarding the unique nature of backcountry
skiing in the Canadian Rockies. If you are new to the area, consider hiring a
local guide for your first day to understand better the differences found here from
other backcountry ski areas. This section assumes that you already have previous
backcountry ski training or experience. This book is not your one-stop source
for backcountry education.

Snowpack

The snowpack in the Canadian Rockies can be downright tricky compared
to many other places in the world. It is a common mistake to underestimate
its complex nature. We live in a dry continental climate that produces some
extremely light and dry powder snow, but this also causes an overly variable
snowpack with deep, persistent weak layers that can be problematic for most of
the ski season.

Variable Snowpack

The wind can often distribute the snow unevenly due to its light and dry nature.
You will likely notice windward areas with no snow beside areas with cornices
and deep lee deposits. Cross-loaded slopes can have multiple deep zones
alongside shallow ones. Triggering avalanches while travelling between the
thinner and thicker deposits is common, and it may not always be obvious when
these transitions are occurring. Along with avalanche problems, a variable and
thin snowpack can also present the opportunity for hitting buried rocks or fallen
trees while skiing. Ski style should account for this possible interaction.

Persistent Weak Layers

Persistent weak layers, such as depth hoar and facets, can be a season-long
problem, often producing avalanches long after these layers have been buried.
Although we can get surface hoar layers, it is a little less common. Depth hoar
and facets are often a problem lower down in the snowpack near or at the ground.
These layers are generally the result of a cold spell in the early winter while the
total snowpack was still thin. The wind can also transfer faceted snow over areas
creating uneven problems for when these persistent weak layers get covered up.
This creates a slope with many trigger points (“hot spots”) for skier triggered
avalanches. Since these persistent weak layers are often near or on the ground, the
avalanches they produce can also run off the ground, resulting in a very violent
ride for the victim and death is often caused by trauma. Smaller avalanches or
a skier’s sluff can also cause larger step-down avalanches to run off buried and
otherwise bridged persistent weak layers.
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Complex Strata

When it is all put together, the overall layering of the snowpack is often very
complex until a true melt-freeze takes over in the mid to late spring. Do not
underestimate the often stubborn nature of the snowpack if avalanche reports are
warning of bad conditions, but your party is not seeing avalanche results.

Crevasse Bridging

Snow bridges on glaciers are regularly thin throughout the skiing season, and it
is common to practise always carrying a rope and almost always travelling roped
up while skinning. Contrary to what some people may suggest, there are plenty
of crevasses large enough to fall into while on the glaciers here.

Remoteness

One of the main draws for skiing here also holds one of the more significant
hazards, the Canadian Rockies within the Mountain Parks contain almost limitless,
remote wilderness. While these remote and isolated mountain environments offer
great freedom, it comes at the cost of great self-responsibility. Have a plan and be
prepared to deal with any problems that your group may encounter, and do not
assume someone will be able to rescue you.

Planning

Due to the area’s remoteness, you should leave a plan or itinerary with someone
you will not be travelling with, and if check-ins or return times are not met, they
will be able to initiate the appropriate search measures. You can also organize
return times at a Parks Information Centre in Banff, Lake Louise or Field. If
heading out on a multi-day trip, you need to register for camping permits at the
Parks Information Centres and can also organize a check-in with them at the
same time.

Rescue

Most of the time, you will not have a cell signal or be near infrastructure.
Outside of the more popular day trip zones, you will likely not see other people
either. You and your party should be completely self-sufficient, including selfrescue. Although the National Parks here have excellent, on-sight Search and
Rescue programs, it is not uncommon that they are hampered by bad weather or
avalanche conditions. Your best bet is to be prepared and trained to self-rescue.
Taking a satellite phone, SPOT, InReach, or other such devices are good uses of
pack weight but should not be your “go to” rescue plan as practised self-rescue
can often be quicker. If you do self-rescue and need medical attention, you can
either call 911 once back to a roadway (if you have a cell signal) or head to the
closest hospital, which will likely be in the town of Banff. Although Lake Louise
has a medical clinic, it is not prepared to deal with serious injuries, and the time
spent contacting someone to meet you there could be better spent driving to
Banff. Tough decisions but ones you should be prepared to make.
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Season Quality and Quantity

The ski season here is long, and some might argue never-ending, but with long
seasons come prolonged droughts and questionable turns. If you feel like it hasn’t
snowed in a while, don’t worry, it will. If you stretch your season here, you will
end up skiing everything from fluff on rocks to sun cups on glaciers.

Regular Season

Locals here will start skiing mid-to-late October and end late May, with most
considering November to April to be a more true ski season. In the early and late
seasons, access or lower valley skiing is often plagued with low snow depths,
which often puts people off from making regular trips. Usually, by December,
you can travel in and out of most places without issue. During most seasons,
you will start seeing more consistent snowfall around mid-February, with the
bulk coming down in March into April. Sometime in April, the snowpack will
head into a melt-freeze cycle, with late April to mid-May often providing corn
skiing with generally fewer snowpack issues. May into June can be an excellent
time for the larger objectives on the higher icefields, and this usually ends most
skier’s seasons.

Never Ending Seasons

Some people never stop skiing here, and although it is possible, it can end up
being a fair amount of work heading into summer. Many of the high north-facing
glaciers can be skied any time of the year, and often strips of avalanche debris
in lower gullies can be skied into midsummer. Those Facebook posts from
friends skiing in September probably
included core shots and less than ideal
conditions, so don’t get too jealous.

Ski Terrain

The National Parks in this area stretch
along the Continental Divide and
include large glaciated mountains
and icefields at higher elevations but
fairly dense forests in the valleys.
Both alpine and forest areas are often
littered with cliffs, with many falling
in the “not skiable” range. You should
have a good understanding of the
overall terrain you will be travelling
in before heading out. Blind or
exploratory downhill skiing here can
result in death.
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Aspects

In general, north and east aspects will be much steeper than the south and west
aspects. If skiable, north and east aspects will often still have many cliff areas in
the alpine and below treeline. Travel is generally easier and more straightforward
on the lower angle south and west aspects, but windward and sun-exposed slopes
can have their own snowpack problems.

Glaciers

The glaciers here are less active and generally have less/smaller crevasses than
many other ranges in the world. You will still notice isolated areas with large
crevasse holes and seracs, especially on the larger icefields. It is considered
standard practice to rope up on all glaciers and icefields in the Canadian Rockies
due to the thin snow bridges, which are the norm here.

Tree Skiing

Many will tell you that there is no good tree skiing found in the Canadian Rockies,
but this is likely due to their skillset being actually tuned to skiing resort glades.
If you can handle actual tree skiing, you will likely get fresh turns all season as
these areas are not often utilized. It is typical to ski forest terrain by connecting
ski able open pockets that are separated by short sections of thicker trees. If you
are more interested in spaced out tree runs (glades), then you will need to search
out areas at treeline or trim lines along avalanche paths.

Weather

Weather patterns in the Canadian Rockies can change rapidly, be extreme at
either end of the spectrum and are challenging to forecast. While travelling in
the mountains, you should be prepared to deal with any weather, regardless of
the forecast. It is not uncommon to experience temperatures in the -25C to -35C
range, and during winter, temperatures down to -50C can happen during most
seasons. Cold spells can happen suddenly and be short-lived, or they can sit
around for several weeks. If planning a mid-winter camping trip, it is essential
to prepare for these temperatures and to use tested gear that you can rely on. It
is also not uncommon to have warm swings, even mid-winter. Although this is
less of an issue for gear prep, you should note the changes this can produce in
the snowpack.

Access

Access to backcountry ski terrain within the National Parks is limited to human
power. You can charter helicopters for some areas by being dropped off just
outside the border of the National Park, which is common practice for some of
the more remote ski zones (Freshfield Icefield, Clemenceau Icefield, etc.).
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Skiing The Bow Valley

This book covers the Bow Valley between Banff and Castle Junction found in
Banff National Park. The book also dips into other National and Provincial Parks,
some with their own rules and regulations.

Parking

All areas of this book have marked and maintained winter parking areas. Please
use the ones listed and refrain from parking on the highway shoulder.

Cell Service

When I started skiing these areas, there was no cell service, but a lot has changed,
and I expect that trend to continue. You will get cell service at or near most
summits in this book, and even when you start without it, you may find it
as you walk along the trail. Still, this should not be relied on for emergency
communication, and it is strongly recommended that your group carries some
type of SOS communication device. Often you can have 1 or 2 bars show up but
then have a hard time getting a call or text to send.

Hitch Hiking

A lot of the terrain found in these areas offer the chance to travel large distances
in a single day by linking up runs in a traverse style. Although hitchhiking seems
like a romantic ideal to get back to your starting position, it is probably better to
drop off a second vehicle where you plan to end your day. If you end later than
you think, or no one wants to pick
up a bunch of smelly backcountry
skiers, you could end up with more
work than you were hoping for.

Winter Camping

Many of the areas in the book
require you to winter camp. Most
of my camping here was done
using bivy permits, which may
or may not be granted as they
are given on a case by case basis.
In most cases, I have written
directions to use the closest
summer backcountry campground
to avoid getting a bivy permit, but
in some cases, this does not work
well, in which case I will note the
locations of the bivy sites I have
used in the past.
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How To Use This Book

This book is divided into several sections, some by shared access, the mountain
range or a common camp location. There will be a title, description, terrain
pictures and a map for each ski area. There will be a title, description, map
reference #, vertical, distance, directions, and terrain pictures for each ski run.
The following are how each is defined.
Title: The name I have given the area/run. Many of the runs in these areas have
multiple names, and I tried to pick the one I felt made the most sense.
Description: Found directly under the title. This information is how I see the
area/run in a greater context and gives you a quick idea what it has to offer. It
may include personal preferences, insights, avalanche risks and maybe even a
few off-hand comments.
Reference #: The number which relates to the route found on the map and photos.
These route lines are estimates and are only here to assist you in following the
directions. In all cases, you need to adjust travel to the conditions found.
Vertical: Roughly the amount of vertical you will gain/loss for access and the
ski run. These are estimates and are only here to assist you in following the
directions. In all cases, you need to adjust travel to the conditions found.
Distance: Roughly the distance travelled horizontally for access and the ski run.
Generally, the amount travelled will end up being more due to the nature of ski
touring. These are estimates and are only here to assist you in following the
directions. In all cases, you need to adjust travel to the conditions found.
Directions: Instructions to access and ski the run. I have tried to keep this as
“meat and potatoes” as possible. And yes, I realize that “you can also do it this
way”; my route selection is often a result of straightforwardness or easiest for
people new to the area. In all cases, you need to adjust travel to the conditions
found.
Pictures: I have tried to get the best possible photo for every area/route, but
some better ones did escape me. Please see the copyright page for credits.
Maps: Mike Smallwood helped create a new map using GIS software for this
book. I manually hand drew out the tree areas to get a better map for skiing. I
attempted to only put tree coverage in areas that would have enough trees to
affect ski style. During times with a low snowpack, you may find trees in areas
that I have shown not to have them because of this. This map should not be used
for summer travel, and it should still be taken with a “grain of salt” (as all maps
should, in my experience!).
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Map and Picture Route Lines: Terrain pictures and maps will have red dashed
and solid red lines. Dashed lines generally represent access routes, and solid lines
ski runs. There are cases where either type of line double as both access and the
run. In most cases, if the line doubles for use, I have used a dashed line for less
steep runs and solid ones for steep runs. Generally, if the run has a solid line and
you use it for access as well, it probably means you will need to bootpack at some
point. On the other hand, if the dashed line is used for both, you can probably
skin to the top. This is not a “hard rule”, and it should be easy to tell when this is
not the case. You will notice that some of the route line numbers will be missing
on the map, this is due to overcrowding. You should be able to figure out which
line is which by comparing the map to the photos. In all cases, you need to
adjust travel to the conditions found. The route lines are only there to assist
you with the descriptions and directions.

No ATES?

As you will likely notice, I have not included ATES ratings (Avalanche Terrain
Exposure Scale). It is essential to understand that I am not an ACMG Guide, and
therefore the act of officially classifying ATES ratings is beyond my professional
certification. I hope that my
descriptions and directions
will have enough information
to put the individual routes/
runs into context. Just because
I don’t say there is avalanche
risk doesn’t mean there isn’t.
You should always be aware
of where you are and what
the risk is.
It is critical that you can self
identify the type of terrain
you are travelling within
or near. The best way to do
this is by taking AST courses
(Avalanche Skills Training)
from a certified ACMG Guide.
Even after taking both AST
courses, it is important to
seek ongoing training from
either an ACMG Guide or
someone with professionallevel avalanche training (for
example Avalanche Operations
Level 1, 2 or 3).
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Roadside Runs

The following runs are found along the Bow Valley, they don’t really fit into the
other areas of the book and have ended up in this loosely defined collection.

Cascade East Face
By Andrew Wexler

On February 18th, 2021, Kevin Rohn, Justen Bruins, and I skied the East Face of
Cascade Mountain. This is the imposing face that one stares at while driving west
between Canmore and Banff. As far as we know, the face has not been skied before.
The day began at 6:15 am in the Cascade Falls parking lot. From here, we set off
across the airstrip towards the mountain’s South Face (the face which seems to
overhang Main Street, Banff and which often gets confused for the East Face).
We carried two 5mm, 50 metre ropes and a few pins and nuts apart from the
typical ski mountaineering gear. After weeks of staring at the proposed ski line
from Lake Minnewanka Road, we hoped that we might be able to ski the face
with no rappels. Still, we planned on exiting the lower mountain via the Urs Hole
ice climb and knew that we would need to rappel this feature to return to the road.
Four hours after leaving the car, we topped out Cascade Mountain. The South
Face was in similar shape, if not a little steeper than the last time I went up and
down it in April 2011. Our next goal was to traverse the mountain’s North Ridge
towards the saddle and the start of our descent from the summit. In an ideal
world, we would have skied directly from the summit, but the snow quality did
not inspire us to do so on this day.
I lost track of how long
it took us to finally gain
the top of the line. We
ended up dropping
down from the ridge
on the mountain’s
west side and crossed
a moderately exposed
snow slope before
regaining the ridge
and looking down
the East Face. After
years of staring at this
face from the Trans
Canada highway, it felt
surreal to finally be standing here. Once on top, we transitioned into ski mode
and discussed our options. The snow quality was not great, but the weather and
stability seemed favourable. We decided to ski down and have a look.
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The first crux came after a few hundred meters of skiing and involved
a steep pitch over a cliff. From the road, this was the section that we hoped
might present a hidden passage. Once we got to it, it became clear that short
of airing the cliff, we would need to find an anchor and rappel. Kevin skied
first and started looking for gear in the compact rock. Justen skied second
and accidentally uncovered some ice under his skis. I followed third, and we
built a V-thread in the exposed ice and rappelled into the heart of the face.
The middle part of the face was fairly straightforward. The first few turns held
some nice snow but then deteriorated
into firmer conditions. We trended
down and skier’s left to gain passage
to a ramp that would take us back
right below the ice pillar. This section
seemed straightforward from the
road, but there were enough hidden
cliffs that we ended up rappelling
three more times, between ski
pitches, to finally exit the upper face.
Once off the upper face, we found
the best skiing of the day (and many
rocks) on our way down to the top
of the Urs Hole Ice climb. Since
paragliding in Banff National Park
is still not permitted, we rapped and
skied the ice climb and made it back to
the car about 11.5 hours after leaving.
The East Face of Cascade is a classic, technical descent, and I hope to ski it
again from the summit, in better snow and with fewer rappels. For now,
at least I can drive by it without always stopping to look up and wonder.
Thanks for the day guys.
Reference #1 for the run, #2 for access
Vertical: 1600m access and run
Distance: 2.6km flat access, 2.8km uphill access, 2.3km run
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Cascade South Face, The Postcard Line
By Andrew Wexler

The South Face of Cascade is one of the biggest, most accessible and aesthetic
South Faces in the Bow Valley. It is also one of the most intimidating and fickle
lines in the area. This 1600 meter plum line overhangs the Town of Banff and is
often referred to as the Postcard line due to its inclusion in nearly every photo
taken on Main Street. Since the first descent in the 70’s, most skiers would climb
the line before skiing it. In recent years, I’ve heard of people accessing the
South Face from the Cascade summer route. Either way, there is no avoiding the
sizable cornices or multiple avalanche paths that come with skiing this feature.
Depending on the season, expect to find short steps over 50 degrees. If you can
get it in springtime corn or boot-top fresh immediately after an upslope storm,
go buy a lottery ticket and, while you’re at it, please call and let me know! Either
way, a ski descent of Cascade South Face is a memorable outing any way you
make it happen.
Reference #2
Vertical: 1600m access and run
Distance: 2.6km flat access, 2.8km uphill access, 2.8km run
Directions: Park at the Cascade Falls pull-out and contour around the airstrip
towards the drainage that leads up into the South Face. Skin up gradually at first
until the angle steepens and you are forced to bootpack. Stop at the summit and
follow your bootpack back down.

Cory Couloir

This one has about as many names as it does first descent claims, and it has
become a bit more tricky to ski in recent years due to access limitations. Make
sure to check with Parks Canada about any wildlife closures for the 1A before
heading here in the spring. This run is tight and steep, with a couple of sections
just wide enough to make jump turns. Not only is it fairly low down in the
valley, but it also faces south, so you can expect anything from firm sun affected
conditions to having it half melted out by the time spring rolls around. Unless
conditions tell you otherwise, it’s best to pack some ice axes and crampons to
deal with any firm snow you may find. Getting into an avalanche or even falling
down this feature would most certainly result in serious trauma due to the rock
walls and often shallow snow in the fan section.
Reference #3
Vertical: 500-600m access and run (depending on runout snow)
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Distance: 0.4km access from road to bottom of fan, 1km from fan to top out
Directions: From Banff, drive west on Highway 1 and take the first exit for the
1A. Park at the pullout found on the opposite side of the road, just before the 1A
splits in two for the first time. Cross the road and head east about 250m along the
power line and then up the lightly treed slope. The couloir from here should be
obvious. Climb directly towards the couloir and up it until reaching the top. Ski
back down the way you came.
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Slabatha

By Kevin Hjertaas
I’m not sure why Slabatha captures so many people’s imagination, honestly.
It’s more challenging and higher consequence than most ski tours, but you
wouldn’t call it “Bigline” skiing - it’s a small sub-peak of a sub-peak of an
unnamed mountain. It’s not ski mountaineering - you don’t need ice axes or
crampons. It falls under the freeskiing banner best, and I imagine young
skiers spinning and flipping their way down it regularly in seasons to come.
Back in 2007, it seemed like a big line to us. For six years, I’d been staring at it and
dreaming, but it took a push from Colin Puskas to finally make it happen. We’d
been filming in the area for a few weeks and were as confident in the snowpack as
we could be, so Colin was right when he pointed out that I had run out of excuses.
Legend had it that Andrew Sheppard had skied a line down Slabatha years earlier
as part of a bigger mission, including a run off the next face to the south. I never
tried to corroborated that story because it helped my confidence at the time
to believe someone else had done it, and maybe it wasn’t that dumb an idea.
Let’s be clear, Slabatha is terrible terrain from an avalanche perspective, a truly
unsupported slope topping out over 40 degrees with no anchors of any type.
If you stay skier’s right, it’s safer; it’s less likely to slide, and you are less likely
to fall off a cliff. And it’s a great ski run that way, so I suppose that has to be
the recommended route. But for some skiers, the feeling of dropping in from
a summit, accelerating over the convexity towards a blind, mandatory air acts
as equal parts terror and compulsion. After you stomp the drops, the wide-open
turns out the bottom are smooth and euphoric. I’m not suggesting you should ski
it this way, but I think some skiers can imagine that joy, and that’s why Slabatha
captivates them.
Reference #4
Vertical: 850m access, 450m run
Distance: 2.5km access from road to summit, 0.85km run
Directions: Due to the recent parking restrictions for the Sunshine Access Road,
you may need to park further down and walk up to the starting point. Under no
situation should it be acceptable to park in one of the avalanche closures to shorten
your access. The forest below the main Slabatha wall is as gross as any in the area,
but from the road, you’ll see a lone slide path that runs down the northernmost flank
of the peak all the way to the creek. That should be your target as you drop from
the road and look for a crossing. You’ll want to cut into the forest (climber’s left)
early enough to connect the two bald patches moving east at about 1800m. Once
you use the two openings, you’ll need to bash your way around to the slide path
below the ski line. The regrowth in this path can be thick but should ease by 2000m.
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From here, you can see the entire face above you. It will look more
intimidating from here, so keep walking. Climb as high as you can up into
the cradle of the bowl (straight south) and take the climber’s left slope on
the main face. Tight switchbacks will get you to the ridge at around 2350m,
and then it’s a beautiful walk up to the summit ridge and the top of your run.
The skier’s right is a fun, straightforward ski with sheltered snow and an enjoyable
swoop to the line before it opens up into the bowl. The skiing is usually enjoyable
down to 2000m. Then you can retrace your ascent route or bash your way to the
valley bottom. Enjoy!

The Goat’s Eye
By Kevin Hjertaas

The old goat keeps a close watch on Sunshine Village. Look up as
you approach the parking lot, and you’ll see his eye, a clear blue hole
right through the mountain near ridgetop. Glaring down from high,
it’s an intimidating but fascinating feature. Skiing the Goat’s Eye is
gaining popularity due to its easy access, fun turns, and dramatic apex.
The line itself is just under 900 vertical metres of direct fall line, most of
which is wide open and straightforward, but the top offers a rocky choke that
is steeper than you think (around 45 degrees). Climbing this choke, then up
through the eye and onto the sunny side, is a great experience regardless of
ski quality. The Goat’s Eye is typically a spring line, partly because it doesn’t
hold much snow until then and partly because you want good, trustworthy
snow stability if you are spending hours in the middle of this avalanche path.
The Sunshine Village lift tickets used to feature a photo of Doug Ward busting
a backscratcher as he aired through the eye - someone needs to recreate that
picture!
Reference #5
Vertical: 850m access and run
Distance: 1.7km access and run
Directions: This run is just a big slide path. Starting at the far east end of the
Sunshine Village parking lot, you can cross the creek right into the runout and
simply skin straight up, usually skirting the climber’s right in the upper half.
If you don’t want to deal with the creek in the morning, you can cross the
bridge near the gondola, then break through the thick brush into the avalanche
paths further west. Trend left before 1950m and use another slide path to meet
the Goat’s Eye run, or gain the basin for a beautiful break location. Back in
the main line, around 2400m, you’ll need to bootpack to get through the
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steep, rocky choke. In the eye, you may find scree instead of snow for a few
steps, but it’s still worth climbing through for the novelty and the views. The
descent route is obvious but be prepared for some semi-serious turns at the top.

The Mason’s Mistake
By Ruari Macfarlane

While driving West towards Lake Louise, who hasn’t noticed this slash through
the otherwise unified front presented by the mighty, chiselled slabs that buttress
Mt Ishbel from the West? It’s a uniquely aesthetic Rockies couloir, but, for a
few reasons, it falls well short of popularity. Chief amongst these include a
painful approach (and egress), a solar/windward aspect, a very thin snowpack,
and key wildlife habitat. The couloir itself is quite technical, sporting a thin,
rotten snowpack and several rock steps. For the very determined, read on.
Importantly, the entire Hillsdale area, up to and including the slopes below the
Ishbel Slabs, is sometimes implicated in area closures, closing access to this run.
It is crucial that you check for any area closures first; these are for conserving
sensitive species that frequent the area and are much more important than
shredding yet another couloir. Check the Parks Canada website beforehand for any
area closures or restrictions; https://www.pc.gc.ca/en/pn-np/ab/banff/bulletins.
Failure to check for & respect closures can result in an uneasy conscience,
community shaming, and/or a fine of up to $25,000 under the Canadian National
Parks Act. Please respect these; there are plenty of other options in this book!
Reference #6
Vertical: Access gains 900m and loses 170m, run is 350m
Distance: Round trip is around 10km, run is 0.5km
Directions: Scope the line from the highway in advance, as you’ll have a
better time if the line & area are unusually fat. Start from the Johnston Canyon
parking lot, and follow the popular public trail past the spectacular Lower and
Upper Falls to the Ink Pots. Given the long approach, you’ll be starting early
enough to beat the throngs of tourists, and enjoying the spectacular Johnston
Canyon at either end of the day, with no one around, is a nice perk of this
trip. Microspikes can be invaluable, as the trail is usually beaten down to ice,
in sharp contrast to the facets you’ll wade through for the following hours.
Just upstream of the Ink Pots, a narrow bridge crosses Johnston Creek. From here,
leave the trail, crossing a small tributary to your right, and angle downstream
for close to a kilometre before curving left and upward into a shallow, forestchoked valley. GPS, satellite imagery, and a good nose for bushwhacking are
your allies here. If you can, follow the old (decommissioned) Hillsdale Ridge
Trail; however, this is largely overgrown and sometimes deviates from where
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it’s marked on old maps. From the Upper Flats, where the ‘trail’ hooks SW to
Hillsdale Ridge, quest Eastwards instead, choosing your own adventure through
the forest to the base of the long scree fans below the slabs. Unfortunately, these
are also unpleasant, as they are typically stripped back to rock. If not, stay alert
for windslab over depth hoar as you pick a line up towards the base of the couloir.
Some may be tempted to approach from the Hillsdale Meadow on the 1A due to the
shorter distance. However, this route has more kilometres of off-trail travel – slow
& strenuous in the area’s thin, faceted snowpack – and is riddled with windfalls.
You’re likely to arrive at a similar time, but with more energy, via Johnstons
Canyon. In addition, you can congratulate yourself on doing better by the wildlife
of the park – the Hillsdale Meadow area is a key habitat for many species and is
best avoided. Finally, Johnston Canyon is a viable approach all season, whereas
access from further East on the parkway is cut off from March 1 (The 1A East of
Johnston Canyon is subject to overnight closures till 8 AM from March – June
annually. Given the laborious approach and aspect, this would be a very late start).
The couloir, like the approach, is Jekyll and Hyde. The lower half of the couloir
is wide, not too steep, and can offer great riding on a supportive snowpack.
However, in the steeper terrain above the first rock step, the nature of the
snowpack is typically heavily faceted, and peppered with rock through thin areas.
Not only is this tricky to ski/ride, but ascent can be a waist-deep facet plough and
very insecure in this steep terrain. Self-arrest of a fall in such unconsolidated
snow can be impossible. Verts may be a useful ascent tool (in addition to ice
tools/crampons for rock steps). Slab avalanches have also been observed from
the upper couloir, which can catch snow blowing off the slabs. Depending on
risk tolerance, skill, and conditions, it may be wise to ski from below the lowest
rock step (crux), which is ascended by low-angle but tenuous dry-tooling. Pro &
anchors are scarce or non-existent; fortunately, this is quite a short step (i.e. 5m).
From here, traverse right to ascend a narrow rib of snow under the overhanging
rock on the right wall (chossy rock – watch your ski tips/head), bypassing rocky
ground further left. A little higher, you’ll traverse a narrow shelf left to gain the
slightly wider (but still narrow) upper couloir. The top out is rocky; the ride
will usually start below it. There are several distinct cruxes on the descent, in
addition to general skinniness, rockiness and rotten-ness: the exposed leftward
traverse, the narrow rib on the skier’s left (the overhanging rock scoop leaves
little room to move), and the bottom step. Drop this – you’ll need to shut down
speed quickly in the narrow couloir, hard on skis – or alternatively downclimb
(with difficulty) or rap (anchor dependant – pitons could be handy). Then enjoy
opening it up down the lower section! Overall, this remains an aesthetic, and
unique line but is rowdy and hard work, both ways. Above the rock step, it’s
better suited to snowboard than ski descents.
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Sunshine Backcountry

This section covers runs and areas that are most often accessed via the resort
lifts. This does not include places like Healy Creek or Healy Pass that are
often described as “sunshine backcountry”, as those areas are more commonly
accessed by touring. It will include the Citadel Pass area as most skiers will
use the lift system for access to cut down the effort a bit. I do include nonlift access information for those looking for a human-powered experience.
The areas found just outside the boundary lines of Sunshine Village Resort offer
an awe-inspiring amount of easily accessible backcountry terrain. Everything
from steep alpine runs to committing pillow lines can be found, and this area
should keep most skiers busy for a while. Do remember, though, that these
are truly backcountry areas, there is no ski patrol, nor are the areas avalanche
controlled. With the purchase of a lift pass, you can often lap many of these runs
several times within a day. Still, if you wish to earn your turns, you can also tour
up the ski out and onto any of these areas reasonably quickly. At the time of this
writing, you can travel through the resort without a lift ticket for backcountry
access. Still, you may not use the lifts or go into closed or restricted areas within
the resort. Please skin on the edge of the run, single file, to avoid downhill traffic.
For more information on this, please get in touch with Sunshine Resort directly.
Sunshine Directions: From Banff, head west on Highway 1, take the Sunshine
Village exit and follow the access road to the parking lot.
Lift Access Directions: Purchase a lift ticket at the base of the resort and take
the gondola to the village. From here, you can take secondary lifts to access the
starting areas for the many backcountry destinations. Check the individual run
directions for which secondary lifts to use.
Earn Your Turns Resort Uphilling Directions: Skin up the 5.7km ski out,
(route line #7) for a relatively easy and quick way to tour up to the village. From
the village, follow low angled green runs to the top of the secondary lifts, check
the individual run directions for information on which runs should be used. If the
run listed is closed, you will either need to ask which can be used or alter your
day, do not poach closed runs for uphill access!
Earn Your Turns Backcountry Directions: Starting at the back parking lot
at Sunshine Resort, follow the Lower Canyon run until turning right onto the
Healy Creek Trail at the first fork. After about 3km, you will come to the first
Healy Creek avalanche paths, cross the creek to your left and follow the forested
drainage to the south. After about 1.5km, you will hit the alpine after a short
but steep climbing section (Healy Main Drain run). From here, head south-east
towards Twin Cairns to access the area just west of Sunshine Resort. Some
parties also take the Simpson Pass summer trail, but you add about 3km to the
above suggestion.
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Citadel Pass

It’s hard not to look south to Citadel Pass while lapping runs on the Divide
Lift and not wonder what skiing adventures await. The north-facing couloir on
Citadel Peak often sticks out to skiers as a must-do, but there are a couple of other
noteworthy objectives in the area. Fatigue Mountain offers the most significant
runs, while a summit bid on Citadel Peak provides outstanding views along the
Continental Divide. It is possible to day trip all the runs in this area, but most
parties seem to get back to the resort after it is closed. My preference is to camp
to ski several objectives in one trip.

Howard Douglas Lake Campground

You will find the summer campground of the same name just below Howard
Douglas Lake, and although a camp closer to Citadel Pass is an ideal location,
the summer campground is more sheltered and receives a lot less wind. All run
directions for this area will start from Howard Douglas Lake.
Reference #8/9 to boundary, 10 to highpoint, 11 to lake
Vertical: 160m from Sunshine Village to the top of Quartz East Ridge, 100m
down to Howard Dougas Lake Campground
Distance: 1.2km from Sunshine Village to boundary line, 4.2km from boundary
to the top of Quartz Ridge, 0.5km down to Howard Douglas Lake Campground
Directions: If you have a lift pass take the Strawberry Lift and at the top ski down
and away from the resort to find yourself at the boundary line. If earning your
turns, skin up the Springhill run before switching to the Angel Gully run to arrive
at the bottom of the Great Divide Express Lift, skin past the lift line and follow
the drainage to arrive at the backcountry gate. From the boundary skin along the
flat, half pipe like drainage that usually forms in the area towards Quartz Hill.
You will soon find yourself in a rolling laneway with Quartz Ridge to your right
and trees to your left. Sticking in or very close to the trees here is a good option
for limiting some exposure from the avalanche slopes of Quartz Ridge. Once
past the trees, the area opens up a fair bit, trend climber’s left and work the small
isolated benched rolls in the alpine to limit some exposure from Quartz Hill. At
the top, you can take the skins off and ski down to Howard Douglas Lake to make
camp and lessen the load.

Howard Douglas Lake Slopes

Generally, people ski these slopes as a day trip from the resort, but they can
provide some lazy laps after dinner if camping in the area. The south-facing
slopes directly above the lake, which most people will use to access the camp
area, have well-spaced small trees ending in tree lanes. The larger open slope to
the looker’s right and the glade like run coming off the top of the east ridge of
Quartz are the other two runs worth noting in the area.
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Map Reference #11, 12, 13 and 14
Vertical: 100-150m access and runs
Distance: 0.65-0.85km access, 0.4-0.6km runs
Directions: From Howard Douglas Lake, head north and climb up to the low
point between Quartz Hill and its eastern high point. Head up in either direction
and drop into the south where you want. When skiing the far glade option, you
may end up below the campground, skin up to the southwest in the forest to
return.

Quartz Southeast Ridge

This is another fun area to cruise around after a warm dinner at camp. These
small rolling treeline slopes aren’t ones you’ll be telling stories about, but they
can be trip savers for when conditions weren’t what you were looking for.
Reference #15
Vertical: 160m access, 80-120m runs
Distance: 800m access, 300m runs
Directions: From Howard Douglas Lake, travel southwest and up the rolling
slopes coming off the southeast ridge of Quartz Hill. Do not ski south into the
steeper terrain leading to the Simpson River. Return on your access route to head
back to camp.

Citadel Peak, North Couloir

This run might be the most skied run in the area, as it’s seen from most places
in the resort. It’s a short north-facing couloir with a short-lived choke that had
a large boulder in it when I was last there. The boulder can be buried by midseason, but it’s still worth noting as it could create a hollow facet avalanche issue.
Reference #16, 17
Vertical: 50m of lose/gain over rolling terrain for access to base, 160m run
Distance: 2.7km access to base, 0.25km access to top and run back down
Directions: From Howard Douglas Lake, travel south to find and follow a
treeline ridge feature that trends southeast, pointing towards Citadel Peak. Once
at the more open flats, travel through a series of tree islands before reaching
Citadel Lake, which is found directly below the north aspect of Citadel Peak. At
the lake, climb and ski the couloir.
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Citadel Peak, North Face

I skied the looker’s left side of this aspect once, unsure why and not from the
summit, which would almost certainly require a rappel. Most of the time, this
face is rocky and wind-affected. The redeeming factor is that it is fairly steep,
although now that I write it, that doesn’t seem all that “redeeming” when all
things are considered.
Reference #16, 18
Vertical: 50m of lose/gain over rolling terrain for access to base, 160m run
Distance: 2.8km access to base, 0.25km access to top and run back down
Directions: Follow the directions for Citadel Peak, North Couloir on page 46
but climb and ski the section of the face that seems to make the most sense at
the time.

Citadel Peak, East Bowl

On the east aspect of Citadel Peak, you will find a bowl feature with several
opportunities to get turns. The bowl is lee, and it often has cornices and knifelike features at the top. Although I’ve never seen run out debris from this slope, I
would imagine a significant event would cause the burial to be very deep, as most
of the snow would funnel together at the bottom.
Reference #16, 19, 20
Vertical: 100m of lose/gain over rolling terrain for access to east ridge, 300m to
top and run back down
Distance: 3.5km access to base of east ridge, 0.6-0.7km access to top, 0.5km run
Directions: Follow the directions for Citadel Peak, North Couloir on page 46
to arrive at Citadel Lake. Head east from the lake, through a boulder field and
around the east ridge of Citadel Peak to arrive at the pass. Looking west, you will
see the East Bowl run. You can climb the east ridge to the cliff band to traverse
into the bowl to access the top. Another, more direct approach is to skin across
the bowl to reach the same spot. You can also follow the South Ridge Summit
Route directions found below and drop down into the run.

Citadel Peak, South Ridge Summit Route

This route would be a long day trip from the resort or an enjoyable day out from
camp. It provides outstanding views of Simpson Ridge and Police Meadows and
the excellent skiing that can be found out that way. This route has few issues
regarding avalanche concerns most years, as the winds patterns strip most of the
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snow off the ridge. The main technical problem is a short section of 3rd class
climbing that isn’t noticeable early on. This one is best left for a windless, clear
day as the position of this small peak provides both views and high winds.
Reference #16, 21
Vertical: 100m of lose/gain over rolling terrain for access to Citadel Pass, almost
flat from Pass to south ridge and 300m to the summit along the south ridge
Distance: 3.5km access to Citadel Pass, 1.2km of low angle downhill to the start
of the south ridge, 1.7km to the summit along the south ridge
Directions: Follow the directions for Citadel Peak, North Couloir on page 46
to arrive at Citadel Lake. Head east from the lake, through a boulder field and
around the east ridge of Citadel Peak to arrive at the pass. Ski or skin south
towards the trees on the south ridge of Citadel Peak, just past the alpine cliffs on
the east aspect. Skin up through the trees, and if you arrive at a terrain trap ditch,
continue south to work around this feature and onto the ridge. Follow the ridge
heading north until reaching a cliff band below a small snow slope. At the high
point of the snow slope, you will find a 5m
shallow chimney like feature with good
hand and foot holds that leads to the final
summit push. The summit ridge often has
a mixture of cornices, knife ridges and/or
other wind features. From the top, you can
return the way you came, or if looking for
turns, head down the East Bowl run (page
48).

Fatigue Mountain, West
Face

It took me many years and attempts to bag
this face in conditions I left comfortable
in. Outside of my successful descent, all
were done as overnight trips, as a single
day push from the resort will have most
coming home in the dark. As with most
west aspects in the Rockies, this one can
be plagued with windswept and/or facet
issues, but it seems that the south bowl feature often helps protect and load the
west in typical wind patterns. Descending from the summit is possible but watch
for a rocky start before arriving at the steeper part of the run. The skier’s left side
of the run has a wide rib like feature, while the guts of the run has a slight bowl
shape to it. The face often avalanches to size 3 naturally most seasons, and skier
triggering should be on your mind regardless of the danger rating.
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Reference #16, 22, 23, 24
Vertical: 720m access, 680m run
Distance: 5km to the summit, 2.2km run
Directions: From Howard Douglas Lake, head south to find and follow a treeline
ridge feature that trends southeast, pointing towards Citadel Peak. Once at the
more open flats, travel through a series of tree islands heading towards Fatigue
Mountain before turning towards the small isolated bump below the long ridge
feature. Skin up the bump and onward to the top of the typically dry, rocky ridge.
Follow the ridge southeast to the summit, being careful not to skin on the large
cornices that form in the area; switching to bootpacking will probably be required
at some point. To ski the west aspect, head down from the summit to the skier’s
right, in the direction of Quartz Hill.

Fatigue Mountain, Unnamed Peak, Southwest
Bowl

If you aren’t entirely fatigued from doing Fatigue Mountain, you can use your
access track to head back up and ski this large bowl-like feature on an unnamed
peak that no one seems to care about. The run has plenty of avalanche and terrain
issues, which is why I continue not to bother skiing it. Judging from over ten
years of pictures, I have concluded a few key points to consider if you are heading
here. The upper and lookers’ left side of the bowl generally has thinner snow
which transitions to thicker snow in the looker’s right and lower-middle areas.
Just before the bowl becomes a drainage, there are some large rocks and cliffs.
The lower drainage makes a skier’s right turn below treeline and into steeper
rocky forested terrain. Being in an avalanche here would result in a physically
violent ride and an extremely deep burial.
Reference #16, 22, 25, 26
Vertical: 590m access to the summit, 550m run
Distance: 5km to the summit, 1.3km run
Directions: From Howard Douglas Lake, head south to find and follow a treeline
ridge feature that trends southeast, pointing towards Citadel Peak. Once at the
more open flats, travel through a series of tree islands heading towards Fatigue
Mountain before turning towards the small isolated bump below the long ridge
feature. Skin up the bump and to the ridge before heading north towards the
unnamed summit. Just before reaching the top, you will need to work around or
through a cliff band. From the top, descend the bowl, and as the lower drainage
turns to the right, exit towards a small forested highpoint; from here, you will
probably require skins to remove yourself from avalanche exposure.
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Quartz Hill

This double summit mountain is easily recognizable from the resort and quickly
becomes a “must ski” for those looking to get away from the crowds. You can
get an excellent view of the access route from the top of the Divide chair lift on
a clear day. The views from the summit are outstanding, and the access route
often offers a short but steep mountaineering section. The northeast face provides
about 200m of steep open face skiing off the summit, while the northwest aspect,
coming off the lower unnamed peak, offers a long low angle run when avalanche
conditions aren’t great. Even though the run on Quartz Hill isn’t the largest, it
does avalanche naturally during most cycles, and it often has large debris piles.

Quartz Hill, Northeast Face

A long time classic backcountry objective for Sunshine resort skiers, and for
good reason. Although not long, the run off the summit offers a bit of everything
to ensure you catch the backcountry bug. The final push to the summit often has
the backcountry rookie realizing why you told them to buy an ice axe, and the
steep open face descent is just long enough for them to understand why skinning
up stuff is worth the trouble. This slope naturally avalanches during most cycles
and is regularly done from the resort as a day trip.
Reference #8/9, 10, 27, 28
Vertical: 400m for access to summit from Sunshine Village, 250m run
Distance: 1.2km from Sunshine Village to boundary line, 4km to the summit
from boundary line, 1km run if stretching it out
Directions: If you have a lift pass take the Strawberry Lift and at the top ski down
and away from the resort to find yourself at the boundary line. If earning your
turns, skin up the Springhill run before switching to the Angel Gully run to arrive
at the bottom of the Great Divide Express Lift, skin past the lift line and follow
the drainage to arrive at the backcountry gate. From the boundary skin along the
flat, half pipe like drainage that usually forms in the area towards Quartz Hill.
You will enter an area with small rolling treeline hills to your right and a thicker
tree area to your left. Gain the right side hills to access the alpine ridge of Quartz
Ridge. Skin to the top of Quartz Ridge before descending towards the start of the
summit ridge of Quartz Hill. You can usually skin up to the first peak, but often
the second one requires a short bootpack. Most people seem to ski down from the
first, slightly lower peak. The descent is straightforward, but you will probably
want to trend skier’s left before reaching the trees to return to the resort. To get
back to the resort, follow the trimline along Quartz Ridge to find your original
skin track. If you skied down into the trees, you would probably end up in a
large open flat area, skin to the northwest using tree lanes to access Sunshine
Meadows, where the route to the resort will become obvious.
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Quartz Ridge, Northwest Slope

So you headed out to do Quartz Hill, but conditions had you turning around?
Have no fear, you can still get some turns in on the way home to save the day on
this low angle but fairly long run. If skied correctly or with a bit of luck, you can
sometimes get turns down to Larix Lake. If the snow is slow or you end up in a
flat spot, it often only takes a bit of pole action to get going again.
Reference #8/9, 10, 27, 29
Vertical: 320m from Sunshine Village to the top, 280m run if making it to Larix
Lake
Distance: 1.2km from Sunshine Village to boundary line, 3.2km to the top from
boundary line, 1.8km run if making it to Larix Lake
Directions: If you have a lift pass take the Strawberry Lift and at the top ski
down and away from the resort to find yourself at the boundary line. If earning
your turns, skin up the Springhill run before switching to the Angel Gully run
to arrive at the bottom of the Great Divide Express Lift, skin past the lift line
and follow the drainage to arrive at the backcountry gate. From the boundary
skin along the flat, half pipe like drainage that usually forms in the area towards
Quartz Hill. You will enter an area with small rolling treeline hills to your right
and a thicker tree area to your left. Gain the right side hills to access the alpine
ridge of Quartz Ridge. Skin to the top of Quartz Ridge and ski down, heading
northwest to start but trend to the north as you get going. There are a few small
treeline hills, and a drainage to the west, do not follow this drainage as it leads
deep into Larix Creek and very far from the resort. Instead, trend skier’s right
towards several tree lanes that head down to Larix Lake, or if doing laps, head
back up near treeline. To get back to the resort, head east to find your skin track
at any point in the run. If at Larix Lake, head north in the main drainage until to
find yourself between Twin Cairns and Standish or northeast through Rock Isle
Lake to return to your skin track leading back to the resort. For further direction,
see the Return To Resort section on page 62.
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Rock Isle, Larix & Grizzly Lakes

To the southwest of the resort, you will find three small lakes with short but
entertaining slopes above them. Access to and from the area is fairly short, so
the area can be great for those just starting in the backcountry. The rolling terrain
in the area can be a bit confusing to navigate at first, but if you stick to the
main drainages, you should be fine getting around. There has been at least one
exposure death in the area due to getting lost during a storm and ending up far
away from the resort. Some of this area burned in the last wildfires, which may
have improved some of the tree skiing since I last went.

Rock Isle Lake

The north aspect above Rock Isle Lake has a short but playful slope with some
pillow features. Even though this is a small, short slope, it is steep enough to
avalanche, and the flat lake surface below creates a terrain trap. Not much of a
destination for turns, but the pillows can be fun, and it’s not much work to get
here.
Reference #8/9, 30, 32
Vertical: 120m from Sunshine Village to the start of the run, 50m run
Distance: 1.2km from Sunshine Village to boundary line, 1.1km to the start of
the run from the boundary line, 0.2km run
Directions: If you have a lift pass take the Strawberry Lift and at the top ski
down and away from the resort to find yourself at the boundary line. If earning
your turns, skin up the Springhill run before switching to the Angel Gully run to
arrive at the bottom of the Great Divide Express Lift, skin past the lift line and
follow the drainage to arrive at the backcountry gate. From the boundary skin a
short distance south until seeing the flat lake area to the west, this is Rock Isle
Lake. Go up the small ridge with pockets of trees that are found above the lake
until reaching the top. After skiing down towards the lake, you can follow your
access skin track to get back to the resort or loop back onto the ridge to lap.

Larix Lake Trees

The west aspect above Larix Lake provides some short but steep tree skiing. This
area seems to get its fair share of wind loading, and often the tree wells can be
deeper than other areas. As with most skiing in this area, the fun is short-lived,
but so is the effort to get here.
Reference #8/9, 30, 31, 33
Vertical: 120m from Sunshine Village to the start of the run, 75-100m runs
Distance: 1.2km from Sunshine Village to boundary line, 1.3km to 1.8km from
boundary line to run options, 300m runs
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Directions: Follow the directions as for Rock Isle Lake on page 58 but head a
short way to the south along the rolling ridge before skiing downhill to the west.
If you were thinking of lapping this area, you would notice a laneway heading
north in the trees near Larix Lake. Following this and the drainage above will
lead you back to Rock Isle Lake. You can also head south to find some clearings
leading towards the backside of Quartz Ridge. Heading north after hitting the
treeline will put you in the southern area of these trees.

Grizzly Glades

Probably my favourite lazy day zone from the resort. The area features laneways
within an older growth forest, with several large downed trees you can ski off and
recently some of the area burned, which has probably helped spacing even more.
Reference #34/35, 36, 37
Vertical: 150m gain from Sunshine Village to boundary line, 50m gain from the
boundary line to top of run, 150m run
Distance: 1km from Sunshine Village to boundary line, 1.6km from boundary
line to top of run, 0.6km run
Directions: If earning your turns,
skin up the Borderline run and
leave the resort at the low point
between Standish and Twin Cairns.
If you have a lift pass take Standish
Express from the village and ski a
short distance down to the low point
between Standish and Twin Cairns.
Head southwest towards the south
ridge of Twin Cairns over rolling
treeline terrain until you reach the
lower flat bench feature. From
here, ski down to the east to end
up at Grizzly Lake. To lap the run,
head to the opening at the northeast
corner of the lake and head north a
short distance before wrapping to
the west to gain the upper section of
the forest. You will find several low
angled tree laneways here that make
for an easy up track. Return to the
resort by following the directions
found in Return To Resort on page
62.
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Larix Creek Trees

The east-facing trees in the Larix Creek area offer some good skiing but getting
into and back out of this area is problematic. A frozen waterfall blocks the entry
and exit via Grizzly Lake, making this area a little more effort than it may be
worth. About half of this area burned in the most recent fires, and it looks like the
skiing has improved due to it. Do not ski the west side of the ridge, even if you
find a way through the many cliffs, you will end up far away from the resort and
in rugged forest terrain.
Reference #34/35, 36, 38
Vertical: 150m gain from Sunshine Village to boundary line, 50m gain from the
boundary line before dropping 50m to get to the top of the runs, 150-200m runs
Distance: 1km from Sunshine Village to boundary line, 2.2km to 2.5km from
boundary line to the top of the runs, 400m runs
Directions: Follow the directions for Grizzly Glades on page 60 but continue
lower down the south ridge. The ridge will get narrow here, and it travels along
cliffs. Ski downhill on the northeast side in the trees, one of the few open areas or
the burnt forest further over. At the bottom, do not head down the creek, as you
will end up far from the resort and in difficult terrain. Instead, head north towards
the large open area under cliffs and work your way back to the ridge or skin up
where you skied down. Follow your access track to get back to the resort.

Return To Resort

People seem to get a bit lost in this area due to the rolling terrain, and I’ll admit
that even I have found myself a bit confused while in a storm here. You can
always backtrack on your access route, but I have added these directions if that’s
not possible.
Reference #40
Vertical: up to 120m to return back to the resort boundary line
Distance: up to 2km to return back to the resort boundary line
Directions: The most straightforward route back to the resort from this area is to
get to the connecting creeks for Grizzly and Larix Lake and follow the drainage
up to the low point between Standish and Twin Cairns. If you are at Grizzly Lake,
follow the drainage starting at the northeast corner to reach this starting location.
If you are at Rock Isle Lake, this will be unneeded, and you should be able to
backtrack on your access easily, but if your skin track is filled in, simply head
directly north to run into the resort.
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Twin Cairns

Twin Cairns is the alpine feature found to the west of the Standish chair lift along
the Continental Divide between the resort and The Monarch. It sports everything
from steep faces, rolling powder slopes, tight chutes and cliff drops. Traversing
the ridge is probably the best way to get to know Twin Cairns’ different moods.
Wind can often lift off The Monarch from the southwest to create strong localized
winds along the ridge top. Where the mountain lacks in vertical height, it makes
up for as a mini alpine playground that can be used to develop skills before trying
your hand in larger terrain.

Northeast Ridge Summit Route

This is the traditional and fastest route up to the summit. The whole route can be
viewed from the top of the Wawa lift, and it doesn’t hold any surprises. The route
along the ridge to the summit is straightforward, and you can often skin all the
way, although some years, the ridge top wind features can make it a bit tricky.
Reference #42, 43
Vertical: 150m from Sunshine Village to Wawa Lift top, 200m from top of
Wawa Lift to summit
Distance: 1.5km from Sunshine Village to Wawa Lift top, 1.5km from top of
Wawa Lift to summit
Directions: If you have a lift pass, take the Wawa chair lift from the village. If
earning your turns, skin up the Meadow Park run to reach the top of the Wawa
chair lift. From here, head southwest towards the long, less steep ridge feature
that separates the north and east faces of Twin Cairns. Usually, you can skin to
the top, but many parties end up bootpacking the last slightly steeper section.
Once at the top, follow the ridge south to the summit.

South Ridge Summit Route

I prefer using this route to traverse the mountain as it has several options for
style and is a bit more adventurous overall. A couple of short, manageable rock
sections will need to be climbed when attempting a direct line to the summit, or
you can low line around them to the west if you prefer skinning.
Reference #34/35, 41
Vertical: 150m from Sunshine Village to boundary line, 200m from boundary
line to summit
Distance: 1km from Sunshine Village to boundary line, 1.8km from boundary
line to summit
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Directions: If earning your turns, skin up the Borderline run and leave the resort
at the low point between Standish and Twin Cairns. If you have a lift pass take
Standish Express from the village and ski a short distance down to the low point
between Standish and Twin Cairns. Skin up and to the southwest through a series
of rolling rock piles just above the treeline until reaching the south ridge. Go
north on the ridge until you reach the summit. If there is more rock climbing than
you like, you can drop down to the west and work your way onto the summit
ridge.

North Face

The North Face of Twin Cairns is a steep, short slope that is often wind loaded. I
have skied it when there was deep loose powder but more often when it has been
so hard that I couldn’t get a ski pole into it. Some years it is an even planer slope,
and in other years it can develop into a small bowl feature with vertical cornices.
This slope may be short but does avalanche during most natural avalanche cycles.
Reference #44
Vertical: 120m run
Distance: 0.5km run
Directions: Follow either of the directions to arrive at the summit. If using the
North East Ridge route, you can drop down this face as you arrive at the top of
the ridge without going to the summit. If you took the South Ridge route, then
head north until coming to the run. Near the bottom, you will want to trend
skier’s right. Otherwise, the natural fall line will have you heading towards the
Healy Main Drain area and further away from the resort.
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East Face

This is a short but steep and committing face, and one should not fall here due
to the rocks in the lower area. The southern part, which lies below the summit,
has several cliff bands and, depending on coverage, may or may not be ski-able.
Have a good look at the southern area before attempting a descent. The northern
section is generally less committing but is still steep. This slope avalanches
during most cycles.
Reference #45
Vertical: main section is about 100m, with another 120 to get back to the resort
Distance: just under 1km to get back to the resort boundary
Directions: Follow either of the access directions to arrive at the summit to ski
the main cliff band line or drop in along the ridge where your line is. At the
bottom, head towards the middle area and keep your speed up if trying to ski
back to the resort in one go.

South Ridge

The South Ridge of Twin Cairns offers rolling powder slopes both to the east and
west but skiing the ridge itself is often not that great of an option due to rocks,
low snow levels and the low angle of the ridge.
Reference #46
Vertical: up to 200m runs if heading down below treeline on the west side
Distance: up to 0.7km if heading down below treeline on the west side
Directions: Follow the South Ridge Summit Route directions on page 66 but
head down where it makes sense before reaching the summit. If skiing the west
side of the ridge, it’s best not to go too far down in the trees as you will end up in
difficult terrain leading to the North Simpson River.

West aspect

The upper West aspect of Twin Cairns is often wind blown, and it seems that each
season it has a slightly different slope that can be skied (or no slope). The rolling
ramp heading northwest from the western bench is the main run in the area.
Reference #47
Vertical: 200m for the main rolling ramp run
Distance: 0.8km for the main rolling ramp run
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Directions: From the summit, there is sometimes a very steep chute that can be
descended, and you will have to head a little south from the summit to find it
(it’s not filled in most years). From the north sub-peak, ski down to the western
bench to access the main run that heads northwest. This rolling ramp can be
skied almost to the Simpson Pass Trees run if the snow is fast. To head back to
the resort, it’s best to stop not far into the trees and skin directly east to return to
the top of the Wawa chair lift.

Simpson Pass Trees

After skiing the northwest ramp on Twin Cairns, you will reach this steeper
forest run that has you finishing at Simpson Pass. I only ski here when doing
the highline route to Egypt Lake from the resort, but I have heard that more
resort skiers are heading here for turns when the closer backcountry has too many
tracks. The main drawback of this run is that you end up far way from the resort.
Reference #48
Vertical: 200m run
Distance: 1km run
Directions: If you have a lift pass, take the Wawa chair lift. If earning your turns,
skin up the Meadow Park run to reach the top of Wawa chair lift. If you want to
ski Twin Cairns before connecting to this run, follow the West Aspect directions
found above and continue skiing into the forest after skiing the main northwest
ramp run. If you are going directly to the run, head west from the top of the lift
between Twin Cairns and Wawa Hump until you reach a high point where it
looks like you can reach the forest below by downhill skiing. In the forest, you
may find yourself along a cliff band, and there are several breaks in this cliff
that can be skied. In all cases, if you don’t see an obvious way through then it is
best to head skier’s left until you find a break or the end of the cliff band. At the
bottom, you will likely end up in a southnorth running open area near Simpson
Pass, head north until reaching Healy Creek Trail. Head down the trail for about
6km to return to the bottom of the resort.
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The Doors

This area is almost certainly the most travelled backcountry area from Sunshine,
and make no mistake, regardless of what your friends suggest, you are in the
backcountry here. There is avalanche terrain in all of these runs, and the main
Back Door drainage is a terrain trap – wear a transceiver, pack a shovel/probe
and ski with a partner. You will probably hear about the Back Door run early on
in your first season or even during your first visit to the resort, and this is by far
the more popular run out of the three. Back Door Cliffs is an extension of Back
Door, and it provides a few fun cliff drops before entering the main run. Side
Door takes it up a notch with a long cliff band that offers short pillow lines in
trees and has a few hidden open powder pockets to mix things up. All three runs
end up on a power line that will lead you back to the Wolverine chair lift.

Back Door & Back Door Cliffs

Thousands of trips are taken down the Back Door drainage every year. The
terrain in Back Door varies from thick trees to open laneways and has small cliffs
scattered throughout. The lower section of the drainage has many fallen trees and
often becomes icy with increased traffic. The open lanes above the main drainage
can slide when avalanche conditions are bad, and the tight drainage here can also
act as a terrain trap in such a case. The Back Door Cliffs area offers a slightly
different start to the main run but quickly enters the main drainage.
Reference #42, 50/51
Vertical: 150m from Sunshine Village to Wawa Lift top, almost flat to access the
starting positions, runs from 250m to just under 300m to finish at Wolverine lift
Distance: 1.5km from Sunshine Village to Wawa Lift top, 0.8km to access “The
Pad” or Back Door Cliffs from the top of Wawa lift, runs from 1.1km to 1.3km
to finish at Wolverine lift
Directions: If you have a lift pass, take the Wawa chair lift. If earning your turns,
skin up the Meadow Park run to reach the top of the Wawa chair lift. From the
top of the Wawa lift, head towards the backcountry gate on the skier’s left side
of the start of the Meadow Park run but if there is no longer a gate, look for the
usually well-packed trail. Head northwest over rolling terrain to a slight ridge
with light trees that heads north. To access Back Door Cliffs, head downhill to
the west from this point to an island of trees. Head north through the trees, or
around the trees just to the west, to access the cliffs. For Back Door, continue
north along the first small ridge and down a short slope before entering light trees
to access “The Pad” or “The Launch Pad”, the main staging area of Back Door.
At any point after the dip in the trail, you can enter the Back Door drainage to the
west, but your run will be better the further along you start. On descent, follow
the drainage back to the power lines to arrive at the bottom of the Wolverine lift.
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Side Door

Side Door is almost as popular as Back Door, but it is a much smaller area and is
more challenging overall. To get ready for runs like Pillow Hunt, Pillow Fight or
The Playground off Wawa Ridge, try lapping the more committing pillow lines
that are found to the skier’s right of the main area. There are some steep sections
here, and I have personally triggered avalanches after heavy snowfalls. This is
a snowboard friendly area to get to since there are no uphill sections to climb.
Reference #42, 52
Vertical: just under 100m from Sunshine Village to the sharp left turn in the trail,
main run section is 80-100m with another 130m to arrive at Wolverine lift
Distance: 0.7km from Sunshine Village to the sharp left turn in the trail, main
run section is 0.2-0.3km with another 1km to arrive at Wolverine lift
Directions: If you have a lift pass take the Wawa chair lift and ski down the
Meadow Park run and over the long flat section until the run takes a sharp right
turn. If earning your turns, skin up Meadow Park until a sharp left turn in the
trail. The main section of Side Door is through the backcountry gate that is found
at this sharp corner. About 20 meters further down the Meadow Park run, there
will be a small opening in the trees on the skier’s left side. Follow this trail
uphill a short distance to find the steeper and more challenging terrain in the area.
Traverse the upper area to find untracked lines. There are several open powder
pockets in Side Door below the steeper trees and cliffs. At the bottom head skier’s
left to meet up with the power line and follow it back to the Wolverine chair lift.
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Wawa Ridge

Every season thousands of trips up Wawa Ridge are made from the resort.
Wawa Bowl can be seen from almost everywhere while skiing at the resort, and
you’ll probably hear stories about places like Wizard Chutes during your first
dishwashing shift at The Elk. Regardless of locals casually talking about such
places, remember these areas hold serious terrain that have claimed more than
one life in the past. The north aspect holds some seriously steep, cliff littered
forest terrain, and even some of the smaller alpine features present terrain traps
that can bury and kill you.

Wawa Ridge Access Points

The route from the resort to the top of Wawa Ridge is pretty straightforward.
Over the years, there have been some changes to the backcountry gate here, and
at times it has even been completely removed. In the past avalanche bulletins
have been posted at the gate, and you’ll likely find a Parks Canada image of the
area highlighting the avalanche areas ahead. The trail is often boot packed firm,
and walking can be just as fast as skinning. Once at the ridge, you can usually
walk to the top on exposed scree.
Reference #42, 53
Vertical: 150m from Sunshine Village to Wawa Lift top, about 120m to the top
of Wawa Ridge
Distance: 1.5km from Sunshine Village to Wawa Lift top, 1.3km to higher
practice slope start, 1.5km to Wawa Bowl start or 1.8km to the north-east corner
start
Directions: If you have a lift pass, take the Wawa chair lift. If earning your
turns, skin up the Meadow Park run to reach the top of the Wawa chair lift.
From the backcountry gate at the top of the Wawa lift, travel northwest over
rolling terrain towards the main ridge. You should pass the summer trail sign to
your right after about five minutes (large rock at a low point). If you want to ski
Wawa Hump, head south along the opposite ridgeline. To access all the other
areas, descend a short slope northwest and towards the small group of trees on
the lower section of the main ridge. From here, follow the ridge north. Along the
main ridge, you can ski the Practice Slopes (page 78) anywhere to the east. If
you go west along the ridge (page 94), you will head towards the White Wizard,
Healy Main/Secondary Drains and Dinosaur Head runs. As you continue along
the ridge to the north, you come to the last steeper section with a boulder at the
bottom and a cairn at the top. From here, you can descend Wawa Bowl (page 80)
to the east and the longer descent of Wawa Ridge’s west aspect to the west (page
94). You can also descend northwest from here, sneaking under Wawa Ridge’s
upper west aspect to access the Black Towers run (page 92). After climbing up
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the last steeper section of Wawa Ridge, you will find a steep rocky cliff on the
east side, this is called the Repeater Slopes (page 80). The northeast area is where
you would descend to access the lower east-facing tree runs, Pillow Fight, The
Playground and Pillow Talk, (page 82). You can start in the middle area above the
north aspect for Pillow Hunt, Gandalf Cliffs (page 88), and the North Rib (page
90) runs. To the northwest, you might find a small cairn. This area can be used as
a starting point for most of the lower north face runs, Black Towers and Wizard
Chutes (page 90).

Wawa Hump

This little hill faces you when getting off the Wawa Chair, and although it can
barely be considered a ski destination, it is a good reference point when speaking
about the area. I’ve heard dozens of different names for this one over the years,
which is funny considering what it is. Not a bad place to go to get some low angle
turns in, and on the backside, you will usually find a backcountry booter or two.
Reference #54
Vertical: under 50m run
Distance: 0.5km access to top, run depends how fast the low angle snow is
Directions: Follow the directions for Wawa Ridge Access Points on page 76 to
get to the top of this small high point. From here, your options are pretty basic,
ski down towards the resort or head off the backside to end up further from the
resort.

Practice Slopes

These are the short slopes found to the climber’s right as you make your way
up Wawa Ridge. Early on, these slopes are small enough that you could get
away with a ski cut without too much risk, but I have seen several skiers trigger
avalanches here that came close to a full burial.
Reference #55
Vertical: 50-70m laps, 400m in total to arrive back at Wolverine lift
Distance: 0.1-0.2km laps, 1.7km in total to arrive back at Wolverine lift
Directions: Follow the directions for Wawa Ridge Access Points on page 76
to arrive above these slopes. The further up the ridge you go, the easier it is to
connect this run to the Back Door drainage; otherwise, to lap head back to your
track heading up the ridge.
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Wawa Bowl

This is probably one of the most popular backcountry destinations for Sunshine
resort skiers. You can see it from almost anywhere while at the resort, and if
you have skied Back Door, you are probably not going to get lost. The snow
here can change quickly depending on the weather. It faces into the sun, getting
early and long sunlight. It also gets localized wind loading into the bowl from
the west and the south. It is listed as an avalanche-prone area by Parks Canada,
and skiers have triggered fatal avalanches here before (December 27, 1984, and
January 6, 1990 -”Avalanche Accidents in Canada Volume 4”). A convex roll
down the skier’s right of the bowl often has a cornice, and there is usually one
overhanging it as well. The skier’s left side of the bowl has a slight ridge with
thin trees, and it may be less risky than skiing the other features, depending on
conditions, of course. The middle of Wawa Bowl can be a nice easy open-face
descent, while the skier’s right convex roll offers the steepest but usually the
most unstable run. A few parties in the past have triggered avalanches on the
skier’s right roll area while believing it was safe due to the small trees present in
the area. At the bottom of Wawa Bowl there is a small tree island that provides
a decent regrouping point before heading down the Back Door drainage. This
bowl does get a lot of skier compaction over the season, but you should still take
all things into account before dropping in; I have seen this one avalanche in the
spring while it was mostly moguls.
Reference #56
Vertical: 100m run, 400m in total to arrive back at Wolverine lift
Distance: 0.3km run, 1.7km in total to arrive back at Wolverine lift
Directions: Follow the directions for Wawa Ridge Access Points on page 76
to arrive at the top of the run. There is a large boulder here before the last steep
section along the ridge. Drop into the run and keep up speed for the short flat area
below the bowl, leading into trees and follow the main drainage leading into the
Back Door area, passing Back Door Cliffs to the skier’s right.

Repeater Slopes

The Repeater Slopes are found on the upper southeast face of Wawa Ridge. The
first task in skiing the Repeater Slopes is finding a line down through the jagged
rocks. The direct lines from the middle of the face can start steep, the lines to
the left and right of center offer slightly less committing lines but are still fairly
steep to start. Make sure you study the face before you try to pick a line from
the top. Different lines show up each year depending on the weather, snowpack
and localized wind patterns, so watch how the face changes throughout the
season. The snow here can be tricky during the winter due to cross-loading and is
generally best left for later in the season when it is in a proper melt-freeze cycle.
Reference #57
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Vertical: 150m run, 450m in total to arrive back at Wolverine lift
Distance: 0.3km run, 1.7km in total to arrive back at Wolverine lift
Directions: Follow the directions for Wawa Ridge Access Points on page 76
to arrive at the top of Wawa Ridge. Drop into your desired line and ski down
to the rolling bench and into light trees. After a short flat section, you will go
through thicker trees before entering the Back Door drainage. If you wish to lap
the upper section, you should stop short of the trees and access the top by either
the Practice Slopes or the east ridgeline.

Upper North Aspect

Although this area is generally skied to access the steeper lower north or east
faces of Wawa Ridge, it is also a great ski run in its own right. It offers fun rolling
slopes with light trees, and it usually has great snow. The first few turns will often
be on hard wind packed snow, but it should quickly transition to powder. The
slope is mostly low angled, but a few short steep sections can be found, which
could avalanche and/or present terrain traps. Along the northwest ridge, there is
often a small cornice and a ditch feature that could present you with a terrain trap
depending on the winds that year.
Reference #59, 60, 62, 63
Vertical: up to 150m runs
Distance: up to 0.7km runs
Directions: Follow the directions for Wawa Ridge Access Points on page 76 to
arrive at the top of the north aspect. If you are looking to lap this run, you can
ski down where you please, stop where the forest flatness and skin back up. The
northwest ridge feature often makes for an easy uptrack. Refer to the individual
run directions if you are using this area for access.

Pillow Talk

A classic run with an awesome view of The Dive for pictures. You’ve probably
seen shots of this line before in Sunshine marketing ads and wondered where it
was taken from – well, here you have it, now the old school photographers will
hate me even more! The line is made up of different pillow options before you
enter some good steep tree skiing.
Reference #58
Vertical: 450m run
Distance: 1.2km run
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Directions: Follow the directions for Wawa Ridge Access Points on page 76 and
ski down the east ridgeline in the forest, being careful not to ski toward the slight
draw to the skier’s right. The forest will flatten out slightly before finding the
edge of the cliff where the run starts. The run is obvious, and it has a wide-open
steep pillow area with an open laneway heading into the forest.

The Playground

This run is a large steep forest drainage with thick trees, bush and lots of 5-10
foot cliffs to drop, some with fallen trees leaning on them to create large snow
rails. At times the pitch will be pretty steep for this type of tree coverage, and you
may have to traverse out of the thicker areas. It can be a hard run for those who
are used to skiing glades at the resort, but most backcountry skiers from Northern
Ontario and Quebec should feel right at home.
Reference #59
Vertical: 600m run from top of Wawa Ridge, lower section is just under 400m
Distance: 1.7km run from top of Wawa Ridge, lower section is just under 1km
Directions: Follow the directions for Wawa Ridge Access Points on page 76 and
ski down the open slope heading northeast. Stay in the more open trees before
heading skier’s right a bit in the lower section to find a small open drainage
feature leading into the lower forest. About 1/3 down the run, you will likely find
a large cliff within the forest. Traverse skier’s left until you find a safer descent.
If you traverse skier’s right around the large cliff, you will run into steeper terrain
with pillows and thicker trees. As the drainage becomes more defined, you will
ski the main area of The Playground, where you will find large overlapping fallen
trees that you will be able to ski on and off of. Soon, the skier’s right side should
open up, but you will end up on the large cliff within Sunshine Creek if you go
too far right. If you follow the main drainage, you will end up below the cliff.
Once at Sunshine Creek, follow the usually tracked out and bumpy trail back to
the Lower Canyon run at the resort.

Pillow Fight

If you really like the cliffy tree sections of Side Door and always wished they
would last longer, then this area is for you. Nestled between The Playground
and Pillow Hunt runs, you will find an area littered with cliffs within the forest.
Skiing here is challenging even for those who are avid tree skiers.
Reference #61
Vertical: 600m run from top of Wawa Ridge, lower section is just under 400m
Distance: 1.7km run from top of Wawa Ridge, lower section is just under 1km
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Directions: Follow the directions for either The Playground or Pillow Hunt but
traverse towards the middle of the two before entering the lower forest, where
you should find some larger cliffs to start your run. Below will be a series of
different sized cliffs within the forest. Generally speaking, you want to ski fall
line for the first little while, but head skier’s right lower down to join up with the
exit for The Playground.

Pillow Hunt

Pillow Hunt is either your idea of the perfect absolute committing line or your
worst nightmare, and I generally don’t get any feedback in between. The main
pillow line is a series of drops ranging from 2 to 6 meters, with the complete set
being roughly 25-30 meters. I have had the unfortunate experience of having the
main pillow line collapse on me, my body and all the snow funnelled into the
tight slot to the skier’s left of the large cliff that is mid-way down, expect heavy
sluffing to react in the same way. Pay attention to the lack of a ski-out area and
how you expect to deal with that. You will pick up a fair amount of speed coming
down the main line. The lower drainage can be very hard to ski even when it
is not tracked out. You will have to drop many small cliffs, while dropping the
larger cliffs into the forest below would likely be fatal.
Reference #60
Vertical: 600m run from top of Wawa Ridge, lower section is just under 400m
Distance: 1.9km run from top of Wawa Ridge, lower section is just under 1km
Directions: Follow the directions for Wawa Ridge Access Points on page 76
and ski the more open middle bowl feature of the north aspect into light trees.
After a small roll, you will go through a series of thicker trees until you reach a
large flat clearing at the bottom. Head east in the clearing until you find a slight
drainage that continues east into the lower forest. The drainage starts slow and
narrows out before you have to ski off a small 2-3m cliff. You can avoid this cliff
by going high skier’s right and down a steeper open face. After a few turns down
the narrow drainage, you will arrive at the main pillow line. There are many ways
to ski these pillows, but for your first time, it is wise to ski down the skier’s right
side in the trees and look at how the slope works. To the right of the main line
there are several smaller cliffs that are less committing. After the main pillow
line, follow the narrow drainage. To the right of the drainage, there will be tight
steep trees with a few small cliffs. Soon you will come to a larger cliff, traverse
skier’s left to go around the cliff and then hard skier’s right to join up to the
bottom section of The Playground. Continuing down the drainage or skier’s left
will often lead to medium-sized 3-6m cliffs with flat forest landings. Once you
join The Playground, you will quickly find yourself at Sunshine Creek or directly
on the Lower Canyon run.
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Gandalf Cliffs

The runs here are separated from the Upper North Aspect run by a 250-metre
long cliff band, and you should probably only attempt this run if you are confident
that the snow below will be stable. Once you get below the cliff band, it would
be tough to climb out of this area. This area is steep, has complex overlapping
avalanche paths, and heavy sluffing should be expected. The area is also fairly
large, so it will take a few runs down before getting the overall feel of the terrain.
Generally speaking, the middle section has a few more trees and is a little less
steep than the skier’s right section. After the fun skiing, there are tons of small
trees followed by thick forest, and you will end up paying for your turns.
Reference #62, 64
Vertical: 650m run from the top of Wawa Ridge, lower section is just under
450m
Distance: 1.7km run from the top of Wawa Ridge, lower section is 0.75km,
about 1km along Healy Creek Trail to return to the resort
Directions: Follow the directions for Wawa Ridge Access Points on page 76 and
ski the more open middle bowl feature of the north aspect into light trees. After a
small roll, you will go through a series of thicker trees until you reach a small flat
clearing at the bottom. Head directly north into thick, slightly uphill trees where
you should find a large pillow wall feature, and this is the start of the run. Your
first task is to try to find something ski-able within your skill level from the top
of the cliff. Two main gullies cut through the cliff face, both are on the skier’s left
side, and both have steep, complex pillow lines down them, often with unstable
snow. There are also several pillow lines that you can drop between these gullies
but don’t underestimate how high these drops are. There is one gully on the
skier’s left side that is usually ski-able for most people, and it has a very steep
right side wall with a two-part pillow drop down the top half. The second part of
the gully is a frozen waterfall which isn’t always in the best shape, but you can
easily traverse to the skier’s left and back skier’s right to find yourself below the
waterfall. Taking this route will put you in the middle of the larger area, and you
will find better skiing to the skier’s right. The other option is to rappel off a tree,
giving you overall better access to whatever area you wish to ski. After skiing the
paths, you will enter thicker trees lower down before you reach the Healy Creek
Trail. Turn right onto the trail to get back to the resort.
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North Rib

This rib is not for the faint of heart. You will be faced with skiing or traversing
avalanche paths that end in large cliffs hanging over the dense forest. While on
the rib, you will likely have little reference to where you are skiing and while
learning this area, I often found myself skiing out onto a massive cliff platform.
The pictures for this area are misleading because it looks simple enough to get
down, but the reality is that you can get lost very easy and “just going down” in
this area could lead to serious trouble. You will also notice that my pictures vary
in this area. The lower rib section now has multiple new paths, and I assume this
was caused by rockfall. This area is a no-fall zone; one miss step or mismanaged
sluff could be fatal in the wrong spot. When you first head to this area, pack a
rope and rappel kit in case you run into something you can’t workaround. This is
one of my favourite places to ski on Wawa Ridge due to the challenging downhill
route-finding problems that it offers.
Reference #62/63, 65
Vertical: 650m run from the top of Wawa Ridge, lower section is just under
450m
Distance: 1.7km run from the top of Wawa Ridge, lower section is 0.75km,
about 1.3km along Healy Creek Trail to return to the resort
Directions: Follow the directions for Wawa Ridge Access Points on page 76
and ski the more open middle bowl feature of the north aspect into light trees.
After a small roll, you will go through a series of thicker trees until you reach a
small flat clearing at the bottom. Head west into thick, slightly uphill trees where
you should find a slight high point with a small tree island below, just barely
on the west side of the direct north. You could also follow the directions below
for Wizard Chutes and travel along the cliffs to the east to find the same point.
From here, directions are tough, as there are many ways to get down this area,
and most are coverage dependant. The safest way down is likely to ski within
the trees alongside the larger cliffs and link up short tree lanes to improve turns.
The less safe approach is to ski the paths or open areas, some of which end with
large cliffs over forest terrain. After the more complex terrain, you will likely
find yourself in one of the many run-outs (or rockfall lanes) in the area, follow
it down until you reach Healy Creek Trail. Turn right to head back to the resort.

Wizard Chutes

These two avalanche paths have open starting zones that lead into tighter
bottlenecks with large run outs. I have had the unfortunate pleasure of watching
some large avalanches run full path here in the past. I have also almost lost a
friend to an avalanche here, but luckily he got caught on a tree in one of the
bottlenecks and was only buried up to his waist. The deposit at the bottom was
over 3 meters deep. Avalanches here run very fast, and when a slab releases,
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there are often hangfire sections that will still threaten your escape. The main
open slope is about 45 degrees and may have slightly steeper micro features on
the skier’s left side. There is a nice 6-8 meter cliff in the glades below the “V” cut
cliff with pillows in the trees to the skier’s right of the cliff. In the early season,
the avalanche trees in the bottom half can be a little annoying, but they will be
covered up after a few large avalanches, and you can really rip down this run!
Reference #63, 66
Vertical: 600m run from the top of Wawa Ridge, lower section is 400m
Distance: 1.5km run from the top of Wawa Ridge, lower section is 0.7km, about
1.7km along Healy Creek Trail to return to the resort
Directions: Follow the directions for Wawa Ridge Access Points on page 76
where you will want to start at the northwest corner of the north aspect. You
might find a small cairn marking the starting position. Descend between the
wind-blown rocks and the cornice that are usually found here along the rolling
ridge. Avoid the fall line to the skier’s right and connect the high points with
small trees. You will head north into flatter terrain and over a series of short
uphill sections with thicker trees at the last roll. After the thicker trees, you will
ski down onto the edge of either a cliff or the start of an avalanche path. If you
traverse this area, you will find a large cliff with a “V” cut into it, and this is
a good reference point to know you have arrived at Wizard Chutes. The main
avalanche path is to the skier’s left of the “V”. Skier’s right of the “V” has a Y
chute feature, leading to a steep glade run. Below the “V” cut cliff, you will find
pillows and another large cliff. If you head hard skier’s right from the Y chute,
you can connect to the North Rib area. Regardless of which avalanche path you
take, you will run into a short section of forest before coming out onto the Healy
Creek Trail. Turn right on the trail to head back to the resort.

Black Towers

This chute has large rock walls making it feel more like a short couloir when you
first enter it. The skier’s left wall also offers several different pillow lines. This
area is steep, and although it receives a lot of traffic, you should still watch for
signs of unstable snow before fully committing to the run. Don’t be surprised to
find this one tracked out, and it is very popular amongst freeriders.
Reference #67
Vertical: 550m run from the top of Wawa Ridge, lower section is just under
400m
Distance: 1.4km run from the top of Wawa Ridge, lower section is 0.7km, about
2.5km along Healy Creek Trail to return to the resort
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Directions: Follow the directions for Wawa Ridge Access Points on page 76
where you will want to start at the northwest corner of the north aspect. You
might find a small cairn marking the starting position. Descend to the skier’s
left of the rolling ridgeline. Across the valley, you will see the Healy Creek
Avalanche Paths, and you will want to aim for their general direction to find
the Black Towers run. This rolling landscape will naturally funnel into a slight
drainage, and you should find yourself at the top of the Black Towers run after a
short section of thicker trees. Many people also skip the final climb over Wawa
Ridge and descend from the starting point for Wawa Bowl, traversing under the
upper west aspect of Wawa Ridge and over to the Black Towers drainage. Once
at the run, you can ski pillow lines on the skier’s left side if the snow has built
up enough, otherwise ski the main fall line into the chute from the middle. Stay
skier’s right at the bottom to enter a short section of trees to access a second
clearing. Enter the forest and travel over flat sections before reaching Healy
Creek. Either follow the creek to find the Healy Creek Trail or cross the creek
and climb a short uphill section to find the trail a bit quicker. Once on the Healy
Creek Trail, turn right to head back to the resort.

West Aspect Runs & Cliffs

The west aspect of Wawa Ridge offers many different terrain choices from cliff
bands, short steep faces, tight chutes and Christmas tree glades. At the bottom
of this run, you will have to climb up and over a small ridge to access the Healy
Main Drain run to continue downhill. There is a clear open area below the main
run that leads to White Wizard, this run has a large ice waterfall in it, and it
should be avoided unless you intend to do some down climbing to get out. Even
though they are small, many of the isolated slopes here do avalanche regularly,
and there have been some close calls in the past.
Reference #68
Vertical: 100-175m runs
Distance: up to 0.5km
Directions: Follow the directions for Wawa Ridge Access Points on page 76 to
arrive at the top of the main run. There is a large boulder here before the last steep
section along the ridge. Ski down to the west over rolling benched terrain before
descending an open slope down onto a large open flat area. If you start earlier on
Wawa Ridge, you will ski over flats and down a steeper but shorter slope and end
up to the south of the large open flat area. You will find a series of cliffs and tight
chutes between these two options that you can ski if the snow is deep enough
(rockfall area). From the flat open area below the cliffs, you can either work your
way back up Wawa Ridge by heading south to skin up near Wawa Hump, or you
can ski down White Wizard, Healy Main or Secondary Drain runs or head up and
over to the Dinosaur Head area – see those individual runs for directions.
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White Wizard

In the previous edition of this book, I had named this run “The Graveyard”, but
after the book came out, I heard indirectly from Parks staff that it had long been
called White Wizard. This run offers playful pillow lines in a tight drainage but
quickly comes to an end at a large ice waterfall cliff. The first time I skied this
run, I had no idea there would be a waterfall, and I almost skied right off it, make
sure not to make the same mistake! To get out of the drainage, you will need to
do a little exposed down climbing which adds a bit of variety to your day. There
have been a few rescues off this waterfall in the past. If you decide to go down
this run, please be sure you can get yourself out of it.
Reference #69
Vertical: 120m down the drainage from the flat open area, another 50m down to
join up with the Healy Main Drain run, 120m to reach Healy Creek Trail
Distance: 0.5km drainage from the flat open area, another 150m down to join
up with the Healy Main Drain run, about 1km to reach Healy Creek Trail and
another 3km along the trail to return to the resort
Directions: Follow the directions for West Aspect Runs & Cliffs on page 94 to
arrive at the large flat open area and go west. To start, you ski a short steep section
of terrain before following main the drainage. Ski over small pillows before
stopping short of going over the waterfall, which has a fairly icy landing most
years. Climb the skier’s left wall to find a small chimney facing west. Downclimb
the chimney and traverse skier’s left out of the chute to remove the cliff exposure
directly below. Ski down and into the trees to join up with the lower section of the
Healy Main Drain run. If
you traverse skier’s right
under the cliff, you will
find yourself under the
waterfall where you can
ski fall line to join up
with Healy Main Drain.
Follow the fairly flat
forest drainage back to
Healy Creek, where you
may have to cross open
water with a short uphill
hike back to the Healy
Creek Trail. Turn right
onto the trail and ski back
to the resort.
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Healy Main Drain

This is probably the most popular exit run for the west side of Wawa Ridge. It is
straightforward and hard to get lost once you are in the drainage. Many people
refer to this run/area by the name “Healy Drainage”, but I have altered it slightly
because this book also covers the larger Healy Drainage area. There is a nice
steep but short couloir feature to the skier’s left of the run with multiple pillow
lines nearby. The ski-out from this run is flat, long and usually well travelled.
Reference #70, 71
Vertical: around 50m gain from the flat open area mostly due to rolling terrain to
reach the top of the run, 350m run to reach Healy Creek Trail
Distance: 0.7km from the flat open area to the top of the run, 1.8km run to reach
Healy Creek Trail and another 3km along the trail to return to the resort
Directions: Follow the directions for West Aspect Runs & Cliffs on page 94 to
arrive at the large flat open area. Head south to slowly climb a thinning drainage
with a cliff band to your left and a small tree ridge to your right. Start trending
west over rolling terrain for about 0.5km, where you find a larch forest leading
into a slight drainage. Below there is a short steep section, and this is the main
“run”. To the skier’s left you will find a short fun couloir, and further left are
some pillows over a large open clearing. The trees below this clearing can be
fun, but as it flattens head skier’s right to follow the main drainage back to Healy
Creek. Cross the creek to find the Healy Creek Trail. Turn right onto the trail and
ski back to the resort.

Healy Secondary Drain

This much less popular drainage is rarely tracked out and offers a more consistent
pitch than Healy Main Drain. The main disadvantage of this run, when compared
to Healy Main Drain, is you end up further away from the resort with a bit more
of a hike to get back to the Healy Creek Trail. The larger open sidewalls along
this run could pose avalanche/terrain trap risks.
Reference #70, 72, 73
Vertical: around 100m gain from the flat open area to reach the top of the
Dinosaur Head, 400m run to reach Healy Creek Trail with the main drainage
section being about 250m
Distance: 1.2km from the flat open area to the top of the Dinosaur Head, 1.2km
run to reach Healy Creek, another 150m uphill to reach the trail and just under
4km along the trail to return to the resort
Directions: Follow the directions for West Aspect Runs & Cliffs on page 94 to
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arrive at the large flat open area. Head south to slowly climb a thinning drainage
with a cliff band to your left and a small tree ridge to your right. Start trending
west over rolling terrain for about 1km to arrive at the top of the Dinosaur Head.
Ski down directly north to the skier’s left of the high point in the forest. At first,
you will have to traverse in the forest, resisting the fall line to the west. Once in
the obvious clear laneway, follow the natural fall line. There are options to go
high on either side of this run, where you will find short pillow lines to drop.
Once at Healy Creek, you will need to climb back out to the Healy Creek Trail,
turn right on the trail to head back to the resort.

Dinosaur Head

This high point offers a few alpine-like features before dropping into the trees
below. You will find a wide chute descending to the north and a more narrow one
higher up to the west. Depending on the year, there may be two or three chutes on
the west aspect. Between the chutes are large cliffs that have rock fall landings.
Below the cliff bands, you will find open areas leading into glades which may
have sections of steep pillow drops that may or may not be ski-able depending
on snow coverage.
Reference #70, 72
Vertical: around 100m gain from the flat open area to reach the top of the
Dinosaur Head, 100m chute runs, with a futher 300m run down Healy Secondary
Drain to reach Healy Creek Trail with the main drainage section being about
250m
Distance: 1.2km from the flat open area to the top of the Dinosaur Head, 0.3km
chute runs, with a further 0.9km run down Healy Secondary Drain to reach Healy
Creek, another 150m uphill to reach the trail and just under 4km along the trail
to return to the resort
Directions: Follow the directions for West Aspect Runs & Cliffs on page 94 to
arrive at the large flat open area. Head south to slowly climb a thinning drainage
with a cliff band to your left and a small tree ridge to your right. Start trending
west over rolling terrain for about 1km to arrive at the top of the Dinosaur Head.
The options now are very coverage-dependent. If wanting to ski-out via the
Healy Secondary Drain run, follow the directions on page 98. If skiing one of
the west aspect chutes, make sure to trend skier’s right in the forest to get back
to the Healy Creek Trail. Once on the trail, turn right and ski back to the resort.
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Healy Drainage

The areas around Healy Creek and Healy Pass have a long history of skiing; for
over 100 years humans have been documented sliding on wood in winter here.
As far as skiing is concerned, the names in the area have changed a lot over
that time, but most modern names seem to be agreed on at this point. For the
sake of organizing this book, I have include Healy Creek, Healy Pass, Bourgeau
Meadows and Lost Horse Creek within this zone. It is easy to debate that Lost
Horse Creek doesn’t belong as a subcategory, but I have included it because the
best way to access it is through this area. Most years, this zone can be travelled
into and out of using skis from November to as late as June. It also seems to have
active Lynx, Cougar and Wolverine populations, so don’t be too surprised if you
find tracks from these animals at any point of winter.
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“The path which we had been following, was a track of the
Assiniboines, carried, for the sake of concealment, through the
thickest forests. These Indians and Peechee were the only persons
that had ever pursued this route ; and we were the first whites that
had attempted this pass of the mountains.”
-George Simpson,
“An overland journey round the world, during the years 1841 and
1842”, page 79.
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Healy Creek Trail

The Healy Creek Trail is the main access route for the area west of Sunshine
Resort, and it offers several options for good days out. Most of the runs described
here are serious avalanche paths that run during most natural cycles. If you
are planning on skiing the avalanche paths, it would be wise to keep track of
avalanche activity in this area while skiing at Sunshine Resort, and you can get
excellent views of all the paths from Wawa Ridge.
Directions: After parking at Sunshine Resort, head to the back parking area to
find the start of Healy Creek Trail. At first, you will be skinning up the Lower
Canyon run, so make sure to stay to the side for downhill ski traffic. After a short
distance, you will turn a corner and find a trail splitting off to the climber’s right.
Follow it downhill a short distance to a bridge over Sunshine Creek. Follow the
trail for another 2.5km, where you will cross Healy Creek. The creek here is often
covered in snow, but if not, there is a bridge you can use. The next feature you
run into along the trail are the Healy Creek Avalanche Path runs (below), a short
distance past that is the runout for The Big V run (page 104) before arriving at
the Healy Creek Campground at roughly the 5.5km mark. The Y Drainage (page
106) starts at this point, and it provides access to The Big V and Center Peak
South Aspect (page 106) runs. Another 0.5km down the trail, you will arrive at
the trail fork for Simpson Pass. You can access the Peechee Bobtail Glades (page
110) using that trail, or you can take the climbers right trail at this fork, where it
begins to climb more steeply for about 1.5kms before arriving at the low treeline
area of Healy Pass. The area above this steeper section is the Healy Glades run
(page 108), and when you ski down it, you end up somewhere along this section
of the trail. Follow the individual run directions for further details.

Healy Creek Avalanche Paths

The first avalanche paths that you cross on the Healy Creek Trail offer some
great skiing that you can lap multiple times in a day. I’ve named the paths 1, 2
and 3 from looker’s left to right for this book. Path 1’s upper section is a bit more
narrow than the other paths. Path 2 is the shortest and not much of a destination
for most people. Path 3 is the largest and longest but often has isolated pockets of
direct lee wind slab near the top. These paths slide during most natural avalanche
cycles, so be sure of the snow before committing.
Reference #74, 75, 76
Vertical: path 1 and 2 are 275m, path 3 looker’s right forest access and full run
are both 475m
Distance: 3.5km to the bottom of the paths, direct access 0.5km, 1.2km to the
top of path 3 via the looker’s right forest, runs are 0.5km, path 3 full run is about
0.85km
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Directions: Follow the Healy Creek Trail directions on page 102 to arrive at
the bottom of these paths. Skin up the tree sections that separate the paths to
gain access to the top. To ski from the top of path 3 it is often easier to enter the
looker’s right forest to reach the upper ridge, and you can also use this route to
access The Big V run.

The Big V

This is the most significant single terrain feature off the Healy Creek Trail and
one of my favourites. It has several other names, include “Killer Path” and “The
Golden Vagina”. I have caught many resort skiers daydreaming over this run
while hiking up Wawa Ridge, and it presents the skier with a long day trip with
a committing descent. At the top of this run, there is a small convex slope above
a bench that rests above the main section of the run. The skier’s right wall often
has spines in early winter but by spring is usually a steep open face with massive
cornices above. The middle section is your basic avalanche path and sometimes
finishes with two rock “chute” options near the bottom, depending on coverage.
If you head off the main track and into the skier’s right trees, you’ll find some
pleasant old-growth glades. The skier’s left wall is often windswept and very
rocky. This area should be travelled with caution; on February 11, 1990, four
backcountry skiers were killed in an avalanche from The Big V run (“Avalanche
Accidents in Canada Volume 4”). This run is fantastic and offers one of the longer
descents in the area but be careful ticking this one off the list!
Reference #74, 75/78, 77
Vertical: 400m run
Distance: 5.5km to the top of the run via the Healy Path 3 route, 7.5km to the top
of the run via the Y Drainage route, 1km run and 4km to return to the parking lot
Directions: Follow the Healy Creek Trail directions on page 102 to arrive at the
Healy Creek Campground. From the campground, head northwest into the forest
to find the start of the Y Drainage (page 106), which will tighten up and become
more drainage like. Follow it up and take the climber’s right option when it forks.
Once out of the drainage, head northeast to treeline and onto the lower east ridge
of Center Peak, where you will find the entrance to The Big V. The top will have
a short slope before going through a sparse tree triangle feature and finishes off
by skiing the main run back to the trail. Head left to follow the trail down and
back out to Sunshine Resort.
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Healy Creek Y Drainage

This drainage is southwest of The Big V. It is a fun little run and is a great way
to access Lost Horse Creek, Bourgeau Meadows or the top of The Big V. The
drainage starts fairly wide but soon becomes tight with unsupported walls. I have
seen avalanche deposits here that were over 10 meters in-depth and have taken
out mature trees. The run back down the Y Drainage can be great fun with good
snow but painful during late spring with a large pack. Most people will probably
only view and use this area for access to and from other objectives.
Reference #74, 78
Vertical: about 250m from the campground to where you would head back down
if treating it as a run
Distance: 5.5km from the parking lot to the campground, about 1.2km from the
campground to where you would head back down if treating it as a run
Directions: Follow the Healy Creek Trail directions on page 102 to arrive at
the Healy Creek Campground. From the campground, head northwest into the
forest to find the start of the Y Drainage, which will tighten up and become more
drainage like. Halfway up, the drainage splits, with the climber’s right side being
easier for skinning. Continue up until reaching treeline, where you can head back
down or carry on to one of the other runs in the area.

Center Peak South Aspect

This aspect of Center Peak is short and becomes relatively flat soon after your
first few turns. It’s less of a destination than a means to an end for a trip from Lost
Horse Creek or Bourgeau Meadows. If the snow is fast, you can usually cruise
over to the start of the Y Drainage to get back to Healy Creek Trail. The views
from the top of Center Peak are excellent due to your position.
Reference #74, 78, 79
Vertical: 500m from the campground to the summit, main run is about 100m
Distance: 5.5km from the parking lot to the campground, 3km from the
campground to the summit of Center Peak, 1km run to join up with the drainage
Directions: Follow the Healy Creek Trail directions on page 102 to arrive at
the Healy Creek Campground. From the campground, head northwest into the
forest to find the start of the Y Drainage, which will tighten up and become more
drainage like. Follow it up and take the climber’s right option when it forks.
Once out of the drainage, head north towards the broad, low angle solar aspect
of Center Peak. Skin up to the top by gaining the east ridge. Ski back down and
keep up your speed if wanting to link up with the Y Drainage.
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Healy 1 Peak, East Face

Linking this face with the Y Drainage can provide you with a fun, varied overall
ski run back to Healy Creek Trail. It’s a great option when exiting Lost Horse
Creek or exiting a multi-day trip to Egypt Lake. The top half of the face is less
steep than the bottom half, and you will notice a quick change in angle at this
midway point which could act as a likely trigger point for avalanches.
Reference #74, 86, 80
Vertical: main run around 120m, with another 450m to return back to the
campground via the Y Drainage
Distance: 6km from the parking lot to the trail fork, another 3.3km to the top
of Healy 1 Peak, main run about 0.4km, total 2km back to the campground if
connecting to the Y Drainage
Directions: Follow the Healy Creek Trail directions on page 102 to arrive at the
treeline area of Healy Pass. Skin past a small drainage that has light larches to the
south and then head northeast in an opening that leads to the east ridge of Healy
1 Peak. Once on the ridge, follow it to the top and ski down the open face to the
east and link up with the Y Drainage run lower down if looking to end your day.

Healy Glades

Just west of the Healy Creek Y Drainage, there is a south-facing glade area off
Healy 1 Peak’s southern ridge. It may take a few laps before you get a feel for
this area due to the rolling terrain. I often find good powder snow in this area, it is
well shaded and slightly lee. There are also a few hidden treeless laneways in the
area. This would make for a nice and relatively safe alternative to the other areas
in Healy Creek if the snow wasn’t as safe as you thought before heading out.
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Reference #74, 86, 81
Vertical: 200-300m runs, maybe more if you ski more left and got lucky
Distance: 6km from the parking lot to the trail fork, another 2.3km to the first
entry spot, 0.6-0.9km runs
Directions: Follow the Healy Creek Trail directions on page 102 to arrive at the
treeline area of Healy Pass. Skin past a small drainage that has light larches to the
south and then head northeast in an opening that leads to the east ridge of Healy 1
Peak. Stop short of going to the ridge and head east into the trees before reaching
the small cliff. Ski down in the forest from this location, or you can traverse to the
skier’s left a bit to find other openings. Regardless of the line, you will end back
up at the Healy Creek Trail, either head back down to end your day or back up
to do laps. You can also go up above the cliff and drop in from the top, but you’ll
need to do a bit of extra work to connect to the forest from here.

Peechee ‘Bobtail’ Glades

You will find several playful tree lanes between the Healy Creek and Simpson
Pass summer trails that have long seen quiet traffic from Banff locals. Although
the runs here are not long, they are a blast after significant snowfall, and there are
plenty of rolls to get a bit of air. This area goes by a few different names, but I
named as such for Peechee ‘Bobtail’, who guided George Simpson in the Rocky
Mountains.
Reference #74, 49, 82
Vertical: 125-150m runs
Distance: 6km from the parking lot to the trail fork, 2.5km up the Simpson Pass
trail and over to the starting location, 0.5-0.7km runs
Directions: Follow the Healy Creek Trail directions on page 102 to arrive at the
trail split for Simpson Pass Trail. Head left, over the bridge and follow along the
drainage heading south. Once near Simpson Pass, head west, trending slightly
north, skinning along the edge of the flat forest and a slope below to the north.
Alternatively, you could also skin to the top of the Healy Creek Trail to where
you break out to treeline and skin southeast along the edge of the lower forest.
Ski down the lane that looks good and lap using your uptrack. To exit, backtrack
on your access route or attempt to find Healy Creek Trail below the runs.
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Healy Pass

After a few hours of skinning up Healy Creek Trail, you are rewarded with
primarily short, low angled ski runs at Healy Pass. Most of the runs around
Healy Pass are generally not high risk, where avalanches are concerned, which
is probably what makes it so popular. A few runs in this area offer the more
adventurous skier options; the Monarch Ramparts offer short but steep runs,
and Healy 3 Peak’s Southeast Face boasts a nice alpine run. If you are heading
onward to the Egypt Lake area, you will need to climb up to the pass and descend
the west side, which offers some low angled tree skiing.
Directions: After parking at Sunshine Resort, head to the back parking area to
find the start of Healy Creek Trail. At first, you will be skinning up the Lower
Canyon run, so make sure to stay to the side for downhill ski traffic. After a short
distance, you will turn a corner and find a trail splitting off to the climber’s right.
Follow it downhill a short distance to a bridge over Sunshine Creek. Follow the
trail for about 6km to the Simpson Pass Trail split off, and take the climbers right
fork for another 1.5km to reach the low treeline area of Healy Pass. From here,
follow the individual run directions.

Summer Trail Slopes

The Summer Trail Slopes offer low-risk, low-angled skiing for those looking
for a long but easy day out. Sometimes while heading to Egypt Lake Shelter, it
is nice to climb to the pass, drop some weight and take a few quick laps here. It
would also be a good place for beginner backcountry skiers, but it is a pretty long
skin in compared to other places you could go in the park, and you still need to
pass through avalanche terrain to get there in the first place.
Reference #74, 83
Vertical: 50-125m runs
Distance: 7.5km from the parking lot to the low treeline area of Healy Pass,
another 0.9-1.2km to the top of the runs
Directions: Follow the directions found above for access to the Healy Pass area.
Skin past a small drainage with light larches to the south to find yourself in a
large open flat area with Healy Pass to the northwest. There are several small
rolling hills littered with trees in this area. These are the Summer Trail Slopes.
Skin up where you like and ski back down. The longer runs are closer to Healy
Pass.
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Healy 1 Peak Lower Southwest Slope

Healy 1 Peak is the unofficial name of the first sub-peak that you will see to
climber’s right when first entering the alpine section of Healy Pass. Over the
years, I have seen many people skiing this short slope, and I’ve also watched a
partner’s ski shoot down it while we were cutting cornices along the east side
of the ridge (during melt-freeze, no less, pretty funny stuff). This area can be
windswept and/or shallow during winter, and I have seen avalanches here due
to an early-season ground ice/depth hoar combo. In the late spring, it can offer
decent corn skiing by mid-day. I included this run in the book mostly because it
seems popular, but in my opinion, the other aspects of Healy 1 Peak offer much
better skiing.
Reference #74, 86
Vertical: 200m run if the snow is fast
Distance: 7.5km from the parking lot to the low treeline area of Healy Pass,
another 1.1km to the start of the run
Directions: Follow the directions for access to the Healy Pass area on page 112.
Skin past a small drainage with light larches to the south and then head northeast
in an opening leading to the east ridge of Healy 1 Peak. Near the top, there is a
small cliff and where you will ski down from. Some people ski down a bit further
west along this ridge, but generally, the snow is best in the open section below
the cliff.

Healy 3 Peak Southeast Face

Healy 3 Peak is the unofficial name of the peak to the north of Healy Pass. It is
also often referred to as “Healy Pass Peak”. This run is one of my favourite ways
to end a trip at Lost Horse Creek or Egypt Lake in late spring. Combining this
run with the lower Summer Trail Slopes makes for a long and fast run back to the
Healy Creek Trail. Like the other solar faces of the Healy Peaks, this one is also
best left for mid to late spring, but it suffers less from depth hoar issues than the
other peaks due to wind loading. It does avalanche during most natural cycles
and usually has multiple cornices. The run itself isn’t anything too crazy but has
a nice alpine feel with amazing views of the whole area. This one can be a blast
during corn season when heading into the playful low angle terrain at high speed.
Reference #74, 84, 85
Vertical: 325m run if the snow is fast over the flats, main run is about 125m
Distance: 7.5km from the parking lot to the low treeline area of Healy Pass,
another 2.5km to the summit, 2km run if the snow is fast over the flats with the
main run being about 0.4km
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Directions: Follow the
directions for access to the
Healy Pass area on page 112.
Skin past a small drainage
with light larches to the south
to find yourself in a large
open flat area with Healy
Pass to the northwest. Skin
up onto the small high points
(Summer Trail Slopes) to
the north or head directly to
the low point in the pass by
working around them. Once
at Healy Pass, head north up
the ridge of Healy 3 Peak.
There is a small false summit
before you arrive at the top.
To ski down the face you may
have to work around or jump
over a benched wind feature.
You can either traverse over
to the Summer Trail Slopes
or cruise in the low angle
drainage to finish the run on descent.

Monarch Ramparts

Unlike the other runs around Healy Pass, the Monarch Ramparts offer a little
more excitement, even if the thrill is short-lived by the lack of vertical. These
slopes are short enough that you can lap them several times in a day, and they
offer cliff drops, steep headwalls and short rock problems. Depending on the
year, different lines will come into shape, and if you are serious about skiing the
steeper and higher risk lines to the south, you should keep track of snow depths
and avalanches over the first few months of the winter. With a decent camera,
you can get good pictures from most places at Sunshine Resort. The eastern
slopes are lee and usually avalanche many times over the season. The western
slopes are lower angle, and the skiing has improved thanks to the most recent
fires. The main issue with skiing on the west side is that you will end up a fair
distance from the top when you stop skiing.
Reference #74, 87, 89, 90
Vertical: 100-150m runs
Distance: 7.5km from the parking lot to the low treeline area of Healy Pass,
another 2km to the top of the Ramparts, up to 3km along the top, 0.3km runs
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Directions: Follow the directions for access to the Healy Pass area on page 112.
Skin past a small drainage with light larches to the south to find yourself in a
large open flat area with Healy Pass to the northwest. There are several small
rolling hills littered with trees along the way. These are the Summer Trail Slopes.
There is a small high point to the southwest with larches, skin on the edge of this
feature until the benched alpine bowl of Monarch Ramparts shows up and skin
directly towards and up into it. From here, it is easy to follow the broad ridge of
the Monarch Ramparts, ski down where you would like.

Monarch Ramparts North Bowl

This is a small bowl feature that is found on the west ridge of the Monarch
Ramparts. Generally, the snowpack can be a little different than the east slopes,
which gives you a second option if you don’t like what the east is offering. The
main objective is a steep north-facing rock chute starting from the highest subpeak that runs into the heart of the north bowl. There are three more sub-peaks
along this ridge to the west, but the runs are broken up a bit, and they enter rolling
forest terrain much sooner. This area can be combined with the more southerly
descent to Egypt Lake Shelter as well.
Reference #74, 87, 91
Vertical: 100m main run, 350m total down to Pharaoh Creek
Distance: 7.5km from the parking lot to the low treeline area of Healy Pass,
another 2km to the top of the Ramparts, 0.3km runs, 1.8km total down to Pharaoh
Creek
Directions: Follow the directions for access to the Healy Pass area on page 112.
Skin past a small drainage with light larches to the south to find yourself in a
large open flat area with Healy Pass to the northwest. There are several small
rolling hills littered with trees along the way. These are the Summer Trail Slopes.
There is a small high point to the southwest with larches, skin on the edge of this
feature until the benched alpine bowl of Monarch Ramparts shows up and skin
directly towards and up into it. From here, skin west to the next high point to gain
the top of the main run. Otherwise, you can drop down before that or go up and
over it to ski the further runs. Regardless of where you ski down, you will end up
at treeline on the west side of Healy Pass. To returnhome skin to the northeast to
arrive at the top of Healy Pass and head back on Healy Creek Trail.
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The Cleaver

By Ruari Macfarlane
So, you skied Sunshine on a clear day and couldn’t help marvelling at the cowled
wings of The Monarch, standing aloof to the west. You also noticed the diagonal
ramp of snow that slashes down the East flanks, dropping from a col on the long
South ridge. This exceptional line has been referred to by several names, but
most commonly and fittingly as The Cleaver. It’s an excellent, superbly varied
run; for a major couloir-type line, it has a much more playful aspect and variety
than most – open slopes, tight chokes, surfy sluff cones, and a drop, rap, or
downclimb into a tight exit couloir for a memorable finale. All this surrounded
by glowing red quartzite walls, above slender larch trees. Paradoxically, it’s also
very serious. From the word ‘Go’, you are exposed to large cliffs in your fall line
and can’t afford to be sluffed, avalanched, or lose control; the line is shaped like
a catching mitt for numerous large cornices; and if you want to top out on the
ridge, you’ll have to choose between digging through cornices above, traversing
an unsupported, hanging slope on the right, or attempting to split the difference.
The mid-section is more of a ramp than a couloir, and as such, the unconfined
nature here means less sluff compaction - and greater likelihood of slab
avalanches - than a typical couloir. The top of the line is especially prone to
wind transport from SW winds; a still, calm day is important. Minus the wind,
avalanches and cornice fall are most likely when the sun rakes the face in the
early morning. Some parties may decide to camp in the beautiful mixed larch
and evergreen meadows near the lakes and consider skiing the couloir at dawn
after an alpine start, however as shade envelops most of the face again during
the morning, it could be preferable to wait until the sun has departed before
starting up. This will likely be the default for parties making a (long) day trip.
However, be aware the sun will still be beating on the back of the cornices above.
The South end of the same face also appears to offers several shorter but very
tasty couloirs.
Reference # 74, 49 for option 1, 7, 42, 48 for option 2, 7, 42, 43, 47 for option
3, 92 for the rest of the access and run
Vertical: 600m run
Distance: 1km run
Directions: There are three access options. Option 1 is long but allows an
early start; Options 2 and 3 are more direct (if using chairlifts) and involve
some skiing, but you are limited to starting later than ideal. One compromise
could be to stay in the village or catch the earliest gondola and skin from there.
1) Take the Healy Creek Trail from the Sunshine parking to Simpson Pass. For
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600m, this follows the lower (of 2) Sunshine ski-outs/cat-tracks, then turn off
to the right, onto the Healy Pass trail (initially dropping downhill for 50m, to
a narrow bridge). 2 km from here, the trail crosses a bridge to the river left
(ascenders right) of the creek; after another 2.8km, where the valley steepens,
you’ll branch to your left, towards Simpson Pass. From Simpson Pass, angle up
and left through old growth, topping out onto the bench below 2200m, trying
to strike an open lead South through the trees to the cluster of lakes North of
Eohippus Lake (you are aiming for the NE one). Ski across this, and onwards
across Eohippus Lake and the low saddle beyond, to the basin below The Cleaver.
2) From the top of Wawa chair at Sunshine, skin to the ridge above, cross
the flats north of Twin Cairns, then ski down to Simpson Pass. Be aware
of a band of steep terrain above Simpson Pass, particularly large cliffs
to the NE. The drainage ESE of the pass may offer lower angle terrain.
3) From the top of Wawa chair, ascend Twin Cairns, then ski the West aspect
to treeline – a great run, some avalanche terrain. From here, pick your way
down through an increasingly steep forest, culminating in some cliff bands
to negotiate around before the terrain eases. It is best to trend skier’s right at
every decision point to avoid these, including during the alpine/treeline skiing.
Fall-line/skiers left, these cliffs may be un-negotiable. From the Simpson
drainage around 2000m, skin up the NW side, trending up and right to ascend
(awkward) forest to the river left (ascenders right) of a stream. This stream
drains a lake on the benches above and is the NE lake of a cluster of 3. From
here, travel benches South over Eohippus Lake to the bowl below The Cleaver.
Run: The bottom of the Cleaver ends in large cliffs. Ascend a short, semihidden couloir on the right that finishes with a short step/pitch of water ice
(5m, WI 2 – 3, but varies). You may want ice or rock anchor material (you may
be able to dig out a rock a little higher up the slope) and a rope, depending
on the state of this step and your group’s hucking/downclimbing ability. This
couloir and step can be avoided via hanging slopes to the right, but with greater
avalanche hazard. Then, bootpack up into the steep bottom choke of the couloir;
a tunnel-like experience, with short steep spines below an overhanging wave
of red quartzite. On descent, a fall or sluff could push you into the rocky wall
on this corner. Above, ascend the main couloir/ramp up and right, angling
across large, steep sluff cones from steeper gullies. Above an upper choke, the
line widens out, with a choice between skiing from where you are, digging
into a wave of cornice, or tiptoeing onto an unsupported slope further right
above enormous cliffs. Either way, it’s probably best to park all but the leader
against the left wall, well out of the way (which could be substantially lower).
If you gain the ridge, the summit is another 600m and 200m vertical along the
SW side of the ridge (beware cornices). However, a short walk uphill to the first
high point delivers spectacular views and is perfectly satisfying. As is the superb
run down you’ll enjoy.
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Bourgeau Meadows

The area has a little something for everyone, from steep no fall slopes to super
cruisy low angle alpine runs, so regardless of your ability, you’ll find something
to put a smile on your face. Most of the runs in this area can be seen clearly from
Sunshine Resort, which gives you an easy way to track avalanche cycles if you
have a season pass. In previous editions, I have lumped this area in with Lost
Horse Creek, but it seems most skiers are day-tripping this area now, and I have
separated them for this reason. The area covered in this section are the slopes that
would drain back to Healy Creek, so for example, it does not include the runs
found on the backside of East Bowl (IE Black Brett Freeski Wall page 152), nor
does it cover anything on the Wolverine Creek side (page 227).

Area Access

There are several ways to access this area, and depending on what you want to
ski, some work better than others. To simplify things for this book, I have chosen
the two most direct access routes starting from Sunshine Resort. Both routes end
up in the lower meadow area that is central to all the runs. The individual runs
will then all start from this meadow area. The more experienced users of this
book should figure out where they can save a bit of time by taking a more direct
approach to their line of choice.
Reference #74, 93/94
Vertical: about 500m to the meadow from the parking lot, with the ridgeline
route adding another 100m due to the rolling terrain
Distance: 2km from the parking lot to the first runout view, drainage route is
about 2km and the ridgeline route is about 2.2km to end up at the meadow where
all run directions start from
Directions: After parking at Sunshine Resort, head to the back parking area to
find the start of Healy Creek Trail. At first, you will be skinning up the Lower
Canyon run, so make sure to stay to the side for downhill ski traffic. After a short
distance, you will turn a corner and find a trail splitting off to the climber’s right.
Follow it downhill a short distance to a bridge over Sunshine Creek. Follow the
trail for about 500m, where you will climb a short steeper section with a small
S curve in it before the angle lessens again. Head down into the forest to reach
Healy Creek and climb the slope on the other side to reach rolling forest terrain.
Soon you should see the runouts for Mount Bourgeau’s south aspect runs, the
drainage route is found below those features, and the ridgeline route stays in the
forest to your left. If you follow the drainage route, you will have to bypass two
small waterfalls on the climber’s right before reaching the open meadow-like
feature. If you follow the ridgeline route, stay on the high point of the rolling
ridge until coming to a clear laneway that heads down to the open meadow-like
feature. Directions for all the individual run directions start from here.
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Center Peak Northeast Aspect

The run from the top of Center Peak down the northeast aspect is a fun and
cruisy one. The lower ridges to the left and right of the main line also hold some
low consequence, fun runs. You won’t be telling epic stories about these to your
grand kids but I catch even the best skiers I know with big smiles on their face
at the bottom.
Reference #95, 96
Vertical: 300m access from meadow, main run is about 200m
Distance: 2.5km from meadow to summit, main run is about 1km
Directions: Follow the Area Access directions on page 124. From the meadow,
follow one of the two drainages that split at the large forested hill that separates
this aspect of Center Peak. Both routes are roughly the same. You will soon leave
treeline, gain a board alpine ridge and will follow it to the summit if you wish
to start your run from there. Lots of options for skiing down, and lapping any of
these areas is straightforward.

East Bowl

To the north of Center Peak, there is an east-facing bowl with multiple options
for descents, but generally, you are looking at a steep open face that quickly goes
flat at the bottom. This run can be combined with the Big Triangle and a Mount
Bourgeau run to make for a fun full day loop.
Reference #97, 98
Vertical: 400m access from the meadow, 200m run/laps
Distance: 2km from meadow to start of run, 1km run and 1.5km from the bottom
back to the top for laps
Directions: Follow the Area Access directions on page 124. From the meadow
skin up the forest trending northwest where you will soon run into larch trees
with the lower alpine ridge just above. Gain the ridge and follow it up to the
top of the East Bowl run, where you will get a great view of The Mind Shaft on
Copper Mountain. The main run here starts at the first highest point and heads
southeast. You can easily regain the same ridge by wrapping back onto it at
treeline to lap this run.
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The Big Triangle

West of Harvey Pass has a large low angled triangle feature, the Big Triangle as
we have come to call it. Nothing too exciting, but it can offer nice corn skiing in
the spring. In mid-winter, be careful of shallow rocks and wind slabs here.
Reference #97/100, 99
Vertical: 300m run if stopping at treeline, about 500m if skiing all the way back
to the meadow
Distance: 3km from meadow to top if highlining over East Bowl, the direct route
is about 2km, run is 1km
Directions: Follow the Area Access directions on page 124. From the meadow
skin up the forest trending northwest where you will soon run into larch trees
with the lower alpine ridge just above. Gain the ridge and follow it up to the top
of the East Bowl run. Continue along the alpine ridge to the northeast, where you
will lose and gain a little vertical before heading to the top of The Big Triangle
run. Ski down where you like, with the longer run ending at the meadow or even
in the access drainage if trending hard left. Alternatively, you can also access this
run by skinning directly north from the meadow and up the climber’s right side
of the run to the top, but the route above the East Bowl run is worth the effort for
the views alone.

Mount Bourgeau Summit Route

The views from the summit of Mount Bourgeau make up for the often rocky skin
up and ski down the standard summit route. If you are looking for something a
bit spicier, this route provides access to several high-risk lines down the south
aspect.
Reference #101
Vertical: 750m from meadow to summit, main section of ridge is just over 500m
Distance: 3.5km from meadow to summit
Directions: Follow the Area Access directions on page 124. Skin up the forest
heading north from the meadow and start trending east as you exit the trees.
From here, the route should be obvious to most, head for the small bump found
between Harvey Pass and the west ridge of Mount Bourgeau. Head up the ridge
attempting to stay as high up on it as the snow amounts allow without wandering
onto any overhanging cornices. Halfway up, the ridge narrows out, and some
walking may be required. The final push to the top is broad and is usually skinable regardless of how wind blown it is. Return the same way you came or ski
one of the other much higher risk lines on the south aspect.
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Mount Bourgeau West Triangle

This avalanche path is one of the less risky options off the summit route of Mount
Bourgeau, but you’re still faced with a terrain trap at the bottom, so don’t regard
this one as a gimme. There are some small scattered trees but nothing that should
force turns. This one ends up being a pretty long run if it is linked up to the
drainage below and used as an exit for your day.
Reference #101, 102
Vertical: 400m from meadow to top of run, main run is about 300m, with the
steeper drainage below adding another 300m before reaching the access drainage
Distance: 2.3km from meadow to the top of run, main run is 0.7km, with the
steeper drainage below adding another 0.8km before reaching the access drainage
Directions: Follow the directions for the Mount Bourgeau Summit Route on
page 130. Before heading to the top or after coming down from it, ski down the
lowest avalanche path found on the lower ridge. At the bottom, you will find the
start of a steep drainage that will bring you back to the access drainage after a
bit of skiing.

Mount Bourgeau Summit Bowl

The option to ski down this large bowl feature from the summit of Mount
Bourgeau has tempted me several times, but I have yet to ski it. Although the
route is straightforward, there are a couple of cliffs in the lower section, and the
path reaches the drainage below, which creates an obvious and horrifying terrain
trap if things went wrong.
Reference #101, 103
Vertical: 750m from meadow to summit, main section of ridge is just over 500m,
run is just over 1000m to reach the lower drainage
Distance: 3.5km from meadow to summit, 2.3km run
Directions: Follow the directions for the Mount Bourgeau Summit Route on
page 130. At the top, ski down the face and into the bowl feature while avoiding
the cliff features in the middle area found where the angle changes. The run starts
to curve and tightens up before reaching the cliff section. Either rappel the cliffs,
attempt to work your way around either side or, if the run has avalanched, it may
be possible even to ski down if covered in debris. Once at the bottom, skin up the
other side and into the forest before skiing down to Healy Creek. At the creek,
find a suitable slope to skin up, and you will find yourself a short distance away
from the Healy Creek Trail, turn to the left and follow it out.
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Mount Bourgeau Waterfall Face
By Kai Seifert

If you have ever ridden the gondola at Sunshine Village Ski Resort, this large
facing slope above a sheer cliff divided by a spectacular frozen waterfall would
have caught your eye. This piece of complex terrain is the south face of Mount
Bourgeau. A lot is going on in this zone, from a lineup of cornices, cross-loaded
whales, thick to thin areas, and a long drop at the bottom. It is common to see
several natural large avalanches rinse over the wall and crash on the slopes
below. It is an impressive objective that should be approached cautiously and
is not to be taken lightly. There are also numerous other descent options in this
area if the conditions don’t feel right. Pick the right day and know that even those
days might not work out. After all, it’s just skiing.
Reference #101, 104
Vertical: 750m from meadow to summit, main section of ridge is just over
500m, run is just over 1000m to reach the lower drainage
Distance: 3.5km from meadow to summit, 2.5km run
Directions: Follow the directions for the Mount Bourgeau Summit Route found
on page 130.
Dropping into the south face of Bourgeau
will require careful investigation and
navigation of cornices protecting entrances
and the wind slabs that may exist directly
below them. I highly recommend bringing
a photo of the face to reference where you
might be on the ridge/slope.
As for the exit, begin traversing skiers
right above the trees guarding the cliff to
quickly move off the slope. Be cautious
here as you are still in complex avalanche
terrain. Eventually, you will be forced
into the woods that should spit you into
a larger drainage. You can follow this for
a bit, but ultimately it becomes ledgy and
difficult. Traversing right will send you
down towards Healy Creek. Ascend to
the Healy Creek Trail, and you can cruise
back to the Sunshine parking lot.
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Lost Horse Creek

Although this area has plenty of great skiing, it seems to be avoided due to
isolation and lack of fast access. Much like Brougeau Meadows, there is
something for everyone in the greater area of Lost Horse Creek. I often compare
the area to something like a non-glaciated Wapta with the peaks and runs being
closer together, which provides many opinions for link ups without long flat
sections.

Area Access

I have skied the area by setting up a high camp in the past, but in recent history
it seems that winter bivy permits have become challenging to acquire, which
leaves a guidebook writer with the tough choice on how to present directions for
the reader. The area can be accessed from Egypt Lake Shelter or even Pharaoh
Creek Campground, but both options do not work great for the runs on the
northeast side of the creek. In the end, I have decided to provide directions to the
central meadow flats where all the individual runs will then start from. If you can
book a winter bivy permit, this could be a good location for camp. I have also
included directions from Egypt Lake Shelter and Pharaoh Creek Campground to
the meadow if you still want to do a multi-day trip but can not book a winter bivy
permit. Regardless of the difficulties that red tape presents to this area, it is well
worth a visit, there is a lot of variety here, and the options for fun loop circuits
are endless.
Reference #74, 78, 105 from SSV, 121, 84, 110 from Egypt Lake, 125, 106
from Pharaoh Creek Campground
Vertical: 500m gain and 100m lose from Sunhine parking lot, 550m gain and
200m lose for Egypt Lake Shelter via Healy 3 Peak, 450m gain and 50m lose
from Pharaoh Creek Campground
Distance: 9km from Sunshine parking lot, 5km from Egypt Lake Shelter via
Healy 3 Peak, 6km from Pharaoh Creek Campground
Directions: If coming from the Sunshine Resort parking lot, follow the directions
for the Y Drainage on page 106 and continue northwest between Center Peak
and Healy 1 Peak. Ski or skin down in the same direction to the large open flat
meadow starting area to the west of Center Peak. If coming from Egypt Lake,
follow Healy Creek Trail Exit directions on page 162 and climb to the top of
Healy 3 Peak via the south ridge. Ski down the north aspect and head north
along the flats to reach a small halfpipe like feature that leads through some larch
trees and brings you to the meadow starting area. If camping at Pharaoh Creek
Campground, skin up the creek heading south for 1km before heading up the
drainage between South Pyramid Peak and the lower ridge area of Lost Peak.
Follow the lane southeast and through the large larch tree island high point to
arrive at the meadow starting area.
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Center Peak West Aspect

This aspect of Center Peak is the most broken up of the three, has shorter runs,
and I generally only use it to speed up travel. There can also be variable snow
levels here, which is something to think about before jumping off anything.
Reference #107
Vertical: 200m access, 100-200m runs
Distance: 1km access, 0.5-1km runs
Directions: Follow the directions for the Area Access on page 138. From the
meadow, head southeast towards the lower angle ridge leading to the top of the
peak. Ski back down where you see fit.

Healy 1 Peak, North Bowl/Chutes

Healy 1 Peak on the Lost Horse Creek side is one of my favourites. The North
Bowl offers a nice run and can be lapped many times in a day. The top section
of North Bowl starts as a steep convex roll but soon smooths out and usually has
great snow. For a challenge, traverse skier’s left under the cornice and pick the
rocky chute of your choice, but beware, the snow here can be slightly different
than the bowl. Getting caught in even a small avalanche in the chute area hurts.
You can take my word for it! Before heading down, make sure to look around,
incredible views from this peak.
Reference #108
Vertical: 250m access, 150m runs
Distance: 1.6km access, 0.3km runs
Directions: Follow the directions for the Area Access on page 138, from the
meadow head southeast towards the area between Center Peak and Healy 1 Peak.
Ascend the north ridge using the slightly benched terrain before skinning directly
up the upper ridge to the top. Skiing the bowl is straightforward. Simply drop
into it from the top. The chutes can be tricky as there is usually a monster cornice
above them. In the past, I have traversed under it to gain access, but it would be
possible to ski them from the top with a lot of cutting or a leap of faith.
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Healy 2 Peak

Healy 2 Peak on the Lost Horse Creek side is a skier’s paradise compared to
its often rocky windswept aspect in the Healy Pass area. It has two main alpine
descents with multiple cliff and chute options to finish, making this run one
you’ll want to lap more than a few times. If finishing with a headwall exit, be
sure to study this feature before committing to it and probe the landings (summer
rockfall area). There are multiple shorter but still steep options with a short
downclimb to the west, including a nice rock/wind lip “chute” run with a rock
jump mid-face.
Reference #109
Vertical: 250m access, 150-200m runs
Distance: 1.2km access, 0.3km runs
Directions: Follow the directions for the Area Access on page 138. From the
meadow head south towards the lower bench of Healy 2 Peak with small pockets
of trees on it. Head towards the climber’s left side of the mid-slope set of trees
and switchback up above them to gain a slight bench feature that should bring you
to the top of the larger bench area. From here, skin between the lower headwall
and the summit slope to gain the summit ridge through a section that usually
does not have a cornice. This route is exposed. An alternative is to follow the
directions for Healy 1 Peak
on page 140 and follow the
ridge to the summit of Healy
2. From the top, you have
a few options for skiing
down. The longest run is
through the non-corniced
section that you would have
climbed up if taking the
direct approach and linking
it to the skier’s right side
of the headwall, where it is
usually filled in from wind
transport. If the landing/
coverage is good, there are
opportunities to go through
or over the headwall. Skiing
to the left of the headwall
works too, and there is
usually an interesting wind
lip couloir with a sizable
rock jump here.
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Healy 3 Peak, North Aspect

Healy 3 Peak on the Lost Horse Creek side has a nice alpine run, much like the
Healy Pass side. The run is straightforward, not too steep and has plenty of room
to make turns. Watch for an often rocky and/or shallow section in the middle of
the face. Lower down, you will find a short but fun drainage halfpipe like feature
that leads back down to the meadow. This is a great run for access to the Lost
Horse Creek starting meadow from Healy Pass.
Reference #110
Vertical: 250m access and run if heading back to the meadow, main runs is about
125m
Distance: 1.1km access and run if heading back to the meadow, main run is
about 0.3km
Directions: Follow the directions for the Area Access on page 138. From the
meadow, head southwest towards the higher larch forest pocket to find a small
halfpipe like feature. Skin up above this on the climber’s right side and then head
south towards Healy 3 Peak. You can skin directly up the face to the top or gain
the col between Healy 2 and 3 Peaks and follow the ridge. Ski down the face
while avoiding the middle section that often has shallow snow or exposed rock.

The Lost Peak

To the west of Center Peak and north of Healy 3 Peak there is a small peak which
I call The Lost Peak. While the west aspect is often windswept of snow, the east
is lee and has some decent steep lines. The main problem with access here is
the large cornice that often forms along the ridge, but usually, there are several
sections where the cornice is smaller or where it can easily be cut off. Further
north along the ridge, you will find lower angled skiing and mellow bowl-like
features. If descending to the north, you can often ski right to the start of the
Pyramid Peak’s climb, a good warm-up if heading out this way.
Reference #111/112
Vertical: just under 300m for access to summit and run back down to the
meadow, lower ridge runs are in the 150-200m range
Distance: 0.9km for direct access and main run 1.8km for low angle access to
low ridge with another 1.3km along the ridge to the summit
Directions: Follow the directions for the Area Access on page 138. From the
meadow, head west between the pockets of larch tree forests before reaching the
alpine. I have found the direct approach up the face to work in the past, some
weak benches assist skinning, but you will probably need to bootpack to gain the
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summit. For a less exposed route, head to the northern section of the ridge, find a
spot to gain it and follow it to the top. This less exposed route would be the one
you want if you were looking to ski the lower risk stuff anyway.

South Pyramid Peak

There is a ton of skiing off this small, officially unnamed peak, and if you are
camping at the Pharaoh Creek Campground, you may find that South and North
Pyramid Peaks are all you need to satisfy your skiing needs. The route to the top
is simple, and skiing back and forth from each peak provides high value for little
effort. The southeast face is the most obvious run. It is short but has a nice alpine
feel to it. The north is steep and loaded, while the west is often wind hammered
and/or rocky. Believe it or not, the lower forest slopes above the creek probably
hold the best overall terrain; you will find steep chutes, cliffs and open trees.
Reference #113, 115
Vertical: about 300m for access to summit, south-east face is about 150m, other
runs range widely with the longest being around 500m
Distance: 2.8km for access to summit, south-east face is about 0.3km, other runs
range widely from 0.5 to 1.5km depending on what is linked
Directions: Follow the directions for the Area Access on page 138. From the
meadow, head north, trending west while using the open sections between tree
pockets. After crossing a weak drainage early on, you will see an obvious low
angle drainage just below the southern ridge that leads to the top of South Pyramid
Peak. Follow this opening for a bit and then gain the main ridge, following it to
the top. From the summit, pick your aspect and ski down. If you end up skiing the
lower trees, head south from the creek to find the meadow area.

North Pyramid Peak

This peak is very similar to South Pyramid Peak, and it shares the same basic
access route. When skiing the southeast face, you can gain the summit of South
Pyramid Peak via its northeast ridge, which provides excellent opportunities to
create fun loops of the area. The southeast and north faces are the big-ticket
items here, but if you were staying at the Pharaoh Creek Campground, the west
aspect leading into the forest would be a great option to get back to camp. I have
left the area to the north out of the book to provide the keen with opportunities
for adventure, I have long referred to this more northern area as The Resheph
Plateau, and there are several truly wicked runs starting from it.
Reference #113, 114
Vertical: about 300m for access to the south summit, after losing 75m you gain
another 150m to this summit, runs range from 300-450m
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Distance: 2.8km for access to the south summit and another 1.2km along the
ridge to this summit, runs range from 0.9-1.2km
Directions: Follow the directions for the Area Access on page 138. From the
meadow, head north, trending west while using the open sections between tree
pockets. After crossing a weak drainage early on, you will see an obvious low
angle drainage just below the southern ridge that leads to the top of South Pyramid
Peak. Follow this opening for a bit and then gain the main ridge, following it to
the top. Ski down the ridge on the north side and skin up the ridge to the summit
of North Pyramid Peak, where you can decide which run you want to do.

Black Brett Freeski Wall

This wide, steep wall is found along the winding ridge of Black Brett and has
the same starting location as East Bowl (page 126). It can be climbed directly for
quicker laps or by the bowl feature to the east. The runs aren’t long, but there are
many options for creative skiing, and recently I saw cougar tracks down it, so
even the animals think it’s worth the effort!
Reference #116, 117/97, 118
Vertical: 300m access to the top of the runs, runs average around 200m
Distance: 2.5-3.5km to the top of the
runs, 0.3-0.5km runs
Directions: Follow the directions for
the Area Access on page 138. From
the meadow, head northeast up into
the forest to gain the pass to the north
of Center Peak. Skin up the steeper
face to the north to gain the southwest ridge of Black Brett and follow it
to the top of the East Bowl run (page
126) in the Bourgeau Meadows zone.
From here, you can drop down north
to ski the more open run of the wall or
continue along the ridge to find a line
of your liking. If you go all the way to
the top of The Big Triangle run (page
130), you can ski down a bowl that
faces west to arrive below the Freeski
Wall runs, this bowl can be used for
lapping access as well, but it is still
fairly steep.
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Black Brett Northwest Run

I have yet to ski this run, but I have included it so others can get after it. The run
looks steep, and the entrance seems to be a bit rocky most years. Access could
be a bit tough from the top, as I have been told the ridge of Black Brett gets a bit
technical later on. Bringing a rope and a bit of courage is recommended.
Reference #116, 97, 119, 120
Vertical: 500m access to the top of the run, 500m run
Distance: 5km access to the top of the run, 1.5km run, 4km back to the meadow
Directions: Follow the directions for the Area Access on page 138. From the
meadow, head northeast up into the forest to gain the pass to the north of Center
Peak. Skin up the steeper face to the north to gain the southwest ridge of Black
Brett and follow it to the top of the East Bowl run (page 126) and onward to
the top of The Big Triangle run (page 130). From here, the terrain can get a bit
spicier. Follow the ridge north while being mindful of the massive overhanging
cornices that form here. Climb almost to the top of Black Brett, where you should
find an entrance to the main upper run on the north side, where the rock slabs
start to fold off. Ski down to the northwest to the lower open flat area. From here,
you can follow the drainage to the lower forest or traverse out of the area to the
south at treeline. If skiing to the valley bottom, head south along the creek to
return to the starting meadow location.

Mount Brett South Shoulder

I skied here once a long time ago during one of my many failed attempts at
skiing from the summit of Mount Brett. The run back down this shoulder ended
up being great fun with perfect corn snow. This is less of a destination than
something you might think about skiing after doing another run in the area as it is
a fair distance to travel. Good views of the Black Brett Northwest Run for those
looking to give that one a try.
Reference #116, 117
Vertical: around 350-400m access to the top of the run, 200m run
Distance: 5.5km access to the top of the run, 0.5-1km run
Directions: Follow the directions for the Area Access on page 138. From the
meadow, head northeast up into the forest to gain the pass to the north of Center
Peak. Skin north at treeline over rolling terrain for about 2-2.5km to arrive below
the slope and the fan exit for the Black Brett Northwest Run. Skin up the south
shoulder using benched terrain to arrive at the top, ski back down and backtrack
your route to return to the starting meadow.
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“After thirty years of exploration, surveys and mapping of the
main ranges of the Canadian Rockies, the writer can safely say
that outstanding among them for scenic charm and interest may
be classed the group of peaks, lakes and alpine meadows of the
Egypt Lake area....”
-A.O. Wheeler, 1939
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Egypt Lake

The Egypt Lake area is located about 10km west of Sunshine Resort as the crow
flys, and it is one of Banff’s most popular summer backpacking destinations. It
has become more popular as a backcountry skiing destination in recent years but
is still remote enough to keep big crowds away. Other than the north couloirs
of The Sphinx, most of the runs in this area are hidden away from sight, which
is likely why I have been told by many long time Banff skiers that “there’s
nothing to ski at Egypt Lake, you’re wasting your time” - luckily I rarely take
people’s word on such matters. There is a wide variety of options in the area for
skiers, everything from pleasant ski tours to lakes with impressive backdrops to
steep committing couloirs that will test most skier’s abilities. When the snow is
unstable, there are plenty of tree skiing areas or short pillow areas in Pharaoh
Creek, and when conditions change, there are several larger objectives within
reach of the shelter. Animals are pretty active here in winter. Over the years, I
have seen many cougar tracks in this area, with some following our skin tracks
from the shelter to the base of our objective.

Egypt Lake Shelter Information

Egypt Lake Shelter is found on the edge of the Ball Range on a small bench
above Pharaoh Creek at roughly GR772625 with an elevation of 2000m. The
shelter is very basic. It has a wood stove to produce warmth, two “rooms” with
bunk beds (no mattresses) to sleep 12 people and two table/bench setups in the
common room. Parks Canada provides an axe and firewood, and both can be
found outside on the north side of the shelter. To the south of the shelter, you
will find two outhouses a short distance away. You require a Wilderness Pass and
a shelter booking to use the shelter, and please contact a Parks Canada Visitor
Centre to arrange this. You will need to bring your sleeping pad, sleeping bag,
cooking items, stove, toilet paper, etc.; the keyword here is “shelter”; if you are
uncertain about what you should be taking on such a trip, please bring it up while
booking with Parks Canada. Please leave the shelter in better shape than you
found it. This can be done by packing out the trash that others left, digging out
the outhouses and digging out/packing down the trail to them. Removing snow
from around the chimney when you first get there is also a good idea if the stove
hasn’t been used during the last heavy snowfall.
Finding the shelter in the winter can be difficult if you have not been there before
or have limited winter route-finding experience. I have heard of more than one
party getting lost and spending the night outside, so be prepared to do so. Do not
rely on previous tracks to get to the shelter. Although Healy Creek Trail may be
packed down to start your trip, the east and west sides of Healy Pass are often
covered up by strong winds transporting snow. The best general advice I can
give is to start earlier than you think you should, after all, if you get to the shelter
early, you can always go for a ski before nightfall, but navigating the west side of
Healy Pass after dark can be tricky.
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Egypt Lake Access Routes

There are many ways to access Egypt Lake Shelter, with several variations to
each. Healy Creek Trail is the quickest and easiest route, and it is recommended
if it is your first time heading to the shelter; it is straightforward with an easy
grade. The SSV Divide Highline is a good option for those who have a ski pass at
Sunshine Village and would like to get a short tree run in along the way. A longer
and less recommended route following Redearth Creek is mostly flat and keeps
you in the forest. The Bourgeau Highline offers the most scenic but longest route
to the shelter.

Healy Creek Trail Access

Most people will likely decide to take this route to access Egypt Lake Shelter.
The trail is the most straightforward route, following an easy grade on a wellpacked cross country ski trail until hitting the alpine. You will pass through
several avalanche paths in the first 6km of the trail that have previously seen
fatalities.
Reference #74, 121
Vertical: about 750m from the parking lot to the pass with a 350m run down the
the shelter from the pass
Distance: 12km if following the summer trail the whole way, add an exta 1km
for the direct west to Pharaoh Creek descent from Healy Pass
Directions: After parking at Sunshine Resort, head to the back parking area to
find the start of Healy Creek Trail. At first, you will be skinning up the Lower
Canyon run, so make sure to stay to the side for downhill ski traffic. After a short
distance, you will turn a corner and find a trail splitting off to the climbers right.
Follow it downhill a short distance to a bridge over Sunshine Creek. Follow the
trail for about 6km to the Simpson Pass Trail, split off and take the climber’s
right fork for another 1.5km to reach the low treeline area of Healy Pass. Skin
past a small drainage with light larches to the south to find yourself in a large
open flat area with Healy Pass to the northwest. There are several small rolling
hills littered with trees here. These are the Summer Trail Slopes. You can either
skin up to the top of these short slopes or work your way around them in the open
flats. Either route will show you the low point of Healy Pass, and once there,
you can switch over to ski downhill. Ski down, heading northwest to attempt to
follow the summer trail that leads directly to the shelter. Otherwise, you can ski
directly west to end up in a drainage that leads to Pharaoh Creek and roughly
2km south of the shelter. The second option has better fall line skiing, but you
will need to skin along the creek to the north to find the shelter. Regardless of
the route taken, look for the bridge in a larger open area of the creek with a small
slope to the southwest. Egypt Lake Shelter is found just above this slope.
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SSV Divide Highline Access

If you have a Sunshine Village ski pass, this can be a great option to stay higher
up and have a short downhill tree run early on in the trip. Although it may seem
faster to use the lifts, this route takes more time than Healy Creek Trail, and more
route finding is involved. For these reasons, I only recommend this route if you
are a bit bored of the Healy Creek Trail and are willing to put in a little work if
needed.
Reference #7, 42, 48, 49, 88, 91, 125
Vertical: 300m lose from Wawa lift to Simpson Pass, 250m gain to the Monarch
Ramparts, 300m run down to Pharaoh Creek and almost flat to the shelter
Distance: 6.5km from Wawa lift to the top of the Monarch Ramparts, 2km run
down to Pharaoh Creek, 2km north along the creek to the shelter
Directions: From the top of Wawa Lift at Sunshine Village Resort, head towards
the north aspect of Twin Cairns, looker’s left of Wawa Hump. After losing sight
of the resort, you will find a drainage leading to an open flat area before heading
into the trees for the downhill section. The trick in the lower trees is finding the
break in the lower cliff band by skiing the natural fall line. The other option is to
head more skier’s left to where the cliff band ends, this will put you off the divide
heading into the North Simpson River drainage, and you will need to stop at the
first clearing and backtrack north a bit in order not to end up in the wrong area.
Once past the cliff band, head northwest working through some small clearings
to the west towards the Monarch Ramparts. Once near the Monarch Ramparts,
head north along with them until you come to the first small bowl feature. Skin
up the bowl, through a benched area and finally north to arrive at the Monarch
Ramparts North Bowl. Ski down into the bowl and head west through larches
to find a drainage leading to Pharaoh Creek. Skin north for about 2km along the
creek to find a summer bridge, turn back to your left and go up the small slope to
find Egypt Lake Shelter.

Bourgeau Healy Highline Access

If you are looking for a breathtaking route to Egypt Lake Shelter (both for views
and the long day it presents), this is what I recommend. You will stay high up
for most of the tour and have wonderful views of the Massive Range, Sunshine
Village, The Monarch and Ball Range. You will also summit most of the lesser,
unnamed peaks in the area and get a few turns in along the way. This trip presents
many avalanche risks, and you should be ready to make on the fly adjustments
as snow conditions dictate.
Reference #178, 100, 97, 95, 108, 109, 112, 124, 125 (some lines don’t connect)
Vertical: 1500-2000m of climbing depending how you go about the route
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Distance: 20-30km depending how you go about the route
Directions: Park at the Bourgeau parking lot on Highway 1 and follow Bourgeau
Trail to Bourgeau Lake. Head climber’s right of the lake through avalanche paths
to the plateau below Harvey Pass. Climb up a short slope towards Harvey Pass
and meet up with the east ridge of the Big Triangle and follow it to the top.
Follow the southwest ridge of the Big Triangle down past East Bowl and traverse
along the top of the bowl until you come to a downhill run towards Center Peak.
Ski down to the bottom and ascend Center Peak’s north ridge to the summit. Ski
down Center Peak heading south towards Healy 1 Peak and ascend the north
ridge. Traverse to Healy 2 Peak and ski down the west side of the north aspect to
the plateau below The Lost Peak. Climb The Lost Peak and traverse northwest to
the Lost Warden Path to ski down to Pharaoh Creek. Head south along Pharaoh
Creek, looking for the bridge used for the summer trail, Egypt Lake Shelter is
west of the bridge and up a short, clear slope. Start a fire and relax!

Redearth Creek Access

I do not recommend the Redearth and Pharaoh Creek Trails as good ski touring
options. The route is long, flat, stays in the forest, and likely won’t have a skin
track to follow.
Reference #196, 125
Vertical: 600m
Distance: 20km
Directions: Park at the Redearth Creek parking lot on Highway 1 and follow the
Redearth Creek Trail until reaching the turn off for Pharaoh Creek Trail at the
signed junction. After a long, uneventful walk in the forest, you will notice the
Pharaoh Peaks as the terrain opens up and see the short open slope on the west
side of the creek bed where you will find Egypt Lake Shelter. Once at the shelter,
you can relax and regret your route choice.
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Egypt Lake Exit Routes

After several days skiing at the shelter, most parties will likely want to take
Healy Creek Trail, which is the easiest and quickest way back home. If you still
have some energy left over, then there are several routes that provide some good
skiing and views on the way back to the Sunshine parking lot. If you took the
Boureagu Healy Highline or Redearth Creek access routes, it is best to backtrack
on those routes unless you left a car at Sunshine or arranged a pickup.

Healy Creek Trail Exit

This is the standard route out of Egypt Lake Shelter. It provides almost no turns,
but it is the fastest way to get home. If you went in this way, then it is often easy
to follow your tracks back out, unless, of course, if it had snowed a lot since.
Reference #121, 74
Vertical: about 350m gain from the shelter to the pass and 750m lose from the
pass down to the parking lot
Distance: 3.5km from the shelter to the pass, 8.5km from the pass to the parking
lot
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter, head northeast down the short slope to the
bridge over Pharaoh Creek. Skin up the other side and into the forest heading east
and trending to the south the whole way up. There are lots of open laneways in
the area that can provide easy travel. As you break the treeline, the route to Healy
Pass will become apparent, and once at the pass, you can rip the skins for a shortlived downhill section. Ski down or along the Summer Trail Slopes to arrive in
the small drainage just before the summer trail enters the forest. Shuffle your way
up to the summer trail and follow it out to the parking lot.

Healy Highline Exit

This route traverses all of the Healy Peaks and provides excellent views of The
Monarch and the Massive Range before ending in a descent of the Healy Glades
and rejoining the trail home. Often the ridge tops are windblown dry, so be
prepared to do some bootpacking along the way.
Reference #121, 84, 81
Vertical: about 600m of climbing during the full route, lots of rolling terrain
along the ridge
Distance: about 14km for the full route
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter, head northeast down the short slope to
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the bridge over Pharaoh Creek. Skin up the other side and into the forest heading
east and trending to the south the whole way up. There are lots of open laneways
in the area that can provide easy travel. As you break the treeline, the route to
Healy Pass is obvious but instead veer to the climber’s left and head up the low
angle slope that joins to Healy 3 Peaks south ridge. Climb to the summit via the
ridge and continue over Healy 2 to reach Healy 1 via the ridgeline. From the top
of Healy 1 Peak switch over to ski mode and ski down the ridge and down into
the Healy Glades run. After skiing the trees, you will end up on the Healy Creek
Trail, follow it down and back to the parking lot.

Healy 3/Glades Exit

This route includes an alpine descent before linking up with the Healy Glades run
via a short traverse. This is probably my favourite route to get home as it doesn’t
add too much time, and you will get some turns in along the way.
Reference #121, 84, 85, 86,
81
Vertical: about 500-600m of
climbing during the full route
depending on how high up
you go for Healy Glades
Distance: about 13km for the
full route
Directions: From Egypt
Lake Shelter, head northeast
down the short slope to the
bridge over Pharaoh Creek.
Skin up the other side and
into the forest heading east
and trending to the south the
whole way up. There are lots
of open laneways in the area
that can provide easy travel.
As you break the treeline,
the route to Healy Pass is
obvious but instead veer to
the climbers left and head up
the low angle slope that joins to Healy 3 Peaks south ridge. Climb to the summit
via the ridge and ski down the southeast aspect. Carry speed across the lower
section and skin back up to the lower section of Healy 1 Peak to access the Healy
Glades run. After skiing the trees, you will end up on the Healy Creek Trail,
follow it down and back to the parking lot.
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Lost Horse Highline Exit

This route takes you through the Lost Horse Creek area, a good option for those
looking to get an overview of the area for future trips. It is also easy to drop
some gear off somewhere and session the northern aspects of the Healy Peaks or
Center Peak.
Reference #123, 111, 107, 79/77/96
Vertical: 650-750m of climbing over the full route depending on your route
Distance: 13-15km for the full route depending on your route
Directions: Follow the directions for the Warden Cabin Trees on page 166. Near
the top head for the low point in the upper ridge, gain it and follow it to the
southeast to the summit of The Lost Peak. Ski down the east face to the large
open meadow, and skin up the west aspect of Center Peak to the top. From here,
you can do several exits back to the Healy Creek Trail. Skiing the south aspect of
Center Peak to exit via the Y Drainage, follow the southeast ridgeline of Center
Peak to exit via The Big V, or you could even ski down the north aspect of Center
Peak and down the Bourgeau Meadows Access Drainage to end up almost back
at the parking lot. Regardless of the route, follow the Healy Creek Trail down
and out to end your trip.
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Healy Pass

There is some decent but low angled tree skiing on the west side of Healy Pass.
Over the years, I have mostly explored this area en route to the shelter and used
it less as a destination, but that doesn’t mean you couldn’t have a good day
out doing laps in this forest. To the north, the Warden Cabin Trees present the
best overall fall line. The middle section of the forest tends to have too many
flat zones, but you can link up the forest to the south with the small Monarch
Ramparts northern alpine bowls found just above the treeline.

Warden Cabin Trees

The Warden Cabin Trees are found northeast of the Egypt Lake Warden Cabin,
heading towards The Lost Peak. The area close to the Warden Cabin has fairly
dense tree cover, but as you get closer to the treeline, you will find lots of options
for skiing. This area seems to produce the best fall lines for the area west of
Healy Pass but is still not what I would consider a destination slope.
Reference #123
Vertical: just under 400m to the top of treeline, most runs in the 200m range
Distance: just under 2km to the top of treeline
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter head northeast for 300 meters to the Warden
Cabin on the east side of Pharaoh Creek. From here, head up into the forest,
continuing northeast, where you will likely come across some open sections to
start before the forest becomes denser. In less than 1 km, you will reach more
open sections of the forest before entering open treeline terrain. The best snow
is generally found in the treeline areas from about 2100 meters to 2300 meters.

Lost Warden Path

This avalanche path can provide excellent skiing, but it’s a bit out of the way for
most staying at the shelter. It can be an excellent option for parties who just skied
down The Exit Lane run (page 206) on the other side of the valley and didn’t
want to head back to the shelter yet.
Reference #124
Vertical: 475m for access, 400m run in the path with another 100m before
reaching the valley floor
Distance: 3km to access the top of the run, 1.1km run in the path with another
0.5km before reaching the valley floor
Directions: Follow the directions for the Warden Cabin Trees and continue up
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to the ridge via the low point. Follow the ridge to the northwest to the bowl-like
entrance for the run. After skiing the run, follow the creek to the south to return
to the shelter.

Summer Trail Trees

This route is mainly used to access Egypt Lake Shelter from Healy Pass and
can provide some tree skiing if other options are not looking good. The slope
does have some flat sections hidden within it, but after skiing it a few times, you
should be able to avoid most of them. The best snow and slopes are found from
about 2250 meters to 2100 meters. The trees in this area tend to be laneways with
short sections of denser trees.
Reference #121
Vertical: up to 200m runs if you get lucky avoiding any flats
Distance: 2.5km access to treeline
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter, head directly east, cross Pharaoh Creek
and climb a short, steeper open slope. Work your way up the forest headed
southeast while trying to avoid the flatter sections. You will find rolling terrain
with fewer trees as you break out of the denser forest and into the treeline. This
area provides better skiing and can be linked almost from the top of Healy Pass.
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Monarch Ramparts North Bowl/Southern
Trees

One of my favourite options for accessing Egypt Lake Shelter, but it could also
serve as a place to get some turns in. The Monarch Ramparts North Bowl has
several short alpine features to ski, followed by mostly well-spaced but low
angled trees.
Reference #122/91
Vertical: 400m access and run if heading all the way to the valley bottom
Distance: 3.5-4.5km for access depending where you drop in, 1.8km run if
heading all the way to the valley bottom
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter, head directly east, cross Pharaoh Creek
and climb a short, steeper open slope. Work your way up the forest headed
southeast until you reach the treeline, where you can either start heading more
east to meet up with Healy Pass or southeast to access the terrain below the
Monarch Ramparts North Bowl. If you plan to ski the alpine features, it is best
to head to Healy Pass, where you can travel directly south along the Monarch
Ramparts to start your run. If you are only interested in skiing the trees, then
climb as far as you would like before starting your run; some of the better slopes
are found just south of Healy Pass. To get back to the shelter, follow the drainage
end up in the southern section of Pharaoh Creek, where you will head north along
the creek and back to the shelter.
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Shelter Runs

There are several runs close to the shelter, and they can be great options for
groups that have run out of steam from the trek in. Most of these runs are fairly
short and/or barely count as runs, but they are great fun due to the terrain style.

Pharaoh Creek Pillow Walls

To the south of the shelter, you will find some short open pillow lines on the west
side of Pharaoh Creek. These fun little areas can be trip savers when avalanche
conditions are too risky or time killers in the evening when you don’t have time
for a longer run but still have energy.
Reference #125
Vertical: 25-35m pillow slopes
Distance: 1-2km from the shelter
Directions: Head east to Pharaoh Creek from the shelter and follow the creek
south until you start seeing pillows. You will find suitable pillows for skiing
within 1km of the shelter until you reach Redearth Pass.

Shelter Slopes

You will find some open slopes between the shelter and South Pharaoh Peak’s
large east cliff face. These rolling slopes can be great fun with good snow and
have a few scattered pillows in them too. If the upper face is heavily loaded, you
will probably want to avoid this area; when the upper slopes release, they can
trigger larger than expected avalanches in this area.
Reference #126
Vertical: runs up to 100m
Distance: 0.5km from the shelter to start skiing
Directions: From the shelter head directly west into the trees. You will come
to a laneway clearing before heading west into the next set of trees, where you
will pop through the obvious trim line and onto the lower section of these open
slopes. From here, climb the rolling benches and ski back down.

Shelter Trees

To the north of the Shelter Slopes area, you will find some tree lanes that lead up
to Pharaoh Lake. This area offers some playful tree skiing which ends up very
close to the shelter.
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Reference #148, 127
Vertical: 150m for access, 125m runs
Distance: 0.8km for access, 0.5km run
Directions: From the shelter head directly west into the trees. You will come
to a laneway clearing where you will want to head northwest into the next set
of trees. You should be able to see the trimline of the Shelter Slopes run (page
172), heading north follow this trimline staying within the forest until you reach
Pharaoh Lake. After skiing the trees, head east a short distance to find yourself at
Pharaoh Creek with the shelter to the south.

Burning Hand Couloir

Above the center of the Shelter Slopes on South Pharaoh Peak, you will find a
small “couloir” feature in the lower cliff band. Although the couloir is not very
long, it does add some feature skiing to the open slopes below and extends the
run a little. After skiing it the first time, Jesse AJ Scotland fell into the woodstove
at the shelter, causing 2nd or maybe 3rd degree burns on his hand, hence the
name.
Reference #126
Vertical: around 200m run, a
little more for access
Distance: 0.9km to the top,
0.6km run
Directions: From the shelter head
directly west into the trees. You
will come to a laneway clearing
before heading west into the next
set of trees, where you will pop
through the obvious trimline and
onto the lower section of these
open slopes. From here, climb
the rolling benches to access
the upper section of the Shelter
Slopes (page 172) to arrive at
the bottom of the Burning Hand
Couloir run. Climb up the run
and ski back down.
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Shelter Pillow Field

To the south of the Shelter Slopes, you will find a nice pillow field that is easy
to lap and still reasonably close to the shelter. This one is super fun when there
is fresh snow.
Reference #128
Vertical: 100m run
Distance: 1km for access to the top, 0.3km run
Directions: From the shelter head directly west into the trees. You will come to
a laneway clearing, turn left and head south to follow it until seeing an opening
uphill to the west. Climb up this clearing staying to the climber’s left (you can
also enter the skier’s left side trees). Head climber’s left at the top of the trees,
and soon you will see a pillow field heading down to a small clearing. There
is a small cave feature at the top, and it makes for a great place for a break/
regrouping. Ski the pillow field and head north to regain your skin track to lap.

Egypt Lake Couloir

In the northwest corner of Egypt Lake, you will find a very small south-facing
couloir feature with a few trees within it. This could be used as an introduction
to couloir skiing with much less risk than most other local options. Barely a run,
but people seem to ski it fairly regularly.
Reference #129
Vertical: 50m run
Distance: 1.3km to the run
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter head south directly towards the north face
of The Sphinx. After about 1 km through the broken and rolling forest, you will
come to the northern shoreline of Egypt Lake, head to the northwest corner of the
lake where you will find this small practice couloir.
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The Sphinx

The Sphinx is a small peak located on the shore of Egypt Lake, about 1 km south
of Egypt Lake Shelter and offers lots of skiing options on three of its aspects.
The north face offers three great short couloir runs, while the east aspect has
everything from lower angled tree skiing to full-on steep avalanche paths. If you
are looking for a fairly short summit day with great views, the southeast ridge to
the summit is also a wonderful option.

Giza Couloir

This rather strange feature is less of a run on its own and more of a way to get
back from Mummy Lake after a day on Scarab Peak. I’ve skied this run many
times, and every time the snow has piled up differently. There is a large square
block midway down the run, and it can create sharp right-angle turns over windsculpted, usually off-camber, snowdrifts. After the main feature, you pop out
onto a wider slope leading to the lake.
Reference #131
Vertical: 150m run
Distance: 0.25km run that is about 1.3km away from the shelter
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter head south directly towards the north face
of The Sphinx. After about 1 km through the broken and rolling forest, you will
come to the northern shoreline of Egypt Lake, cross the lake and head towards
the looker’s right side of The Sphinx and climb the couloir. If you are coming
from Mummy or Scarab Lakes, head towards the west aspect of The Sphinx,
where you will find the entry point along a small cliff band.
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Hall Of Records Couloir

One of the more challenging runs in this book. This steep, narrow couloir carved
down the middle of the north face of The Sphinx is slightly off-camber and
usually has a firm snow rundle down the fall line. The narrowest section is about
1-2 meters wide and has snow spines intersecting the couloir on the skier’s left
side at various points mid-run. The highest sections are extremely steep, with
most parties questioning why they climbed so high and most downclimbing to
a more sane starting point. The bottom half is not as tricky, with room to make
normal-sized turns. While climbing and skiing here, you are presented with the
extra danger of large pillows collapsing above you and snowfields to the skier’s
left of you avalanching (both happened to me on my descent in 2014). Although
not a long run, a fall in the upper section or getting sucked down by even a small
sluff could be serious. This run should not be taken lightly by most skiers.

Reference #132
Vertical: 350m run
Distance: 0.45km run that is about 1.3km away from the shelter
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter head south directly towards the north face
of The Sphinx. After about 1 km through the broken and rolling forest, you will
come to the northern shoreline of Egypt Lake, cross the lake and head towards
the main north fan. Skin up the fan to the couloir mouth and boot pack up it.
Staying climber’s right of the runnel should keep you out of the way of most
sluff.
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The Sphinx Couloir

This is the main couloir you see on the north face of The Sphinx from Egypt Lake
Shelter, and it has become the ultimate classic for the area due to that. The run
starts narrow and steep but quickly opens up to the large fan below. Most sluffing
stays skier’s left close to the cliff, and you can often stay to the skier’s right to let
it easily pass you. This one is a great option for someone new to feature skiing
as the couloir section is short-lived, but there is enough to make you think about
what you are doing.
Reference #133
Vertical: 300m run
Distance: 0.5km run that is about 1.3km away from the shelter
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter, head south directly towards the north face
of The Sphinx. After about 1 km through the broken and rolling forest, you will
come to the northern shoreline of Egypt Lake, cross the lake and head towards
the main north fan. Skin up the fan to the couloir mouth and boot pack up it. If
you want to preserve the snow within the run, then climb the looker’s left fan
until there is a break in the looker’s left cliffs. Traverse left under the cliff a short
distance until a steep open slope is above you, boot pack up and along the cliff
ridge through snow mushrooms until you reach the top of the run.

The Sphinx Tree Triangle

Bordering The Sphinx Couloir and the East Avalanche Paths, the northeast aspect
of The Sphinx has a noticeable triangle of trees with cliffs scattered within it
that offers some challenging skiing. The more northern area has the most cliffs,
and there are fewer as you wrap around to the east. This area does see isolated
avalanches and should not be considered a “safe treed area” by any account.
Reference #134
Vertical: 300m runs
Distance: 0.5km runs, about 2.5km from shelter to top
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter head south directly towards the north face
of The Sphinx. After about 1 km through the broken and rolling forest, you will
come to the northern shoreline of Egypt Lake. Cross the lake and head to the
southeast corner of it where you can either use directions for The Sphinx Couloir
to gain access to the top of the triangle, or you can wrap around to the east,
gaining the slope to the climber’s left of the lower cliffs.
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The Sphinx East Avalanche Paths

On the east aspect of The Sphinx, you find several large avalanche paths that
make for a great day of skiing if the snow conditions agree. This face avalanches
during most natural cycles.
Reference #135, 136
Vertical: runs average around 300m
Distance: about 3km to the base of the area from the shelter, another 1km to the
top of the runs, runs average around 0.5km
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter, head east to Pharaoh Creek and follow
it south. As the creek bed gets tighter, you will notice short pillow drops on the
creek bed walls on your right side. As you pass the last main pillow wall, you will
come to a larger open area with a large rock in the creek bed. On the right side,
there will be a “ramp” feature (old mining road and current Talc Lake summer
trail). Follow this ramp up and to the north. The road first heads north until a
U-turn heading back south into the runout zone of the main avalanche paths
of the east aspect. Continue south across the runout zone and enter the forest.
Slowly start turning west as you start to ascend. There are some benched treeless
laneways in this area. As the trees start thinning, you will want to start heading
north. At treeline, you will see the alpine and the South Face of The Sphinx. To
the north of this area, you will notice a windswept rocky ridge leading to a cliff
face high on the mountain, and this is the climbing route for the summit. Heading
north of the climbing route will put you above the main large steep avalanche
paths. After descending, you can meet up with your skin track for another lap.

The Sphinx Eastern Trees

Just south of the East Avalanche Paths, there is a pocket of trees that are ski-able.
These are not glades by any means, but you should find sections that ski like
glades before having to pop through some denser trees. If you are lucky, you will
catch one of the sweet lanes in the area that can last a good while.
Reference #135, 137
Vertical: 100-250m runs
Distance: about 3km to the base of the area from the shelter, another 1km to the
top of the runs, runs from 0.3-0.7km
Directions: Follow the directions as The Sphinx East Avalanche Paths but start
skiing any of the trees before getting to the paths. Generally, the further south on
the ridge you drop in, the lower the angle and the tighter the trees are. There are
a couple of nice benched staging/lunch areas in low alpine terrain just above the
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steeper glade areas, and this area makes for a good starting location for the more
spaced out trees.

The Sphinx Summit Route/South Face

A beautiful summit with a short, non-technical but exposed alpine climb. The
South Face is a short but steep run that can be connected with the East Avalanche
Paths. Great views of the surrounding peaks from the top.
Reference #135, 138
Vertical: 450m run if connecting to the lower slide paths
Distance: about 3km to the base of the area from the shelter, another 1km to the
start of the summit climb that lasts for about 0.2km
Directions: Follow the directions as The Sphinx East Avalanche Paths (page
182) to gain access to the climbing route. Follow the rocky, windswept ridge
to the large cliff. Traverse to the climber’s right side above a large cliff that sits
over the East Avalanche Paths. Below you, there will be a large chimney to the
climber’s right that overlooks The Sphinx Couloir entrance. Climb directly up
to the summit, first over snow and then usually rock. At the summit, head south
over rocks until the snow is good enough for skiing. The run on the South Face
funnels to the center with cliffs/rocks on either side. Once past the cliff band,
head hard skier’s left to rejoin with the eastern aspect.

Sphinx Pass To Giza Couloir

This is a great way to head back to the shelter after having a fun day of pow
skiing on The Sphinx. The route is straightforward, and you can use your already
well beaten in skin track for access.
Reference #135, 139
Vertical: 250m run from the col, down the couloir and to the lake
Distance: full route is about 1.2km
Directions: Follow the directions for the Summit Route but before climbing the
rocky ridge, veer off your track and head west a short distance before you can
start skiing downhill. The area around this pass is low angle, but soon the pitch
becomes steeper for a short section, gain speed and cruise over the lower flats
that head north to reach the top of Giza Couloir. See page 176 for information
on the run.
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Scarab Peak

Scarab Peak is the unofficial name of the unnamed peak west of Scarab Lake.
This peak looks like it has no real skiing objectives from the Egypt Lake side, but
on its north and south ridges, you will find a couple of great options for longer
days out. It is also the only place within the Egypt Lake group that still holds
a glacier, although it’s extremely small and likely won’t be around for much
longer.

Scarab Lake Access

Just touring up to Scarab Lake for the day to view the massive northeast face of
Scarab Peak is well worth the little effort involved and provides the route to the
other ski runs in the area.
Reference #140
Vertical: 150m from the shelter to Scarab Lake
Distance: 2km from the shelter to Scarab Lake
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter head south directly towards the north face
of The Sphinx. After about 1 km through the broken and rolling forest, you will
come to the northern shoreline of Egypt Lake, cross the lake and head towards a
frozen waterfall on the far end of the east-facing cliffs on the western shoreline.
A short distance past the waterfall, you will find a drainage, which often has a
pool of open water where it connects to Egypt Lake. Follow along the drainage
on the climber’s right side. After passing a small waterfall, you will come to an
opening with a much larger waterfall off the highest cliff band. Turn hard right
into the forest until reaching an opening and a steep break in the upper cliffs.
Skin or bootpack up this short steep section to find a bench above the mid-level
cliff band. Follow the bench north for 10-15m before heading up the slope to the
climber’s left. The terrain will level out a short distance away, and you will find
yourself at Scarab Lake.

Scarab Peak, Northeast Gully/Face

Along the northern ridge of Scarab Peak at Whistling Pass, you will find a gully
and open face runs that are steep and exposed. Avalanche paths on both sides
threaten the whole route leading up to Whistling Pass. The runs here are in
serious and committing avalanche terrain.
Reference #140, 141, 142, 143/144
Vertical: 700m from the shelter to the top of the runs, main section of both runs
are about 400m, add another 100-150m if skiing down into treeline
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Distance: 4.5km from the shelter to the top of the runs, both runs around 0.7km
Directions: Follow the
directions for Scarab
Lake Access on page
186. Follow the lake’s
northern shoreline to
arrive at the northwest
corner, where you will
find a small drainage.
The first section is fairly
steep, but halfway up,
the angle lessens, the
terrain soon flattens
out. Continue following
the weakening drainage
towards Whistling Pass, found between Scarab Peak and South Pharaoh Peak.
From the pass area, you have a couple of options to climb to the top of the run.
You can work the more open face area, looker’s left of the gully, where you will
find several benches you can connect before climbing the upper gully, or you can
ski over Whistling Pass and climb directly up the main gully feature. Both put
you directly in avalanche terrain. Once at the top, ski whichever way you would
like, but do not ski down the eastern face looking over Scarab Lake as it cliffs
out lower down. If you ski the far skier’s right face, make sure to recon the choke
points of the cliff band before heading up, many years, these chokes do not fill in
or maybe rocky even when they do.

Mummy Lake Access

Directly to the south above Scarab Lake, you will find Mummy Lake, which will
give you access to the summit of Scarab Peak from the southeast. Even if you
don’t plan to climb Scarab Peak, this high alpine lake is worth visiting.
Reference #140, 145
Vertical: 125m from Scarab Lake to Mummy Lake
Distance: 1-1.2km from Scarab Lake to Mummy Lake
Directions: Follow the directions for Scarab Lake Access on page 186. From
Scarab Lake, head south towards a grouping of trees in the southeast side of
Scarab Lake. You can either work your way through the benched terrain or
follow a small drainage along the looker’s right of the tree block. Once above the
trees, follow easy terrain along the cliff bands heading south and then west before
finally coming out on the east shoreline of Mummy Lake.
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Scarab Peak Summit Run

If you are looking for the best summit
views in the Egypt Lake area, Scarab Peak
is it. You can see 360 degrees from this
peak, including the full Rockwall, Mount
Ball, Massive and Sawback Ranges and
the Sunshine area. The trip travels through
serious avalanche terrain over a small
glacier and will likely involve some steep
snow climbing near the top. Plan to be out
for most of the day and start early.
Reference #140, 145, 146, 147
Vertical: 900m from the shelter to the
summit, just under 700m run
Distance: 5.5km from the shelter to the
summit, 1.6km run
Directions: Follow the directions for Mummy Lake Access on page 190. From
Mummy Lake, head towards a small grouping of trees near a cliff on the west
shoreline. Climb to the climber’s left of the cliff above the trees and between the
cliff bands before reaching a large flat bench. Skin towards the obvious break in
the next set of cliffs, here you will be travelling over a small glacier. Once past
the small glacier, you will be able to see the summit of Scarab Peak, stay to the
climber’s left, traversing under cliffs, until you reach the start of the south ridge
at the col. Head north towards the summit along the ridge. At some point, it will
likely become easier to boot pack. With about 50 meters left to go, you will come
to a flat bench before the terrain becomes steeper. At the summit, you will likely
be on the enormous overhanging cornice. You can either climb back down to the
flat bench or start from the top of the cornice for your descent. The upper summit
section should be looked at before attempting as it could be rocky or not filled in.
After skiing the face, you can rejoin your up track just above the glacier area and
follow it back down to Mummy Lake.
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Pharaoh Peaks

The Pharaoh Peak group is a chain of three peaks running north from Scarab and
Egypt Lakes. Only two of the peaks in this grouping are officially named: South
Pharaoh, west of Egypt Lake Shelter, and North Pharaoh, west of Black Rock
Lake. On some maps, you may see them listed as Greater and Lesser Pharaoh
Peaks. Among these peaks, you will find many couloirs and col runs with cliff
backdrops. Most of the runs here are north-facing, lee and hold good powder
snow late into the season. The tree areas below these peaks offer decent skiing
after a day of bagging couloirs.

Pharaoh Lake Access & Trees

With large cliffs to the south and west, this lake is a beautiful location to check
out, even if you aren’t looking to do one of the runs here. The trees below the
lake have some fun laneways, and this is a great way to get back to the shelter.
Reference #148, 149
Vertical: 150m for access, 125m runs
Distance: 0.8km for access, 0.5km runs
Directions: From the shelter head directly west into the trees. You will come to
a laneway clearing where you will want to head northwest into the next set of
trees. You should be able to see the trim line from the runout zone of the eastfacing avalanche paths. Follow the trimline, heading north, staying within the
forest until you reach Pharaoh Lake. For the tree runs head down from the east
shoreline. At the bottom, you will be in the flat laneway just north of the shelter.

Pharaoh Lake North Couloir

Tucked into the north face of the South Pharaoh, you will find a small, steep and
narrow couloir above the lake. The couloir actually faces west, and you likely
won’t notice it until you are about halfway across Pharaoh Lake. A great run to
do when you still have daylight after getting to the shelter or as a side mission
before or after skiing The Nile.
Reference #148, 150
Vertical: 200m run
Distance: 0.25km run
Directions: Follow the directions for Pharaoh Lake Access above. Skin across
the lake heading west until you can see the main couloir feature in the middle of
the north-facing cliff of South Pharaoh Peak. Climb up and ski down.
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The Nile

This is probably my favourite run in the Egypt Lake area. This long alpine run is
steep throughout, provides a great position and usually holds good powder snow.
Watch for sluff and/or avalanches from the skier’s left cliff face, and don’t ski too
far skier’s right as it leads to a cliff over Pharaoh Lake. It is a short ridge walk to
the summit of South Pharaoh Peak from the top of the col. This run has claimed
at least one life, and travelling here should not be taken lightly.
Reference #148, 151
Vertical: 500m run
Distance: 0.7km run
Directions: Follow the directions for Pharaoh Lake Access on page 194. Skin
across the lake heading west. Skin up the slope towards the back wall, where the
terrain will bowl out a bit. From here, go up the main section of the run to the
south. Near the top, you may need to bootpack to reach the col. You can climb to
the summit from the col; otherwise, switch over and ski back the way you came.

Black Rock Lake Access & Trees

Another beautiful lake with large cliff backdrops, a tour up to this lake without
the intent of bagging runs is still worth the effort. The tree skiing below the lake
is about average, and there is a fun waterfall pillow zone in the main drainage.
Reference #148, 152
Vertical: 225m for access from shelter, 250m runs
Distance: 1.8km for access from shelter, 1km runs
Directions: Follow the directions for Pharaoh Lake Access on page 194. From
the east shoreline of Pharaoh Lake, head north into the forest trending slightly
west. You should come across the summer trail system with some luck, which
provides you with an easy to follow laneway leading to Black Rock Lake. At
worst, you will trend too far west and come across the eastern ridgeline of North
Pharaoh Peak, where you can ski down to Black Rock Lake. To ski the trees,
follow the obvious drainage that leads out from the lake. The waterfall zone is
not far below the lake within the drainage.

Black Rock East Ridge

This small ridge has a nice alpine start, leading to good tree skiing in the forest
below. Most years, the upper ridge seems to be cross-loaded, and you will likely
find some thin to thick issues along the crest. If you climb to the upper bench, you
will arrive at the top of Black Rock Couloir.
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Reference #148, 153
Vertical: 450m from shelter to top of ridge, ridge run is about 250m to treeline
Distance: 2km from shelter to top of ridge, ridge run is about 0.5km to treeline
Directions: Follow the directions for Black Rock Lake Access on page 196.
Head south from Black Rock Lake’s eastern shoreline and climb directly up the
obvious ridge as high as you’d like to start your ski descent.

Black Rock Couloir

This couloir is pretty wide, and it is a good warm-up for the more difficult
couloirs in the area. When you top out on this climb, you get excellent views of
the Pharaoh Lake area, including The Nile.
Reference #148, 154
Vertical: 200m run
Distance: 0.3km run
Directions: Follow the directions for Black Rock Lake Access on page 196.
From the east shore of Black Rock Lake, head west and climb south up the slope.
Climb directly up the couloir to the top of the run, where you’ll find a large flat
area to switch over before skiing back down.

Black Rock Col

Another great ski run, compatible to The Nile but a little less steep. North Pharaoh
Peak towers over you as you ski, with a great position and usually great snow.
The upper section of this run can have thin to thick issues due to wind patterns.
When avalanches release here, the crown is often 1/5 of the way down from the
top.
Reference #148, 155
Vertical: 375m run
Distance: 0.7km run
Directions: Follow the directions for Black Rock Lake Access on page 196.
From the east shore of Black Rock Lake, head west and climb up the slope
passing Black Rock Couloir on your left. Trend to the south and climb directly
up the run to the top of the col. There is a large bench near the top for staging.
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Isis Couloir

This skinny north-facing couloir is hidden from view until you are pretty much
climbing it. The exit point is visible from Black Rock Lake as it faces east. This
run is steep, tight and a fall would be very serious. You must make a sharp right
hand turn to exit this couloir, or you will hit a wall of rock. Be prepared for
heavy sluffing from the climber’s right cliff face while climbing this route during
or after a snowfall. Depending on the coverage, there may be a small frozen
waterfall in the lower section. It does seem that this line could be skied from the
top of the ridge, but I’ll leave that descent for those with a higher risk tolerance.
Reference #148, 156
Vertical: 150m couloir section, another 200m to the lake
Distance: 0.15km couloir section, another 0.4km to the lake
Directions: Follow the directions for Black Rock Lake Access on page 196.
From the east shore of Black Rock Lake, head west and climb up the slope
passing Black Rock Couloir and Black Rock Col runs on your left. Enter the
couloir using the small passageway on the looker’s right side of the main cliff
face. Climb directly up the couloir, you may find a short ice waterfall near the
bottom half of the climb, but it shouldn’t last for long. The staging area at the top
has minimal space, and you will likely need to take turns getting setup.

Osiris Couloir

This is a short but very steep and technical couloir run. From Black Rock Lake
you can see the bottom half of the couloir. The top half curves around the upper
cliff, getting steeper, is off chamber and faces an overhanging cliff face. Falling
down this run would result in serious injury as you would likely bounce off the
skier’s right side wall several times. We measured the upper section at 56 degrees
when we skied it the first time. Luke Seed named this run as a tribute to Trevor
Sexsmith, who died in an avalanche accident on Mount Victoria in 2016.
Reference #148, 157
Vertical: 150m couloir section, another 200m to the lake
Distance: 0.15km couloir section, another 0.4km to the lake
Directions: Follow the directions for Black Rock Lake Access on page 196.
From the east shore of Black Rock Lake, head west and climb up the slope
passing Black Rock Couloir and Black Rock Col runs on your left. Go past the
main cliff block and enter the S-shaped couloir that goes directly up the back
wall and around the corner. At the top, you should find a flat staging area under
a large cornice.
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Unnamed Pharaoh Peak Summit Access

The route up this officially unnamed peak is reasonably straightforward, and the
summit offers excellent views of the area. The summit also provides skiers with
multiple options for fun descents that usually holds good snow.
Reference #148, 158
Vertical: 325m from Black Rock Lake to summit
Distance: 1.5km from Black Rock Lake to summit
Directions: Follow the directions for Black Rock Lake Access on page 196.
From the north shore of Black Rock Lake, enter the trees heading north while
trending slightly west. You may or may not pop out into another open area before
reaching the start of the east ridge. If you do, head directly north at the north end
of the open area. You should see a fairly obvious route heading east up the east
ridge as the trees open up. Follow the ridge until you are required to bootpack
over rock to the summit. Alternatively, once in the alpine, you could skin up to
the climbers left to ascend on skins to the top, snowpack dependant, of course.

Unnamed Pharaoh Peak South Bowl

This fairly low angled bowl feature provides a way down from the summit of
Unnamed Pharaoh Peak. As you join up to the Black Rock Lake area, there is a
short, steeper pitch of skiing. Less of a destination than a route back to the lake.
Reference #148, 158, 160
Vertical: 325m run from summit to lake
Distance: 1km run from summit to lake
Directions: Follow the directions for Unnamed Pharaoh Peak Summit Access
found above. From the summit ski down the bowl feature to the south, you may
need to walk down from the summit area as the starting is often rocky. The
bottom section has a short but steep pitch before joining with the rolling moraine
features above Black Rock Lake.

Unnamed Pharaoh Peak Southeast Face

This run fills the gap between the other options from the summit, it’s not super
steep, but it’s still a nice ski run. The lower trees are well spaced apart, and there
are a few scattered cliffs within them for those looking to drop something on the
way out.
Reference #148, 158, 159
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Vertical: 325m run from summit to lake
Distance: 1km run from summit to lake
Directions: Follow the directions for Unnamed Pharaoh Peak Summit Access
on page 202. From the summit ski down the southeast aspect, sometimes the
first few turns can be shallow. Trend slightly skier’s left towards the flatter area
leading into the trees. Go either right or left in the trees to avoid the large cliffs
here before popping out onto the small open slope below. To get back to Black
Rock Lake, either ski back into the trees or head skier’s right to find a drainage.

Unnamed Pharaoh Peak Northern Chutes

As you climb up the east ridge of Unnamed Pharaoh Peak, you will likely notice
these fun, but short chute runs. Lapping these can provide a full day of fun due
to the assortment of spine and drop features. Be mindful of the moraine features
below these runs, as they can act as terrain traps.
Reference #148, 158, 161
Vertical: 250-150m runs
Distance: 0.3-0.5km runs
Directions: Follow the directions for Unnamed Pharaoh Peak Summit Access on
page 202. All of the chutes start below the summit, with the lower ones beginning
where you will still find larch trees. The run off the summit heads down towards
Sphinx Lake and is described below.

Unnamed Pharaoh Peak Sphinx Lake Slope

This run usually holds the best snow out of the three runs that come off this
summit. It is almost directly north, is lee and is generally loaded up after an
often rocky start. The slope can often have a roll in it midway down, and the lake
below should stick out as an obvious terrain trap.
Reference #148, 158, 162
Vertical: 250-150m runs
Distance: 0.3-0.5km runs
Directions: Follow the directions for Unnamed Pharaoh Peak Summit Access on
page 202. At the summit, ski down the north side. At the bottom head southeast
travelling under the Northern Chutes to reach your access track for laps. You can
also use the small treed ridge to gain partway up this run to get a shorter lap in,
but access to the top this way is less than ideal.
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The Exit Lane

At the southeast corner of the moraines, found below the Northern Chutes (page
204), you will notice a tree laneway leading down into the forest. This run is my
preferred exit route from the area. The tree skiing here is above average for the
area. Once at the bottom, the route back to the shelter is as simple as follow the
creek.
Reference #148, 163
Vertical: 100m from Black Rock Lake, 300m run to valley bottom
Distance: just under 1km from Black Rock Lake, 1.2km run to valley bottom
Directions: Follow the directions for Unnamed Pharaoh Peak Summit Access on
page 202 but do not head up the ridge. Instead, drop down into the open area with
moraines. From the first moraine, look east to find the laneway. At the bottom of
the run, skin along the creek to the south to return to Egypt Lake Shelter.
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East Verdant Creek

While technically, it is not part of the Bow Valley, I have found it easier to access
the East Verdant Creek ski runs from the Alberta side of the divide. There are
some truly impressive ski descents found here, and it is possible to tag these
while staying at Egypt Lake Shelter for strong skiers. The longer open runs on
Talc and The Monarch are akin to the slopes that you find along the 93S. There is
also some excellent feature skiing here, mainly in the form of couloirs, but Talc’s
upper spine walls should do the trick for the more adventurous. I have yet to ski
the more gnarly stuff on Talc, so if you do, let me know how it was! While skiing
here, it should become evident that an easy escape due to an injury is limited.
Heading out to the 93S is a bit of a mission, and even getting back to the parking
lot at Sunshine Resort would take some effort.

East Verdant Creek Access

For the sake of simplicity, all the individual run directions for this zone will
start at the top of the small bowl feature on the Monarch Ramparts, and the
access directions found below reach this point. If skiing the area from Egypt
Lake Shelter, the access is mostly straightforward, and the directions found here
should be easy to adapt for most people.
Reference #74, 87, 89 or 125 from Egypt Lake Shelter
Vertical: about 750m from parking lot to Ramparts starting spot, not including
rolling terrain
Distance: 7.5km from the parking lot to the low treeline area of Healy Pass,
another 2km to the top of the Ramparts and the starting area for further directions
Directions: After parking at Sunshine Resort, head to the back parking area to
find the start of Healy Creek Trail. At first, you will be skinning up the Lower
Canyon run, so make sure to stay to the side for downhill ski traffic. After a short
distance, you will turn a corner and find a trail splitting off to the climber’s right.
Follow it downhill a short distance to a bridge over Sunshine Creek. Follow the
trail for about 6km to the Simpson Pass Trail split off, and take the climber’s right
fork for another 1.5km to reach the low treeline area of Healy Pass. Skin past
a small drainage with light larches to the south to find yourself in a large open
flat area with Healy Pass to the northwest. There are several small rolling hills
littered with trees along this route, and these are the Summer Trail Slopes. There
is a small high point to the southwest with larches, skin on the edge of this feature
until the benched alpine bowl of Monarch Ramparts shows up and skin directly
towards and up into it. After reaching the upper ridge, follow it southeast to the
next high point of the Monarch Ramparts. All of the individual ski runs for this
area start from this point.
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Monarch Ramparts West Side

Previously I would have recommended staying out of this zone, but the skiing in
this area drastically improved after the recent wildfires. Now, of course, this will
only last so long as someday the regrowth will be so thick you won’t be able to
skin through here, never mind get turns. There are a few isolated open low angle
pillow areas found on this aspect as well.
Reference #89
Vertical: 400m runs
Distance: highline up to 3km along the Ramparts to find you drop in spot, runs
are in the 1-1.3km range
Directions: Follow the directions for East Verdant Creek Access on page 208.
Skin along the top of the Monarch Ramparts to where you would like to ski
down, the longer burn runs are closer to The Monarch, and most of the pillow
areas are found about 1km southeast. The runs from the starting position are the
shortest but the most open.

The Monarch, North Face/Summit Run

The first known descent of this line was made by Tim Auger and Will Devlin in
February 1980. I have personally turned around on it more than a few times, so I
don’t have too much input. The line looks great, but often I have noted the upper
section looking a bit too rocky for skiing.
Reference #89, 164, 165
Vertical: almost flat along the top of the Ramparts, 200m down to the couloir
entrance, run is about 800m
Distance: 3km along the top of the Ramparts, ski down another 1km to the
couloir entrance, 1.4km run
Directions: Follow the directions for East Verdant Creek Access on page 208.
Skin along the top of the Monarch Ramparts heading southeast to The Monarch
and ski down to the west to reach the moraine/run out area below the couloir
section of the run. Climb up the couloir and into the alpine bowl before heading
to the climber’s left to reach the summit ridge. If looking to ski from the top,
follow the main gully in the upper face. Ski back the way you came and backtrack
on your access route to return home.
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The Monarch, Middle North Bowl

This long, remote run should be on most skiers lists and is one I hope to ski again
someday. From the upper col, you get amazing views, and by the time you reach
the below treeline moraine, your legs should be sore. Although I haven’t, it looks
possible to start up a bit higher on the climber’s left side of this run. Several
shorter couloirs are found along the way that could make for some fun detours
on the way up or down.
Reference #89, 164, 166
Vertical: almost flat along the top of the Ramparts, 300m down to the run fan,
600m run
Distance: 3km along the top of the Ramparts, ski down another 1.8km to the
couloir entrance, 1.3km run
Directions: Follow the directions for East Verdant Creek Access on page 208.
Skin along the top of the Monarch Ramparts heading southeast to The Monarch
and ski down to the west to reach the moraine/run out area below the couloir
section of the summit run. Cross through this area and back into the trees, staying
close to The Monarch to reach a second moraine/run out area found below this
run. Skin up the run, working through a series of old terminal moraines, to reach
the upper alpine section where you can continue to the col or even head up
climber’s left to expend the run further. To return home, simply backtrack on
your access route.

Talc Peak Shoulder Runs

To the south of Talc Lake there is a noticeable bump that sticks out from the
mountain, and above this feature are options for some nice alpine runs. You
are pretty exposed while travelling in and around this area, and even when the
snowpack is good, the overhead snow could come down and trigger deeper
instabilities. The summit has been accessed from this area in the summer by
Robb Schnell, but as far as I know, it has not in the winter.
Reference #167, 169, 170
Vertical: 250m run down to the valley, 500m up to the start of the run, just under
600m run
Distance: 1.4km run down to the valley, 1.5km up to the start of the run, 1.3km
run
Directions: Follow the directions for East Verdant Creek Access on page 208.
Ski down to the southwest in an open area bordered by some small cliffs to the
north. After a short section of tree skiing, you should pop out to a larger open flat
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area. From here, you should see the bump feature on Talc, skin southwest and
up the trees to reach the open area to the east of the bump. Work your way up
the open slopes above, working between cliffs to arrive behind the bump feature.
From here, you can continue higher into the alpine for a longer run. Lower down
in your run you will connect you to the Rock Slide Run. To return home from
the valley floor, skin to the top of the Monarch Ramparts and backtrack on your
access route.

Talc Peak Rock Slide Run

Skiing in the lower section of this area is quite fun. The rock slide has created
rolls and other exciting features for skiing. Access is straightforward, but make
sure to keep an eye on the upper slopes if they are heavily loaded. There is still
some overhead risk here. Be sure not to jump off the end of the rock slide pile,
the forest is just under you, and these walls are steep.
Reference #167, 171
Vertical: 250m run down to the valley, 300m to the top of the run, 350m run
Distance: 1.4km run down to the valley, 1km to the top of the run, 0.8km run
Directions: Follow the directions for East Verdant Creek Access on page 208.
Ski down to the southwest in an open area bordered by some small cliffs to the
north. After a short section of tree skiing, you should pop out to a larger open flat
area. Skin to the southwest in the forest until you reach a large wall-like slope.
Skin up the slope alongside the wall until it is possible to gain the upper area. You
are now on the rock slide run. Skin up the open area as high as you like, ski back
down and return home by backtracking on your access route.

Talc Peak, Lower East Chutes

To the south of the Rock Slide Run there are a series of chutes that now lead
into the freshly burnt valley forest. On either side of the chutes are some very
steep pillow terrain, most years, there is not enough snow to ski them, but maybe
you’ll get lucky. Access to the top of this area is steep but not difficult, and you
could probably do a few laps here if you were fast about it.
Reference #167, 168, 172, 173
Vertical: 250m run down to the valley, 100m lose and 500m gain to the runs,
400-450m runs
Distance: 1.4km run down to the valley, 2.6-2.9km to the runs, 0.8km runs
Directions: Follow the directions for East Verdant Creek Access on page 208.
Ski down to the southwest in an open area bordered by some small cliffs to the
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north. After a short section of tree skiing, you should pop out to a larger open
flat area. Skin to the south, slightly east in the forest, where you pass a large wall
like slope created by a large rock slide. Follow along the bottom of this feature
to the south until reaching the runout area of the Lower East Chutes. To access
the top of this run, continue skinning south but don’t gain too much vertical
until you pass a smaller rockfall area upslope to the southwest. Head southwest
while gaining vertical until reaching an avalanche path that leads to the creek.
From here, work your way straight up to reach the alpine. Once in the alpine,
head climber’s right towards an often windblown ridge. Follow the ridge up to
the first set of small cliffs where the entrance of these runs can be seen, and you
can usually enter without dropping a cornice. To drop in from the top, climb the
steeper terrain above you on the ridge or pop over to the left to bypass this section
of the ridge if the snowpack allows it. At the top, there is a flat area to switch
over. Looking down, you will see a cliff with a “hook” feature. To the skier’s left
of this is The Needle run (page 220), and to the skier’s right is the entrance to
the Lower East Chutes. After skiing down, find your access track and use it to
head home.
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The Needle

This steep, tight couloir has awkward top-down access, but it is well worth
the effort. There is a great rest area on a bench that overhangs the main couloir
section. Above the bench will notice the small thin rock tower that we named the
run after. Above this run, you should see another wider couloir feature that you
can enter, I have yet to ski this wider one, but it looks good too!
Reference #167, 168, 172, 174
Vertical: 250m run down to the valley, 100m lose and 500m gain to the runs,
500m run
Distance: 1.4km run down to the valley, 2.9km to the run, 1km run
Directions: Follow the directions for the Lower East Chutes on page 216 to the
upper starting position. You will see a cliff with a “hook” feature, and The Needle
is to the skier’s left of this. The top section can be thin, and as you head down,
you will see a rock tower with a small flat area over the top of the main couloir
section. Ski down to the skiers left of this flat area, into the couloir, and onward
to the fan. Below the run joins the Rock Slide Run (page 216), and you can ski
this to the bottom or veer skier right to ski a slight variation. In the lower forest
find and follow your access track home.
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Talc Peak Southern Rock Slide

There are several runs down this solar aspect. The middle section is very wide
due to a massive rock slide event. On either side of the main area are thinner
avalanche paths as well. All the runs here go all the way to the valley floor, but
by doing so, you are ending up a fair distance away from your access route. One
could argue that this area is better accessed from the 93S, but I still prefer to
come from the Alberta side.
Reference #167, 168, 172, 175
Vertical: 250m run down to the valley, 100m lose and 500m gain to the runs,
700m run
Distance: 1.4km run down to the valley, 2.9km to the run, 1.3km run
Directions: Follow the directions for the Lower East Chutes on page 216 to reach
the treeline. You have many options from here, including heading climber’s left
to ski the lower section of this main run or straight down the path you skinned up
beside. If planning to start up higher, you could head to the ridge to the climber’s
right or up to one of the many options above and the climber’s left. There are too
many options here to go into detail. Once at the bottom of your run, you can go
for another lap or head home by following your access track out.

Talc Peak Summit

This is a hard-won summit as a day
trip in the middle of winter. The route
is long, the climbing can be semitechnical near the top, and the routefinding in bad weather is challenging.
When Nick Grant and I did this one on
a cold February day, we did most of the
climbing in whiteout conditions only
to find ourselves on the false summit
with large cliffs blocking our route. The
workaround cost us a couple of hours,
and in the end, we missed the line we
were hoping to ski on the northeast
aspect. We ended up skiing down the
southwest aspect to arrive at the valley
bottom well after dark. There doesn’t
seem to be an easy route up this one
for most skiers; plan to do some short
sections solo mountaineering if you care
about reaching the top. This summit
might be better done from the 93S.
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Reference #167, 168, 172, 176, 177
Vertical: 250m run down to the valley, 100m lose and 800m gain to the runs,
900m run
Distance: 1.4km run down to the valley, 4.5km to summit, 2.5km run
Directions: Follow the directions for the Lower East Chutes on page 216 to
reach the treeline. From here, you have too many options to explain, and your
route will need to be based on the snowpack. We crossed over the middle section
during our successful summit bid early on to gain the rocky ridgeline above
to the climber’s left. We followed this to the top of the false summit but had
to backtrack and go below the cliff band we found along the summit ridge. If
the weather is clear, it should be obvious how to avoid our mistake. Once past
the summit ridge cliff band, we climbed back up to the ridge and followed it
to the top. There are several possible descents from this summit ridge down
the northeast face, but they should be looked at well before arriving at the top.
Trying to figure out where to enter the maze of couloirs and spines leading off
the summit ridge is a difficult task and one that may require a rope. To return, we
skied down the ridge below us on the southwest face and then wrapped around
the mountain skier’s left until reaching the Southern Rock Slide area. There’s lots
of option on the solar side, but skiing fall line from the top will put you closer to
the 93S than your access track.
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Massive Range Roadside

Lots of long time Bow Valley skiers will tell you to not bother with this area;
meanwhile, you’ll find out they just skied one of the many sweet alpine areas
you can see from the town of Banff. Regardless of the “do as I say” approach
to keeping things secret around here, they aren’t entirely wrong about avoiding
the general area. The areas above Wolverine Creek often has thin snow and
thick bush. Sure the alpine can ski great, but how much do you love downhill
bushwhacking? The Massive Mountain area is probably the biggest exception to
these horrors. Still, even that access can be annoying, regardless of the endless
amount of untracked paths I just shredded there. I have also included the Pilot &
Brett zones into this section, most of the runs aren’t technically roadside, but I
didn’t want to break up the area as they share basic access.

“Happiness is not the fleeting sense of fun, pleasure or excitement
that comes with experiences.
It comes from inside. It’s that deep, abiding sense of contentment
where you need for less instead of wanting for more.”
-Laura Kosakoski
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Wolverine Creek

Most people will know this area by the Bourgeau Lake summer trail, but the area
has more to offer for skiing than summer hiking. Most of the upper areas here
suffer from poor forest access, and for that reason, I have left a lot of the area to
be explored by the reader. The runs I do list are usually solid bets for snow and
access, but the keen will soon realize there is a lot of untapped potential.

2km Path

This is undoubtedly the easiest run to access for this area, but it isn’t very long,
and in the early season, the snow is often too shallow to bother with. Still, if you
are looking for an easy day out where effort is concerned, this might be the ticket.
Map Reference #178, 179
Vertical: 250m to the bottom of the path, up to 400m run depending on snow
Distance: 2km to the bottom of the path, run is about 0.5km
Directions: Park at the Bourgeau Lake trailhead and follow the summer trail
about 2km to the first avalanche path. Skin up or beside the path to the first cliff
and take the upper climber’s right branch. Go up this next open slope to the top,
where you will find a rockfall zone. Beyond this, there is another climber’s right
branch, but the snow here is often a bit suspect. Ski down the way you came
stopping at the summer trail. Skiing down into Wolverine Creek is a bad idea.
Follow the trail back to the parking lot to end your day.

Bourgeau Lake/Summit Tour

A tour up to the lake and onward to the summit is a long time classic for the area.
I have often found hints of skinny tele ski tracks along the route leading to the
top. The route to the lake has some isolated avalanche risk but heading further up
through Harvey Pass has much more.
Reference #178, 101
Vertical: 750m to the lake, 1500m to the summit
Distance: 7.5km to the lake, 12.5km total to the summit
Directions: Park at the Bourgeau Lake trailhead and follow the summer trail past
three avalanche paths before crossing Wolverine Creek. Head up the switchbacks
to arrive in the low treeline. Head southwest to find Bourgeau Lake after another
set of trees. In this upper area, you are exposed to avalanches. If heading to
the summit, go towards the west end of the lake to find the drainage leading to
Harvey Pass. Follow it on the climber’s right side and work the open slope to
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the next lake bench. Wrap around the highpoint to the east to arrive at Harvey
Pass, where the summit ridge of Mount Boureagu will become evident. Skin or
walk (if too rocky) to and up the ridge. Midway up the ridge thins out a bit, and
bootpacking may be required. The top section of the route is an open slope, and
even when rocky, you can usually skin to the top. Return the same way you came.

Diamond Paths

To the northwest of Wolverine Creek, there are two diamond-shaped peaks that
you can see from the highway. The way they look from the road misrepresents
them, but the main features can be seen. The run that looks the most obvious
from the road is less of an objective than it looks from there. The true prize is the
higher peak that provides a long run heading into the forest. There is also a bowl
feature on the far climber’s right that has some fun skiing in it, but I doubt most
will venture that far. This peak is mislabelled on most mapping apps as Massive
Mountain, and as far as I can tell, there is no official name for this one.
Reference #178, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185
Vertical: 800-1000m gain for access, 400m, 1000m and 200m runs
Distance: 3km access/0.8km run for first run, 5km access/2.4km run for second
run, 6.5km access/0.5km run for far bowl
Directions: Park at the Bourgeau Lake trailhead and follow the summer trail
a very short distance to where it makes a left turn. Head into the forest to the
climber’s right to arrive at Wolverine Creek. Cross the creek and work your way
up some nasty bush for 30-40m of vertical. From here, the forest becomes more
manageable. Continue west up the forest, often going up and over old moraines.
You will find a clear drainage that leads to the first avalanche path on the lower
diamond peak feature if you get lucky. If you want to ski this one, head to the
skier’s left ridge to gain the top, which can be tricky due to the windblown
snow higher up. Another option is to boot directly up the feature. To ski the
longest run in the area, ignore this first path and keep heading up to the climber’s
right. Usually, you will enter some thicker trees before popping out to the next
avalanche path. Once in the bigger path, skin up either side of it to where you
would like to start your run. In the upper-middle section you will see a tree
sliver. You can work this to the first alpine bench, which can be skinned across
to access the smaller bowl run to the west. I have only skied this longer path
from just below the summit cliff. If looking to drop in from the top, I don’t have
much advice for you as it seems to be a pretty tricky spot to get to and ski from.
From just below the summit cliff, the run is excellent. Stay to the skier’s right
of the tree sliver and ski down where there are the least avalanche trees. As you
enter the forest, you will find lots of open pockets with some boulder jumps. You
can get turns almost back to the highway depending on snow depth. Once at the
fence, skin back along it to get back to the parking lot.
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Massive Mountain

Out of all the Massive Range roadside zones, this one is by far the best, both for
access and ski quality. The area has a longer than excepted ski history, and I’m
expecting a few angry emails about sharing it with a broader audience. There are
enough options here to keep you happy for many weekends while the snow is
good. Don’t bother coming here too early or late in the season, as the lower forest
will be thin and annoying to travel through.

Massive Mountain Summit Route

This route provides access to most of the runs in the area, and the views of
the Sawback Range from the summit are superb. You will travel below several
large avalanche paths that get early solar input, so plan to be done early in late
spring. Most route descriptions I find online have you travelling through a
highway wildlife crossing. I would highly recommend following my alternative
route not to be caught by motion cameras in this restricted area. Many online
mapping resources incorrectly label Massive Mountain as the unnamed peak to
the southeast. The named summit is found directly east of Pilot. The mountain is
one of the lowest and smallest found in the area, which stands out as strange due
to the name, which may have come from the old railway siding of the same name
to the north of the mountain.
Reference #186
Vertical: 1000m from parking lot to summit
Distance: 8km from parking lot to summit
Directions: Park at the Redearth Creek Trail parking lot found on highway 1. A
short way up the Redearth Creek Trail, you will find a small clearing after the
first short downhill section. Turn left (east) into the forest, where you will find
an easy to follow decommissioned trail leading to a small meadow. Continue in
the same direction across the meadow and into the forest, where you will cross a
small drainage before arriving at a wide walled creek. Skin up the creek before
gaining the right bank to avoid a large log jam further up where the creek turns
to the right (you can usually skin up the large trees found at the jam, but it can
be awkward). Skin up along the creek on either side to avoid dealing with the
deadfall. I find the climber’s left side to be easier. About halfway up, you will be
able to skin directly in the creek, and soon the drainage will tighten up, and you
won’t have much choice anyway. At 1800m, you will arrive at the first avalanche
path. For the next 1km, you will cross under several others before entering a
pocket of forest. For directions on skiing these paths, see the Pilot Mountain East
Facing Paths section (page 236). After a section of forest, you will pop out to
another open flat area, skin past the avalanche runouts found on the west aspect
of Massive Mountain (page 236) and start skinning up a runout to reach Massive
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Pass (page 238). Most skin tracks I have seen here start heading up much earlier,
but there is little reason to side hill in this steeper terrain while having to cross
through the paths higher up. Once at the pass, head north along the obvious
ridge leading to the summit. If wishing to return the same way, you can simply
backtrack on your access route. You can also drop down to the Massive Eastern
Exit (page 242) or ski the Massive West Chutes.

Pilot Mountain East Facing Paths

Along the access route to Massive Mountain, you will pass under several
avalanche paths coming down the east aspect of Pilot Mountain. Almost all of
them intersect the lower valley you will be travelling up, and I have often found
debris covering old skin tracks here. Ski access is pretty simple as most of these
paths have forest sections to either side. There is little to be skied above the
treeline here, so there is not much point in working up into the alpine (although
I’m sure I know a few skiers that could prove me wrong on that point).
Reference #186, 187
Vertical: 400-600m to the bottom of paths, 250-500m runs
Distance: 4-5km to the bottom of paths, 0.6-1.2km runs
Directions: Follow the directions found in the Massive Mountain Summit Route
on page 232. Once exiting the forested drainage, you will come to the first path
on the climber’s right. Skin up the runout and into the trees that seperate the first
and second path in order to ski either one. This method applies to all the paths off
Pilot as you make your way up the valley. Once at the top of the tree area, you
simply ski down the path of your choosing. If the snowpack was disagreeing,
then ski back down through the trees. To exit the area, follow your access route
back out to the parking lot.

Massive West Chutes

There are several avalanche paths along the west aspect of Massive Mountain,
and while the lower sections fill in every season, their alpine sections tend to be
dry or thin most years. If the upper areas don’t look good, it is also possible to
skin up the trees on either side of the path you plan to ski, and this also saves the
time it takes to make your way up to the summit via the regular route.
Reference #186, 188
Vertical: 600m to the bottom of paths, 1000m if skiing from the top, 150m runs
or 350 if skiing from the top
Distance: 5-5.5km to the bottom of paths, 8km if skiing from the top 0.3km runs
or 0.6km if skiing from the top
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Directions:
Follow
the
directions found in the
Massive Mountain Summit
Route on page 232. Once
exiting the forested drainage,
you pass several paths off
Pilot on the climbers right
before entering a section
of forest. After the forest,
you should see the first path
coming off Massive to the
climber’s left, but these first
couple are generally not worth
the effort. The last 4 or 5 paths
on this side of the valley are
longer, and the lower sections
can be accessed by skinning
up the trees to either side of
them. If you want to try a
top-down approach, follow
the directions to the summit
and drop in. To exit the area,
follow your access route back
out to the parking lot.

Massive Pass North

The north side of Massive Pass holds a bunch of nice steep open bowl-like runs.
There are a few different options here, but they are all basically the same, and
you can use the same directions for access. These slopes seem to get loaded up
nicely from winds coming up and over Pilot and Brett but watch for direct lee
wind slabs as you start your run.
Reference #186, 189
Vertical: 900m to the top of the pass, 200m run back to the bottom
Distance: 7km to the top of the pass, 0.7km run back to the bottom
Directions: Follow the directions found in the Massive Mountain Summit Route
on page 232 to reach Massive Pass. From the low point, head up the ridge to
the southwest to find a run of your liking. Most people will end their run at the
bench, but you could connect the lower trees or runout if you’d like. Further up
the ridge, you get into big alpine terrain that has large cliffs on the north side. To
exit the area, follow your access route back out to the parking lot.
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Massive Pass Southeast Trees

You can drop down the southeast aspect from the pass in most places to find
tree skiing ranging from excellent to nightmarish. Often the upper half will have
you thinking you hit the jackpot for steep Rockies glades, but there seems to be
a defined line of super dense, small trees lower down. I assume the lower part
has burned in the past, and this is thick regrowth. To make the best of this area,
you can head towards the summit of Massive to a rock bulge and drop into the
open glades and when the trees get thick head hard skier’s left to reach the first
avalanche path on this aspect.
Reference #186, 190
Vertical: 900m to the top of the pass, 200m runs
Distance: 7km to the top of the pass, 0.6km runs
Directions: Follow the directions found in the Massive Mountain Summit Route
on page 232 to reach Massive Pass. From the low point, head either way along
the ridge to gamble on the trees below. You could skin back up to the pass and
follow your access route out to exit from this run, but it is easier to use the
Massive Eastern Exit on page 242.

Mount Brett Northern East Bowl

A nice open run that leads down to the eastern exit for the Massive area. There
are a couple of skinny paths off the lower shoulder as well. The higher alpine
start is usually so filled in that you wouldn’t guess that this is made up of small
cliffs in the summer.
Reference #186, 191, 192/193
Vertical: 900m to the top of the pass, 350m to the high shoulder, 500m run
Distance: 7km to the top of the pass, 1.3km to the high shoulder, 1.5km run
Directions: Follow the directions found in the Massive Mountain Summit Route
on page 232 to reach Massive Pass. From the low point, head up the ridge to the
southwest to where the angle lessens. From here, you can drop to the south to
ski one of the skinny avalanche paths. Otherwise, continue up into the alpine to
start a more open run down. You could skin back up to the pass and follow your
access route out to exit from this run, but it is easier to use the Massive Eastern
Exit on page 242.
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Massive East Avalanche Paths

From near the summit of Massive Mountain, there are several long paths leading
down to the drainage below. Compared to the west aspect runs, these paths are
usually well loaded and lower angle to start. Depending on coverage lower down,
you may run into some small cliffs, which should be worked around instead of
dropping due to the rockfall issues in this area.
Reference #186, 194
Vertical: 1000m from parking lot to summit, 600m runs
Distance: 8km from parking lot to summit, 1.1km runs
Directions: Follow the directions found in the Massive Mountain Summit Route
on page 232 to reach the summit. The first path is found just before the summit,
otherwise, drop down directly from the summit or at the far north end of the
summit area. Follow the Massive Eastern Exit directions found below once at
the bottom.

Massive Eastern Exit

If you drop down the east side of Massive, you will most likely decide to follow
this drainage to exit the area to head back to the parking lot. The drainage is much
more pleasant to follow down than the one you used to access the area, and you
can usually get fun, low angle turns to about 1600m. Along the way, you will
get good views of the east aspect avalanche paths coming off the summit area of
Massive. The downside of heading out this way is having to skin in the forest for
3km before linking back up with your access track, and there is often low snow
in this forest and plenty of deadfall.
Map Reference #195
Vertical: 600m drainage, about 400m of which you can usually cruise down
without poling
Distance: 3km from the small treeline lake found at 2100m to the thicker forest
at 1500m, about 3km to regain the access drainage
Directions: After skiing down the south or east sides of the Massive Mountain,
follow the obvious drainage into the lower forest. Once in the forest, skin
northwest for almost 3km to return to your access track.
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Pilot & Brett

This area covers the runs found along Redearth Creek Trail for Pilot and Brett.
Pilot does have some excellent skiing on the east aspect, but that is covered in the
Massive Mountain section due to the shared access route (page 232). From what
I can tell, the skiing on Pilot and Brett have been largely ignored by most skiers
in the valley, and that doesn’t come as a surprise for someone that has spent time
there. Most of the lower forest often has shallow snow and suffers from depth
hoar issues, which makes access annoying at best. The alpine here is usually
windswept or contains too much wind slab for fun skiing. The north aspect of
Pilot is the exception to the doom and gloom I paint the area with. Usually, these
slopes contain good snow, and they are a short distance away from the parking
lot.

Sky Pilot

On the north aspect of Pilot Mountain, you should notice a large ice waterfall
hanging, almost impossibly, off the alpine cliffs and below a large avalanche
path leading into the forest below. Both the ice climb and the path share the
same name and many of the same dangers. The package of snow above is large,
and avalanches here often travel full path. Access to the top within the trees
isn’t great but preferred over the prolonged exposure of climbing up the guts.
Although I’m not sure if anyone has, I believe it is possible to ski from the alpine,
rappel the waterfall and finish off the lower line. Obviously, a descent from the
top is a serious no fall objective, requiring mountaineering skills and should not
be taken lightly.
Reference #196, 197
Vertical: 125m access to the bottom, 600m run
Distance: 1.7km access to the bottom, 1.5km run
Directions: Follow the Redearth Creek trail for about 1km, where you should
see a short section of decommissioned trail to the climber’s right after an uphill
right-turning section. Shortly after this point, you can turn off the trail to the left
in the first opening, where you get a view of the Sky Pilot ice climb. Head directly
towards the ice climb using a series of open areas in the forest until reaching the
run out of the avalanche path. Skin up the climber’s right side within the forest,
midway up the path travels through a deep ditch, and you can be fairly close to
the path without exposure. As the terrain gets steeper, you may find yourself
being pulled to the climber’s right where it is less steep, but around 1900m, you
will need to start trending climber’s left to head to the start of the run. Just below
2000m, you will cross a secondary avalanche path that joins Sky Pilot lower
down. A little further up and around the corner, you will find yourself below the
ice waterfall. Skiing down is straightforward. The middle section of the run has
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you travelling in the deep ditch feature you previously skinned past, and it is
usually possible to gain either sidewall to stay out of that feature. At the bottom,
meet up with your access track to head home. If you are keen on skiing from
above the waterfall, you will need a rope and rappel/v-thread gear. Skin 3km up
the Redearth Creek trail and up the climber’s left side of the first avalanche path.
Follow the north ridge of Pilot through some 3rd and 4th class rock until reaching
a short chimney climb on a separated chuck of rock below a steep scree field
that leads to the larger alpine towers. I believe you can descend here, but I have
personally not done this route. I have a video on my website showing the route
up the north ridge to this point for those who are curious.

Fly High

This avalanche path is found looker’s left of Sky Pilot and is similar for access
and the descent. It also has a large body of snow hanging above it, and avalanches
here often run into the forest.
Reference #196, 198
Vertical: 125m access to the bottom, 600m run
Distance: 2km access to the bottom, 1.5km run
Directions: Follow the Redearth Creek trail for about 1km, where you should
see a short section of decommissioned trail to the climber’s right after an uphill
right-turning section. Shortly after this point, you can turn off the trail to the left
in the first opening, where you get a view of the Sky Pilot ice climb. Head directly
towards the ice climb using a series of open areas in the forest until reaching the
trimline of the Sky Pilot
runout. Head 300m east
through the forest, and you
should run into the bottom
of Fly High. Skin up either
side of the path within
the trees. Both sides are
roughly the same, and both
narrow out near the top, so
you don’t have to worry too
much about being too far to
either side to start. You can
usually get a longer run by
going up the climber’s left
side, but it’s not by much.
Ski down and rejoin your
track to head home.
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Reach The Sky

To the looker’s left of Fly High, you will find this slightly shorter path along
the lower northeast forest ridge of Pilot Mountain. This run is less clean at the
bottom but the last time I skied it the tree skiing in the lower section was pretty
good, but this forest changes quickly due to fallen trees, so no promises. The
trees in the climber’s left access area have skied fairly well for us in the past
when snow levels were adequate.
Reference #196, 199
Vertical: 150m access to the bottom, 550m run
Distance: 2-2.3km access to the bottom, 1.3km run
Directions: Follow the Redearth Creek trail for about 1km, where you should
see a short section of decommissioned trail to the climber’s right after an uphill
right-turning section. Shortly after this point, you can turn off the trail to the
left in the first opening, where you get a view of the Sky Pilot ice climb. Head
directly towards the ice climb using a series of open areas in the forest until
reaching the trim line of the Sky Pilot runout. Head 300m east through the forest,
and you should run into the bottom of Fly High. Skin up the mountainside forest
between the Fly High and Reach The Sky paths until reaching your desired drop
in point. You can also skin up the climber’s left forest, but the upper sections get
a bit tricky as the skier’s right wall of the run has cliffs guarding entry and the
access thins in the upper sections. After skiing the run join up with your access
track and head home.

3km Pilot Path

While travelling up the Redearth Creek trail, you will notice this avalanche path
coming off Pilot Mountain and down towards the creek. Often this area has low
snow, but when it has enough, it can make for an easy access, quick ski. Be
careful not to ski the lowest steep section of the path as it seems to be piles
of timber leading into the water. Being caught in an avalanche here would be
horrible as you will most likely be buried under a lot of snow within the creek.
I do not suggest attempting to link the upper alpine areas to this one due to
low snow, cliffs and generally bad ski terrain that you will find above the more
enjoyable area.
Reference #196, 200
Vertical: 200m access to the bottom, 400m run
Distance: 3km access to the bottom, 0.8km run
Directions: Skin 3km up the Redearth Creek trail where you will reach this
avalanche path. Skin up either side and descend from where you would like.
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Pilot Pillows

A fun zone that I’ve never gotten to ski in ideal powder conditions, but someday
I will, and I probably won’t shut up about it. This area has well-spaced trees,
scattered boulders and has a nice pitch to boot. I’ve only personally skied here
for access in and out from Mount Brett and Pilot, but if you knew the snow would
be good, it would be worth a day trip for sure.
Reference #196, 201
Vertical: 600m to the top of the pillows, 200-300m runs
Distance: 6km to the top of the pillows
Directions: Skin up the Redearth Creek Trail for about 4km, where you will cross
the second avalanche path from Pilot. Another 500m down the trail, you can start
heading southeast into the forest, where you should find open forest terrain near a
southwest-facing cliff. At this point, the drainage is more pronounced, the terrain
steepens, and the trees begin to space out. This is the main section of this run.
Keep skinning until reaching the low treeline, where the angle lessens, and the
ground is made up of boulders. Ski back down this area for this run.

Mount Brett East Ridge Summit Route

This is the 4th class route that most folks take to access the summit in the summer.
In the winter, it can feel a bit more challenging. Expect to work around large
overhanging cornices that are barely hanging onto the loose rock found along
this ridge. After the false summit, there is a small down climb to navigate, and
most parties will probably want to short rope at least a couple of sections along
this route.
Reference #196, 201
Vertical: 1500m from parking lot to summit
Distance: 12km from parking lot to summit
Directions: Follow the directions for Pilot Pillows found above to arrive at
the boulder fields west of Pilot. Continue skinning up into this treeline valley
towards the last pocket of trees on the ridge leading up to Mount Brett. Skin up to
the top of the ridge between these pockets of trees and up the southeast trending
ridgeline. As you get close to the top, an open face develops to the climbers right
before the climbing becomes technical. If you plan on short roping, now is the
time to prepare that gear. You will go up and down a high point before making
your way to the summit. Plenty of loose rock and overhanging cornices in this
section. From the top, you can ski down either side (North Face or South Face
page 252) or return the way you came.
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Mount Brett North Face

I have not skied this line, and I’m not sure anyone else has either. I’ve looked at
this one a fair bit over the years and have plenty of pictures to compare coverage,
I think it is ski-able, but I’m happy to let the many up and coming Bow Valley
skiers have the possible first descent. The face is steep and has a lower cliff band
to work around. The entry from the summit ridge could be tricky, plan to bring a
rope and, at the very least, cut some cornices to enter the line.
Reference #196, 201
Vertical: 1500m from parking lot to summit
Distance: 12km from parking lot to summit
Directions: Follow the directions for Mount Brett East Ridge Summit Route on
page 250. You are on your own from the summit, and before heading up, you
should have checked out possible lines with some optics. If successful, you will
end up back in the lower flat bowl, where you can backtrack on your access to
Redearth Creek Trail.

Mount Brett Southwest Summit Run

This is another line on Mount Brett that I have yet to ski, but not without trying.
The upper south face can often look filled in from afar, but unfortunately, it never
was when I made my way to it. The lower bowl has been reportedly skied long
ago, but I am unaware if it has been skied from the summit. The distance of the
entire trip, plus the technical nature of the summit ridge, will make this a full
day for even strong skiers/climbers. Another option to tag this face is to ski up
the Y Drainage from Healy Creek, drop into Lost Horse Creek and climb up the
west aspect forest and into the bowl. This is roughly the route I have heard other
parties taking to ski here.
Reference #196, 201, 202
Vertical: 1500m from parking lot to summit, 1000m summit to creek run
Distance: 12km from parking lot to summit, 2.8km summit to creek run, 4km
along Lost Horse Creek to Redearth Creek and 6km down the trail to the parking
lot
Directions: Follow the directions for Mount Brett East Ridge Summit Route on
page 250. Ski down from the summit, into the lower bowl, and finally into the
forest to reach Lost Horse Creek. Skin out along the creek, staying on the right
side until reaching the Redearth Creek Trail.
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Shadow Lake

This area has a long history of cross country skiing, but it seems most backcountry
skiers have skipped over it or kept quiet about it. A few years back, I contacted
the lodge owners and got the reply that there was nothing to backcountry ski in
the area, which is never the case when you add snow to mountains. I had already
been skiing in the area for some time as well, and even though I still have yet to
ski it all, I have skied enough to know there is a lot of potential here. The subzones I have included for this area include Gibbon Pass, Shadow Valley and Ball
Pass. I have skied a lot in Gibbon Pass but less so in the other two zones, but I
wanted to include them for those visiting the lodge. I hope that more backcountry
skiers will visit and explore the area due to the ACC now running the lodge and
that my pictures and beta for these remote areas will save the new generation of
explores from some avoidable headaches and dead ends.

Shadow Lake Access

Access to Shadow Lake is straightforward but long and has little in the way of
scenic views. The trail is maintained for cross country skiing for most of the
winter by the Lodge, so travel is fast. The scenery changes a lot once arriving
in the area, with the north aspect of Mount Ball towering over the upper valley.
Reference #196
Vertical: 400m access
Distance: 13km access
Directions: Park at the Redearth Creek parking lot and follow the trail all the
way to Shadow Lake Campground or Shadow Lake Lodge.

Shadow Lake Lodge

Built in 1929 and operated by the Brewster family for four generations, the lodge
is now being run by the ACC. The lodge is made up of several individual cabins
that offer modern luxuries, including meals, heating, lights, beds, and even
showers. The luxuries, of course, come with a price tag and a limited window
of winter operations. For a full list of what is offered in winter months, please
contact the ACC or visit the lodge webste at www.shadowlakelodge.com.

Shadow Lake Campground

If you are like me and can not afford a stay at the lodge, the nearby campground
is an easy fix. There is nothing special here to note, and with the snow, you
will likely barely realize you are in a campground. There is an outhouse and
food storage, both of which you will want to use as the Pine Martins seem to be
somewhat active in the area. You will need to book the campground with Parks
Canada online or at a Visitor Centre in Banff or Lake Louise.
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Alexandria Access

I have long called the area found north of Sphinx Lake and south of Shadow
Lake, Alexandria. This has always felt a bit too far from Egypt Lake Shelter to
bother with, but you can easily day trip the area from Shadow Lake Lodge or the
campground. There is plenty of good tree skiing to be had, some leading right back
down to the campground. The north-facing run Pharos of Alexandria provides an
excellent low alpine playground, and there are some nice open pockets within a
larch forest on the northwest ridge leading towards Ball Junction. Most of my
time in this area was due to through-travel, and I still haven’t explored every run
that it has to offer, so have at it and let me know what you find!
Reference #196, 203
Vertical: 500-650m for access
Distance: 3-4km for access
Directions: From Shadow Lake Lodge, head towards Redearth Creek, find
a stable snow bridge and cross over to find a flat forest maze-like area. Head
southeast into the forest, where you will start heading uphill. There are many open
laneways in this area, and with some luck, you will be able to connect them to
reach the upper ridge. Once on the ridge, follow it south to the treeline, the ridge
area has lots of larch trees along it, and that is a good way to confirm that you’re
heading the correct way. Near the top of the trees the slope angle steepens for a
short section before entering the low alpine. Follow the ridge up to the top. The
Pharos of Alexandria run (page 258) drops down to the north from the summit. If
wishing to ski the lower trees back to the Shadow Lake area, either backtrack on
your access route down the ridge and ski the laneways you found on the way up,
or head down the west side from the top to reach a forest with lots of open pockets
along the northwest
ridge. If you want to
do a bit of exploring,
head south from the
top and drop down to
the east to find some
short steep sections
of tree skiing before
entering the forest
below. If you end up
at Pharaoh Creek,
head north to end up at
the Pharaoh/Redearth
Creek Junction.
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Pharos of Alexandria

After travelling through Alexandria from Egypt Lake, this north-facing bowl
feature provides an excellent descent down to Shadow Lake. It can, of course,
be skied from the lodge or campground at Shadow Lake, and the directions to
follow are provided as such. The run is steep, has lots of options for variations,
but the forest below can become quite annoying when you can’t find enough
open sections.
Reference #196, 203, 204, 205
Vertical: 650m from the campground to the top of the run, 250m run
Distance: 4km from the campground to the top of the run, 0.7km run
Directions: Follow the directions for Alexandria Access on page 256 to get to
the top of the run. Ski north from the top, or enter one of the shorter side runs by
skiing down either ridge first. At the bottom, there is a long boulder tongue, and
I have found the trees to be unpleasant directly below. Instead, veer skier’s right
into the forest, where you hopefully find some random open pockets to connect
with. If looking to head back up, you can wrap onto the ridge to regain the alpine.

“When finished, the cabin was not a revenue-generating venture.
Rather, it was available to the public as basic shelter along
the popular trail. The Sky Line Trail Hikers May 1935 Bulletin
announced that summer’s trip would begin at Sunshine Valley
and end at Castle Mountain with stops at Egypt Lake and Shadow
Lake, where the CPR cabin “has 12 bunks for the first 12 ladies
who make reservations.” The accommodations were simple but
free – compliments of the CPR.”
-Great Lodges of the Canadian Rockies, by Christine Barnes
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Gibbon Pass

There is limited but excellent skiing at Gibbon Pass, and it should be on most
Banff tick lists, in my opinion. All of the runs off Gibbon Peak have a classic feel,
and a quick lap on Little Copper provides excellent views and a fun run down.
In the last edition of this book, I incorrectly labelled the unnamed peaks here
compared to what locals have commonly come to call them, and this has been
corrected in this edition.

Gibbon Pass Access

In the past, I have camped at Twin Lakes Campground to access this area, but I
have included this area within the Shadow Lake zone as I’m sure the bulk of the
visitors will be from the lodge moving forward. It is, of course, also very easy to
day trip to this area from Castle Junction, and I have included those directions as
well. All the individual runs for the area will start at the high point of the pass.
Reference #196, 206
Vertical: 500m from the lodge to the pass, 900m from Castle Junction to the pass
via Twin Lakes Trail
Distance: 3km from the lodge to the pass, 11km from Castle Junction to the pass
via Twin Lakes Trail
Directions: If staying in the Shadow Lake area, follow the Gibbon Pass Trail,
which starts at Shadow Lake Lodge and goes all the way to the treeline. If
beginning at Castle Junction, follow the Twin Lakes Trail to the first lake below
the north aspect of Storm Mountain. From the lake, head south in the forest to
reach the treeline. Alternatively, you could go to the end of the lake and follow
along the trimline to reach the drainage coming from the pass, but this route has
more overhead exposure.

Gibbon Peak Summit Route

This peak is officially unnamed and rests to the west of Gibbon Pass. There are
a few really sweet options here for skiing, but all are serious avalanche terrain,
and all seem to avalanche fairly regularly. The face looking over Gibbon Pass
has three main runs, with options to create some variations. The Arrowhead run
on the south aspect is a real prize in the right conditions and can be skied down
into the forest and back to the lodge or campground. All the runs share the same
access, which is a bonus when the trail breaking is deep on the first lap up.
Reference #207
Vertical: 600m from the pass to the summit
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Distance: 1.7km from the pass to the summit
Directions: Follow the directions to the pass on page 260, from Gibbon Pass
head south towards the southeast ridge of Gibbon Peak. Gain the ridge and
follow it to the summit, where the climbing will become technical near the very
top. Along the way, you pass access points for all the runs on this peak.

Eyes Of A Gypsy

These two runs are short but steep and
have several impressive rock towers along
the sides of them. Lapping these doesn’t
take too much time, and often the snow
here is excellent.
Reference #207, 208
Vertical: 200m runs
Distance: 0.9km from the pass to the drop
in spot, 0.4km runs
Directions: Follow the directions to the
pass on page 260, from Gibbon Pass
head south towards the southeast ridge of
Gibbon Peak. Gain the ridge and follow it a
short distance to where the angle becomes
a bit less steep. Below you should see a
large quartz rock tower, and you can drop
into this line from either side of it.

Pagan Love

This bowl-like run looking over Gibbon Pass has a bit less character than the
ones to either side, but it’s still a great, classic feeling ski run. The upper bowl can
sometimes have some peppered rocks, but the guts are usually loaded up. Lots of
room for tracks here compared to the others on this aspect.
Reference #207, 209
Vertical: 350-400m runs
Distance: 1.1-1.3km from the pass to where you can drop in, 0.7km runs
Directions: Follow the directions to the pass on page 260, from Gibbon Pass
head south towards the southeast ridge of Gibbon Peak. Gain the ridge and follow
it until the ridge angle lessens and the entrance to the run becomes obvious.
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The Man Comes Down From The Moon Couloir
The longer the run name, the better the skiing is, right? It is named after a John
Murray Gibbon novel (as are all the runs on this aspect) due to the moon-like
shape. The run starts in a funnel-like bowl before entering a unique tight couloir
section that turns to the left slowly enough that you can only see so far ahead. The
drawback of such a unique couloir feature is, of course, the amount of trauma an
avalanche or even a fall here would produce. When the snow is low in the area,
the choke looks to have broken cliff sections as well, so be sure to do some recon
before heading up. This is my favourite run in the area.
Reference #207, 210
Vertical: 425m run
Distance: 1.5km from the pass to where drop in, 0.8km run
Directions: Follow the directions to the pass on page 260, from Gibbon Pass
head south towards the southeast ridge of Gibbon Peak. Gain the ridge and
follow it to near the start of the final summit climb. The run often has a small
cornice roll which can usually be bypassed to the skier’s left. The run starts wide
but funnels into a couloir feature before reaching the fan.

The Arrowhead

It’s hard not to notice this feature while travelling anywhere within the Massive
or Ball Ranges. It’s large, has a long run and avalanches here are a fairly regular
occurrence. The looker’s left side often has a large cornice along it, but the other
ridge usually provides easy access almost to the top. Most years, the final section
to the top will be too rocky to bother with, but I have seen it is a state in which I
thought a summit descent could be possible.
Reference #207, 211
Vertical: 600m from the pass to the summit, 1100m run to valley bottom
Distance: 1.7km from the pass to the summit, 2.7km run to valley bottom
Directions: Follow the directions to the pass on page 260, from Gibbon Pass
head south towards the southeast ridge of Gibbon Peak. Gain the ridge and follow
it until the angle lessens. From here, you can keep heading up for more vertical
or drop in at most places. If looking to ski from the highest point be prepared for
some technical climbing near the top.
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Little Copper

I referred to this officially unnamed peak in previous books as Gibbon Peak, but
afterwards, I noticed that Shadow Lake Lodge calls it Little Copper, and I have
since used that name for it. The west aspect of Little Copper can provide some
fun skiing when the snow is in good shape. Overall, the face is rather planner, but
mid-way down, some small features help block the wind where softer snow can
be found if the upper section was wind affected. If skiing towards Gibbon Pass,
the larch lanes can provide some fun, and when heading back to the Shadow
Lake area, you often find long sections of good Rockies tree skiing. Outside of
the skiing, the summit offers a good overview of Copper Bowl and a great place
to recon the steeper lines off Gibbon Peak that is found to the west.
Reference #212, 213/214
Vertical: about 250m from the pass to the summit, run back to the lodge is about
750m
Distance: 1.3km from the pass to the summit, west asspect runs are around
0.9km and the run back down to the lodge is about 3km
Directions: Follow the directions to the pass on page 260, from Gibbon Pass
head northeast towards the low point between the two peaks on Little Copper by
working through a series of tree lanes to reach the alpine. Continue towards the
low point in the ridge before swinging east when it makes sense to head directly
for the summit. This ridge often has large overhanging cornices, so be mindful
not to get too close to the edge. The top section is often rocky, but the skiing
usually starts reasonably high up. The skiing to the west towards Gibbon Pass
has a few convex rolls before leading into the larches. If you are looking to ski
back to the Lodge, then trend or head directly south. With a bit of luck, you will
find some good tree skiing on the way down this long run.
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Shadow Valley

I haven’t skied up this valley very much at all. It’s a long way to go considering
all the other options for skiing in the park. I have included it because hopefully,
Shadow Lake Lodge starts to see more backcountry skier traffic, and I have done
some basic recon work, so I figured I might as well share it. In this section, you
won’t find much in the way of beta, and I would urge those ending up at the
Lodge to use the pictures to explore the area and share what they find.

Shadow Lake Trees

The trees to the north and northwest of Shadow Lake, on Gibbon Peak, look to
hold some decent tree skiing. You will find a drainage on the far west end that
could be used for access both to the trees and the alpine valley above.
Reference #196, 215, 216
Vertical: 600m from the lodge to the top of the trees
Distance: about 5km from the lodge to the top of the trees
Directions: From Shadow Lake Lodge, follow the trail to the lake and cross it to
the far west end. From here, you can head up into the trees or follow the valley
floor to the drainage leading up the slope.

Shadow Lake Couloir

From the Lodge, the enormous north face of Ball is the main scenic prize, but just
below, there is a bowl feature with a short couloir in it. The overhead exposure
here is obvious, and you do not want to be anywhere close if something releases
above you.
Reference #196, 215, 217
Vertical: 700m from the lodge to the top of the run, couloir is about 350m
Distance: 4km from the lodge to the top of the run, couloir is about 0.4km
Directions: From Shadow Lake Lodge, follow the trail to the lake and cross it to
the far west end. Skin up the bowl and bootpack up the couloir. Ski back down
and don’t hang around too long.
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Beatrice Glacier Access

This is one of the longest, unbroken glaciers in the area, although who knows
how long it will be there. I have attempted to find a name for it but have come up
short, so I named it Beatrice Glacier for the above peak. The glacier access can
be rocky, and the ice has plenty of holes, so make sure to pack glacier gear. High
above the glacier, there are a couple of steep couloirs, they have been climbed in
the summer, but I am not aware of any ski descents.
Reference #196, 215, 218
Vertical: 1000m from the lodge to the upper glacier
Distance: 7km from the lodge to the upper glacier
Directions: From Shadow Lake Lodge, follow the trail to the lake and cross it to
the far west end. Follow the valley floor heading west to the far end. From here,
work your way up the steeper lower slope, through broken cliffs, before doing the
same heading southwest to reach the start of the glacier.

Unnamed South Face

In some seasons, this face looks like it is ski-able. The big question is if the
middle cliff band goes or if some climbing/rappelling will be needed. I doubt the
upper section has enough snow most years for a summit start. I am unaware of
anyone skiing this one.
Reference #196, 215, 218, 219
Vertical: 700m from the lodge to where my dashed line ends
Distance: 6km from the lodge to where my dashed line ends
Directions: From Shadow Lake Lodge, follow the trail to the lake and cross it to
the far west end. Follow the valley floor heading west to the far end. From here,
work your way up the steeper lower slope through broken cliffs before heading
north into the lower bowl. It looks to be possible to head straight up the face
through the middle section of the cliffs. This is the summer climbing route.
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Ball Pass

I could even debate that this section belongs in a book about the 93S, as the Hawk
Creek Trail is less than 10km from the parkway to the pass. I have included it
here as it is part of the Bow Valley as far as water flow is concerned, and it gives
backcountry skiers visiting Shadow Lake something to get after. You won’t find
a lot of beta here, as I haven’t exploited this zone as much as I should have at
this point. I assume there is plenty of great skiing I am unaware of due to the area
being found along the Divide. To shorten access, you could set up camp at Ball
Pass Junction Campground but make sure to set up the tent outside of the closeby
avalanche terrain.

Mount Ball South Glacier

A big serious face that goes through broken glaciers and along massive cliffs that
has long been considered a high-value summer alpine climb. I have included
this line in the book as many previously “unskiable” lines have been getting
first descents in the Rockies lately, and I think it’s about time this one joined the
ranks. I have not skied this one, nor do I know of anyone that has.
Reference #196, 220, 221
Vertical: 1500m from the lodge to the summit, run is around 1100m
Distance: about 8km from the lodge to the summit, run is around 2km
Directions: From Shadow Lake Lodge, follow the trail to the lake, cross it to
about the halfway point. You will see a creek entering the south shore before the
thin section of the lake. Follow this drainage south to reach a large round open
area. Continue in the open terrain heading south a short distance and take a turn
off to the west up another creek that leads to the start of the climb. When you exit
the forest, you should be under the face, climb up the moraine cone that provides
access above the first cliff. Skin up the lower section to the glacier where you
will need to climb to the right of the serac tongue to gain the next glacier bench.
Climb the next steeper section to gain the summit area. Ski back the same way.
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Isabelle Bench

There looks to be some options for skiing on the benched terrain between Isabelle
and Ball, but that’s about as much beta as I have for this one. Good luck!
Reference #196, 220, 222
Vertical: 400m from the lodge to Ball Pass, another 300-500m to the benches
Distance: 6.5km from the lodge to Ball Pass, another 1.5-2km to the benches
Directions: From Shadow Lake Lodge, follow the trail to the lake, cross it to
about the halfway point. You will see a creek entering the south shore before
the thin section of the lake. Follow this drainage south to reach a large round
open area. Continue in the open terrain heading south to reach the bottom of the
Ball Junction Bowl run, and this is also the location of the Ball Pass Junction
Campground. The Ball Pass trail is to your west, follow it up to Ball Pass, where
you can access these benches in the low alpine.

Ball Junction Bowl

This is another one that has long been on my list, but I haven’t found the time
or conditions to ski it. I know a few Banff locals who also had/have this one on
their list, but I have yet to hear anyone ticking it off. Maybe you can be the first?
The main concern with this one is if the multiple cliff bands found within the run
go clean. The upper section seems to have a small glacier, but it’s hard to tell
from satellite imagery or pictures, so I have not included that in the map. There
might be some short but steep lines in the upper cirque too, so between that and
the unknown glacier element, maybe taking some light ski mountaineering gear
isn’t a horrible idea.
Reference #196, 220, 223
Vertical: 150m from the lodge to the campground found below the run, 800m
more to the upper cirque
Distance: 5km from the lodge to the campground found below the run, 2km
more to the upper cirque
Directions: From Shadow Lake Lodge, follow the trail to the lake, cross it to
about the halfway point. You will see a creek entering the south shore before the
thin section of the lake. Follow this drainage south to reach a large round open
area. Continue in the open terrain heading south to the bottom of the run.
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Haiduk Lake Couloir

This nice steep couloir hanging out near Haiduk Lake could be skied from either
Egypt Lake or Shadow Lake, but it’s a long trip either way. If heading out this
way, have a look around, you’ll find some other remote gems I have left out for
the keen explorer.
Reference #196, 220, 141, 224
Vertical: 250m from the lodge to the bottom of the run, 500m run
Distance: 6km from the lodge to the bottom of the run, 1km run
Directions: From Shadow Lake Lodge, follow the trail to the lake, cross it to
about the halfway point. You will see a creek entering the south shore before
the thin section of the lake. Follow this drainage south to reach a large round
open area. Continue in the open terrain heading south to reach the bottom of
the Ball Junction Bowl run (page 278), and this is also the location of the Ball
Pass Junction Campground. Follow the summer trail to the east to head towards
Haiduk Lake. Before getting to the lake, you will see the run, climb up and ski
down.
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Copper Mountain

This has become one of my favourite mountains to explore and ski. The number
of skiing options on this large, stretched out mountain is impressive, and I have
often stated that if I could build a hut somewhere, I’d put it right in the middle
of Copper Bowl, which resembles a mini ski resort in some ways. Outside of
endless playful skiing, Copper also has several impressive big lines that tower
over Redearth Creek. Access to the different runs and areas for Copper Mountain
is dependant on how you want to use the terrain and what runs you want to get
after. For Copper Bowl access, I have listed three different directions, a general
“getting around” section and then the main features and what can be skied on
them. In the past, I have mostly explored the area by camping, but recently
getting a bivy permit for the area has become difficult. Still, it is possible to
camp at Twin Lakes Campground or Lost Horse Creek Campground to shorten
the access time for places like Copper Bowl. Many of the big lines don’t benefit
much from camping.

The Mining District

Most years, this area suffers from low snow, or a snowpack made up of primarily
facets, but it holds excellent but dangerous skiing when the area is in good shape.
All the paths here end in nightmarish terrain traps, most have large cliffs leading
into Redearth Creek, and you would almost certainly not survive being in an
avalanche here. I once watched a healthy size 3 avalanche go full path, jumping
ridgelines and snapping trees on one of the upper runs while skinning along
the summit ridge. This is serious terrain, but I can’t lie and say it doesn’t hold
some incredible downhill skiing. The whole area is steep, the individual paths
are consistently the same angle, and some have outstanding cliff drops within
them (some are large and should be scouted before attempting). You will find
glade-like skiing between the paths, which hold some of the best-spaced trees I
have skied in the area. The runs are also fairly long, ranging from 600m to 800m
in length. It’s hard to recommend this area for skiing due to the dangers, but it
would also be a disservice not to include such downhill terrain, you have been
warned.
Reference #196, 225
Vertical: 200m from trailhead to the creek crossing, 650m to the top of the
ridge, up to 150m up along the ridge to the higher runs, 600-800m runs, longer
unmarked runs further up the ridge
Distance: 3.3km from trailhead to the creek crossing, 1.2km to the top of the
ridge, up to 0.6km to the start of the runs, 1-1.3km runs
Directions: Skin 3km up the Redearth Creek Trail, where you find a small bridge
just after the first avalanche path along the trail. Ski down the drainage below the
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bridge to reach Redearth Creek. There is no bridge here, and the creek is rarely
frozen, but you can usually cross using rocks or deadfall. If this area lacks a good
crossing, head upstream and around the bend to find more options. Once across
the creek, head up the slope where you will likely see hints of long-forgotten
mining operations that once happened here. While heading up, stay within the
forest section you started in and don’t bother crossing any paths. This area
remains forested until you are nearly at the top. You will leave the trees below
the ridge and will probably need to bootpack a short section before reaching
the broader ridge. Once at the top, you can throw the skis back on and travel
either direction along the ridge to find your run. The runs further up the ridge
are longer, generally more dangerous, and most have significant drops within
them. The runs closer to the access line are slightly shorter but should still not be
taken lightly. If you get to the top and have doubts, the best course of action is to
backtrack down your access route. Regardless of where you skied, you will need
to cross the creek and use the Redearth Creek trail to return home.

The Mind Shaft

I patiently watched and documented this run for 11 years before I finally skied
it, and it was definitely worth the wait. The skiing is steep, the couloir walls are
massive, and the run is long – it sticks out as one of the finer lines I have skied in
the Banff area. The main problem is having the full 1000m be in shape for skiing.
The upper and lower sections seem disconnected most years due to the run
finishing fairly low down and the upper section getting a lot of solar input. Getting
the snowpack wrong is of
significant concern too,
before reaching the fan,
there is a choke point that
would be unpleasant to go
through in an avalanche.
The access is also long and
can be difficult, although
one could climb directly up
the run, which would make
it more straightforward,
but I was personally not
comfortable
committing
to being in such terrain
for the time it would take
to climb up it when there
are other options. You can
also use the Open-Pit Mind
run directions on page
292 to start and end from
the Redearth Creek Trail
parking lot.
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Reference #226, 227, 228
Vertical: 1300m from Castle Junction to the top of the run, 1000m run
Distance: 10km from Castle Junction to the top of the run, 2km run, 6km out via
Redearth Creek Trail
Directions: If you want to climb directly up the run, then head up the Redearth
Creek Trail for about 6km to reach Lost Horse Creek Campground (you will
see a sign). From the campground, skin northeast through the forest to reach the
fan. Skin up the run before switching over to bootpacking as it steepens to reach
the ridge top. The route we used to ski the line starts at Castle Junction, follow
the trail to Smith Lake and head to the east corner of the lake to find a drainage
leading the same way. Follow the drainage along the left bank (lots of deadfall
inside the steeper section of the drainage) until reaching a small open flat area.
Skin through the forest a short way, trending north until you reach a creek. Skin
up the creek (or along with it if there isn’t enough snow) for just over 1km to a
fork where you will go up the forest between the two joining creeks for about
2kms to reach the treeline. You will start seeing larches, and soon the area turns
into a long rolling alpine ridge. There is a large cube boulder along the ridge
where we switched over to bootpacking. From here, the route is straightforward
but has a bit of exposure before topping out onto a large flat alpine expanse. Head
east, trending slightly south for about 1.5km towards the summit ridge of Cooper
Mountain. Early on, you will pass by the large low angle bowl start of the OpenPit Mind run. The ridge leading up to the start of The Mind Shaft has overhanging
cornices along large cliffs to the climber’s right and rocky terrain to the climber’s
left. Follow along the top of the ridge until it drops down a short distance, where
the run will show itself. The drop in area often has large overhanging cornices,
and you may need to cut out a place to start your run or I guess you could rappel
into the line. Ski down the
line and head a short distance
upstream to find a bridge
if the water is running. Ski
down Redearth Creek Trail,
where you hopefully parked a
second vehicle. If using only
one vehicle, you could skin up
the trail for about 2km, follow
the Copper Bowl Access From
Redearth Creek directions
(page 294) to access the bowl
and drop down the Larch Lane
run to exit back via Smith
Lake, but that seems a bit silly.
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Open-Pit Mind

A long run that starts in a large low angle bowl before heading into tighter
drainage to regroup with a second open rockfall area. The views from the top are
excellent, and with some luck, the line will be loaded up from the winds coming
from the west. Sometimes the snow lower down can be shallow, and getting back
to the summer trail can end up being a bit like torture in such a case.
Reference #196, 229, 230, 227, 231
Vertical: 1250m from parking out to start of the run, 1000m run
Distance: 8km from the trailhead to the drainage, 3.6km to the start of the run,
2.3km run, 7.5km back out the trail to the parking lot
Directions: If you want to traverse over the mountain, you can follow the
directions for The Mind Shaft on page 290 to where it notes the entrance to this
line. Otherwise, park at Redearth Creek and follow the trail for 8km, where you
will find a drainage leading up to Copper Bowl. Follow the drainage until it starts
trending northwest after a series of shorter turns. Head up the climber’s right
slope to the northeast. If you see an avalanche path, you have gone a bit too far
north, stay on the climber’s right side of this path. As the trees thin out, you will
arrive at a rockfall area along a ridge, climb up and follow the ridge to the top
with the entrance to the run found a short distance away to the east. Ski down
the bowl feature. Soon it will tighten up and go around a corner to a second open
area. This corner has some small waterfall in it, and if the snow is too low, you
can bypass this section in the trees to the skier’s left. Ski down the remaining
section of the run and into the forest. You will find the summer trail soon after.
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Copper Bowl Access From Redearth Creek

This is the best option for access if the snow is low on the Castle Junction side of
Copper. The trail is packed down by skiers and set track by the lodge for most of
the winter, but it usually takes longer to get to the downhill skiing than the other
access routes. The drainage can be a little tricky to find the first time, but once
you know where it is, you’ll have no trouble in the future.
Reference #196, 229
Vertical: 800-1000m depending where in Copper Bowl you end up
Distance: 8km from the trailhead to the drainage, about 1.5-2km up the drainage
where you start branching off towards runs
Directions: Park at the Redearth Creek Trail parking lot and follow the trail
for 8km, where you will find a drainage leading up to Copper Bowl. If you
have reached the turn off for Pharaoh Creek, you passed it by almost 1km. This
drainage starts fairly braided, but soon you will be within an open, obvious
drainage which continues that way to the treeline. After a few shorter turns in
both directions, the drainage trends northwest and gets a bit wider, from here if
you head north through the forest to treeline, you will end up at the eastern end
of the bowl and roughly the same area as the Smith Lake Access route. You’ll be
in a good position for the Middle Peak area runs (page 298). If you follow the
drainage to the west you will end up below the Ski Hill Peak (page 298) and the
Copper Pass Access point (page 296).

Copper Bowl Access Via Smith Lake

This is my favourite way in and out of Copper Bowl when the lower snow levels
are good. If the snow levels are low, the long forest drainage is tough going
but not impossible by following along it in the forest. The route heads up at a
steady pace compared to the Redearth Creek approach, and even with a bit of
bushwhacking, it is often faster to head up this way.
Reference #226
Vertical: almost 1000m from Castle Junction to the edge of Copper Bowl
Distance: 8km from Castle Junction to the edge of Copper Bowl
Directions: After parking at Castle Junction, follow the trail to Smith Lake
and head to the east corner of the lake to find a drainage leading the same way.
Follow the drainage along the left bank (lots of deadfall inside the steeper section
of the drainage) until reaching a small open flat area. Skin through the forest a
short way, trending north until you reach a creek. Skin up the creek (or along with
it if there isn’t enough snow) for just over 1km to a fork and take the climber’s
right option. This pleasant drainage takes you to the treeline on the far east end
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of Copper Bowl. From here, the Larch Lane run (page 300) is a short distance to
the east and the other runs to the west along the ridge top.

Copper Bowl Access Via Copper Pass

My second choice for access to Copper Bowl. Even when the snow levels are
low, this route can work as walking or skinning on the Twin Lake Trail to reach
the low treeline is usually fine. Skiing out this way when the snow levels are low
can be tricky, but you can always walk a bit on the trail. The route leaving the
trail and heading up to the pass is a straightforward and open drainage.
Reference #206, 232
Vertical: almost 1000m from Castle Junction to the pass
Distance: 6km from Castle Junction to the drainage, another 3km to the pass
Directions: After parking at Castle Junction, follow the Twin Lakes summer trail
all the way up along the creek until you start seeing open clearings to the south.
The trail in this upper part is side-hilling a bit, and before going up a steep section
leading back into the forest, you can drop down and head to the open flats. To
the south, you will see the rocky ridgeline of Little Copper Peak, and the access
drainage is below this area. Skin into the forest and towards that general direction
to soon find a more obvious drainage feature. Follow the drainage until reaching
an open flat area and take the climber’s left opening. You will cross under a north
aspect while following along the trimline to arrive at Copper Pass. From this
location, you have easy access to the Ski Hill Peak runs (page 298) and to the
South Shoulder (page 300).

Getting Around Copper Bowl

The best way to get around this area is to highline along the many peaks. It is
usually best to regain the ridge above to get to your next run when skiing runs.
Instead of giving directions every last uphill and downhill option, I have chosen
to show the primary routes to each feature and lump individual runs into the
directions for that feature. There are so many ways to link this area up, and it is
almost pointless to do otherwise, get creative and have fun!
Directions: Take one of the three access routes found on pages 294 to 296. If
taking the Redearth Creek route, you will be in the drainage below all the ridge
tops. A series of drainages connect to this lower one that leads up to the ridge at
various points. Most of these have steep walls and are terrain traps, and it is best
to gain the ridges on either side to achieve the summits. At the end of the lower
drainage, you will be able to connect to Copper Pass and onward to the western
ridge area. After skiing any of the runs, you can follow along the drainages to
regain the ridge. I realize these directions seem a bit vague, but I hope the map
and images of the area clear up any misunderstanding.
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Copper Bowl, Ski Hill Peak

This is the peak to the northeast of Copper Pass, and I have called it such due
to the south aspect looking and functioning a bit like a small ski hill. There are
a lot of run options here. The south aspect has plenty of lower angle alpine runs
that lead into light trees, while the two polar aspects hold steeper slopes. Lapping
here is fast and easy as there are several ridgelines to gain access to the top.
Reference #233
Vertical: runs from 150m to 350m
Distance: runs from 0.6km to 1.2km
Directions: Review the directions for Getting Around on page 296. Follow one
of the three ridgelines to the top or drop into one of the short lines lower down
along your route.

Copper Bowl, Middle Peak

You will find this lower peak between Ski Hill Peak and the summit area of
Copper Mountain. This one has fewer skiing options than the other areas, but
there are still some great runs. The southeast side has several sweet runs, and
the north aspect has a great small bowl leading back down the access drainage.
The drainage on the south side is a terrain trap that you need to be mindful of,
although it is admittedly a fun feature to ski through.
Reference #234
Vertical: runs from 150m to 250m
Distance: runs from 0.4km to 1km
Directions: Review the directions for Getting Around on page 296. Follow one
of the three ridgelines to the top to access all the options off this peak.
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Copper Bowl Larch Lane

There is a nice larch lane with a halfpipe-like feature below at the north end of
the lower ridge coming off the summit area. The access can be tricky to find
as you need to work through a short but dense section of larch trees, but the
effort is well worth it. The snow here is usually excellent, and the line enters the
lower access drainage, making it a perfect way to start your ski back home. Even
though the run is not long, I have come to love it, and it’s one I tend to ski on
almost every Copper Bowl trip I do.
Reference #236
Vertical: 250m run
Distance: 0.8km run
Directions: Skin up to the east from the low point to the east of Middle Peak
to the top of a ridge looking over a short slope further east. Follow this slight
ridge to the north, where you will see larch trees and ski down and through them
without heading left or right into the forest. Soon the terrain will open up, and
the skiing with significantly improve. Lower down a halfpipe-like feature starts
before reaching the main access drainage. If exiting the area, continue down the
drainage and reverse the directions for Smith Lake Access on page 294 to get
back to Castle Junction. Otherwise, head south up the drainage to return to the
low point near Middle Peak.

Copper Bowl South Shoulder

This area is less connected to the others, but access and lapping are still reasonably
easy. The north side has some nice steep open skiing, while the south provides
open starts leading into larch glades. If skiing the south side, make sure not to be
suckered into skiing too far down unless that was the plan. The lower forest isn’t
all that great compared to the top section, and you will end up pretty far away
from Copper Bowl in general.
Reference #235
Vertical: 300 to 400m runs
Distance: 0.8km to 1km runs
Directions: Review the directions for Getting Around on page 296 to get to or
below Copper Pass. Skin up a wide rib feature to gain access to the top of the
ridge. Follow the ridge down or drop in higher up, lots of options to choose from
here. If skiing the north side, follow the drainage below to the west to get back
to the starting position in these directions. If skiing the south side, you will want
to stop skiing after entering the thicker forest and skin back up, or if exiting via
Redearth Creek Trail, ski to the bottom.
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Sawback Range

The southern section of the Sawback Range could provide you with a lifetime of
excellent skiing if the snowfall was more consistent and the wind less intense.
This area is not considered to be backcountry ski terrain by most long time
skiers in the valley, so much so that Parks Canada does not include it within their
avalanche forecast region as of 2021. Yet places like Rockbound Lake are seeing
a significant increase in skier traffic, and while many are claiming to be “the first”
somewhere, this area has a long history of quiet skiing. It is likely that everything
that’s ski-able, even by modern standards, has been long ago. Cory Pass also saw
a jump in traffic and interest after I released some info on it in my first book, and
during the 2020 spring lockdown, I got messages from several excited Banff
locals who were skiing the area for the first time. Mystic Pass is the oddball out
in the zones I cove, it has mostly been used for travelling through in the past, but
if you got lucky, there are lots of slopes that would be worth the effort. I have
heard of several different people skiing runs that are not included in this book,
but due to the timing/luck needed, I have decided not to use up pages for them. If
you are interested in skiing more of the Sawback Range, then I suggest you keep
an eye on it from the road, and when it looks good, book a campground and plan
to have an adventure. Even when conditions don’t line up for downhill skiing,
simply travelling or spending time in this range is worth the long approach, the
mountains here are truly captivating.
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“And fell with a shriek on my shoulder. It somehow eased
My heart to know I was hurt, but I did not faint
And I could not stop while over me hung the range
Of the Sawback. In blackness I searched for the trail by the creek”
David by Earle Birney
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Cory Pass

This is the close to town gem of the Sawback Range and an area that should be
popular with Banff locals but still does not attract as many people as it should.
Although, during the lockdown in the spring of 2020, I did receive a few online
messages from stoked locals visiting the area for the first time, so there is hope!
Most of the runs here are on the short but steep side. The rock in the area creates
some cool features to ski around, and the snow always seems to be excellent
when I ski here. The access to this area, known as Gargoyle Valley, and travelling
around within it, is pretty exposed as the upper valley has tight and overlapping
avalanche paths. In the past I camped while skiing here but getting a winter
permit for such an area is likely to be difficult these days. Recently I have been
day tripping here without issue. Access from the Norquay Ski Resort is fast and
almost always packed down, which has left me wondering why I ever bothered
camping here in the first place.

Gargoyle Valley Access

There are two easy routes to access the area that limit exposure early on, but
I have recently heard that some skiers are heading up the Cory Pass Trail, this
route has you skinning for an extended time through avalanche slopes leading
to the terrain trap below. The preferred options have you heading up Gargoyle
Valley, starting from either the Norquay Ski Resort or the Fireside parking area
on the 1A. The Norquay option starts higher up, while the Fireside route has you
climbing and then losing vertical to reach the same spot. The other issue with the
Fireside route is that it is often within the seasonal spring closure, so you would
have to wait until that is open in the morning to start heading up.
Reference #237/238, 239
Vertical: Norquay route has you lose/gain about 100m to the bridge, 1A route
has you gain 450m and then lose 200m to the bridge, you gain just under 450m
to reach the tree island
Distance: both routes are 6km to the bridge where you leave the trail, 1.8km
from the bridge to the tree island
Directions: If starting at Fireside, drive a short distance west from Banff and
exit onto the 1A. Park at the first parking area signed Fireside. There is a chance
that the road to this parking area is closed, but there is a second smaller parking
area alongside the road here. Head up to the Fireside area and follow the Edith
Pass hiking trail to the 40 Mile Creek Trail junction. If starting from the Norquay
Ski Resort, skin past all the chair lifts to find the start of the 40 Mile Creek Trail.
Follow the trail to the junction for Edith Pass. Regardless of the route choice,
the directions are the same to get up to Gargoyle Valley from here. Go a short
distance south on the Edith Pass trail and cross a bridge before entering the forest
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heading southwest. There will be a short, steep slope to gain, and soon you will
be in a drainage with open trees. Halfway up the drainage, you will see Mount
Louis on the climber’s right and some avalanche paths meeting the drainage.
From this point, the rest of the route travels in avalanche terrain. There is a pillow
area at the top of the drainage before gaining the valley, and this is the last steeper
slope for basic access. From the top, you will see most of the runs in the area
and a small tree island. All the individual runs for the area start from this isolated
group of trees.

Louis Chutes

To the southwest of the famous Mount Louis, there are several south-facing
chute style runs. They aren’t long runs, but they are of a good pitch, some with
interesting rock to play with. Access options aren’t great, and regardless of how
you get up, you’ll be travelling within the start zone of one of the runs. The snow
here suffers a bit from solar activity, so don’t expect to find the same powder
quality as the shaded faces in the area. In all honesty, these runs should be at the
bottom of your list for the area.
Reference #240
Vertical: 300m runs
Distance: 0.5km runs
Directions: Follow the directions found in Gargoyle Valley Access on page 304.
From the top of the pillow field, continue up the valley, where you will see the
first options for skiing to the climber’s right. Further up, you will see two larger
tree islands, one heading up the slope and the other at the bottom of the valley. At
this point, all the options will have presented themselves. It is possible to climb
up the tree island that heads up the slope, but they also become steep at the top.
Most people will probably choose to climb the furthest looker’s left run to gain
the upper ridge.

Cory Pass North Descent

The north aspect of Cory Pass has a nice steep open bowl feature that ends with
a good regrouping spot on the forested valley bump. Both the climb and descent
are steep and exposed. Under most conditions, you should be able to skin to the
top of the pass. This northern slope takes longer to get into a melt freeze cycle
and may have powder snow well into May.
Reference #241
Vertical: 200m from the tree island to the pass
Distance: 0.5km from the tree island to the pass
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Directions: Follow the directions found in Gargoyle Valley Access on page 304.
From the top of the pillow field continue up the valley towards a tree island
found in the middle of the area. From here, the route is obvious, skin to the south
directly up this north-facing slope to the low point and ski back down.

Edith North Wall Couloirs

Depending on snow coverage, several interesting runs will be found on the north
side of the ridge leading up to Edith North Peak. The lower couloir runs are short,
with the fan sections sometimes having more vertical than the rock sections. The
longest and most interesting line is found higher up and is a straight, narrow and
steep couloir with large walls.
Reference #242
Vertical: 200-350m runs
Distance: 0.5km from the tree island to the pass, up to another 0.5km for runs
Directions: Follow the directions found in Gargoyle Valley Access on page 304.
From the top of the pillow field continue up the valley towards a tree island found
in the middle of the area. Skin to the south directly up the north-facing slope to
reach Cory Pass. Skin or walk up the ridge to the east, where you will soon start
seeing run entrances. This wall changes a bit due to snow coverage, so make sure
to plan before heading up.

Cory Pass South Descent

The south side of Cory Pass offers a long descent ending near the 1A. The run is
not overly steep, and the bottom section is your typical “when is this thing going
to end” Rockies valley drainage. Due to the high steep walls below treeline,
this valley can hold enough snow for skiing into mid-May. I have seen massive
avalanches come off both Mount Cory and Mount Edith, with the deposits in the
creek being 5-10 or more meters in depth. Most avalanches in the lower valley
section also run off the ground and trigger rock and mudslides.
Reference #243
Vertical: 200m from the tree island to the pass, 1000m run
Distance: 0.5km from the tree island to the pass, 4km run
Directions: Follow the directions found in Gargoyle Valley Access on page 304.
From the top of the pillow field continue up the valley towards a tree island found
in the middle of the area. Skin to the south directly up the north-facing slope to
reach Cory Pass. Ski down the south side back to the 1A. The lower section is
fairly flat, and depending on the snow, you may need to walk the last bit.
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Cory Summit Run/East Bowl

At the far end of Gargoyle Valley you will find this sweet east-facing bowl. The
run down is excellent, and if the snow coverage is good, you can probably ski
it from the small col between the two summits of Cory. The bowl always looks
steeper than it feels while skinning up it, but the angle ramps up in the last section
to reach the summit. On the way up, you should note several other short but
exciting options for feature skiing.
Reference #244
Vertical: 400m from the tree island to the top of the bowl, another 200m to the
summit, main bowl run is about 375m
Distance: 1km from the tree island to the top of the bowl, another 0.4km to the
summit, main bowl run is about 0.8km
Directions: Follow the directions found in Gargoyle Valley Access on page 304.
From the top of the pillow field continue up the valley towards a tree island found
in the middle of the area. Go through the trees and go up the large bowl feature
on the other side. At the top, there is flat terrain to switch over, or you can head
up to the summit area to the south via two steeper snow slopes with a small bench
between them. Where ever you decide to turn around, simply ski back the way
you came.
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Mystic Pass

I’ve skied through this pass a couple of times while on traverses and noted all the
skiing that could be done if the snow in the area was more predictable and less
rotten. I’m not going to cover any individual runs found in this area, but instead,
I’ll provide access info for those looking to explore the area in search of modern
ski lines. Most of the area is made up of limestone slabs, and many of the runs
you will find are similar to the popular k-country slab couloirs. There are two
campgrounds on either side of the pass, Larry’s Camp and Mystic Valley, that
should be used if you can not get a bivy permit for the actual pass area.

Mystic Pass Access

Two routes follow summer trails that lead directly to the pass, and both are easy
to follow and take roughly the same amount of time. The route from the Norquay
Ski Resort follows 40 Mile Creek a fair distance before splitting off towards
the pass, where you gain most of your vertical. The route starting at Johnston
Canyon, or better yet, Moose Meadows, follows the trail to Ink Pots and past
Larry’s Camp before heading up to the pass. Although both routes will probably
start on well-packed trails, the snow will almost certainly have no signs of traffic
as you head up to the pass.
Reference #237, 245, 246, 247
Vertical: 1A to Mystic Pass is 900m, Norquay to Mysic Pass is 700m
Distance: 8km to Larry’s Camp from the 1A, 6.6km from Larry’s Camp to
Mystic Pass, 3.6km from Mystic Pass Mystic Valley Campground and 19km
from Mystic Valley Campground to Norquay
Directions: If starting from the 1A park at either Moose Meadows or Johnston
Canyon and follow one of those trails to the Ink Pots and onward to Larry’s
Camp. If you lose track of the summer trail, follow Johnston Creek north and
take the eastern branch to find Larry’s Camp. From the campground, follow the
Mystic Lake Trail to Mystic Pass. If you lose the summer trail, follow the creek
south a short distance after the camp and take the east fork to get into the correct
valley. At the halfway point, the forest has lots of openings, and you should be
able to reference where you are. If starting from the Norquay Ski Resort, skin
past all the chair lifts to find the start of the 40 Mile Creek Trail. Follow the trail
past the Edith Pass fork and head north until reaching the split off for Mystic
Lake Trail. Follow this trail to the pass, do not go up the creek drainage as some
waterfalls would be challenging to get around. The summer trail bypasses the
lake to the north, and soon after, the terrain opens up to reference where you are.
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Rockbound Lake

This zone has a little bit for everyone, from scenic tours to unique couloirs. The
drawback for most of this area is the distance; at roughly 8.5km one way, the
Rockbound Lake trail is considered a long approach for most day trippers. Bivy
permits are basically impossible to get for this area, I’ve received one in the past,
but we ended up turning around before we made camp due to injury. Luckily the
ski out is fast, enjoyable and can be a great option on its own for those looking
for some low-risk uphill action.

Rockbound Lake Access

The general access to the area is relatively simple, thanks to the wide summer trail
that receives plenty of winter traffic by both skiers and hikers. The Rockbound
Lake trail starts flat and then gains a pleasant incline until wrapping around a
corner and rolls onward to Tower Lake. The final push to Rockbound Lake is
steep, and most people will prefer bootpacking this last section. The lower trail
in the forest is a great “run” for kids, skimo racers or anyone looking to get lowrisk exercise.
Reference #248
Vertical: 800m from the trailhead to Rockbound Lake, 750m from the trailhead
to Tower Lake, about 600m from the trailhead to the split off to access the Helena
Ridge East Ramp/Dragons Back areas
Distance: 8.5km from the trailhead to Rockbound Lake, 7.7km from the
trailhead to Tower Lake, about 5.5km from the trailhead to the split off to access
the Helena Ridge East Ramp/Dragons Back areas
Directions: Park at the Rockbound Lake Trail parking area found a short
distance east from Castle Junction on the 1A. Skin up the flat trail, going to the
left of the first split that leads to some waterfalls. Soon the trail gains vertical
heading climber’s left before turning a sharp corner to trend climber’s right. The
next significant trending change in the trail heads up behind the forest ridge of
Castle Mountain, and if you’re here for the forest green run, this is where you
want to turn around. About 500m past this direction change, you will find an
open area leading down to a creek, and this is the start of the Helena Ridge
East Ramp route (page 320). Heading up into the forest on the other side is the
access area for the Dragon’s Back area (page 334). Continue up the trail through
rolling and open forest, and just before arriving at Tower Lake, you will see the
Eisenhower Couloir run (page 332). From Tower Lake, you can see the Helena
Ridge Avalanche Gully (page 324) to the northeast. Continue following the trail
up the next steeper slope to arrive at Rockbound Lake, and all the unmentioned
runs start from here.
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Helena Ridge East Ramp

You can see this long, low angled ramp feature on the far east end of Helena
Ridge from the highway. This area has grown in popularity in the last few years,
and often you will find a well-beaten track from both hikers and skiers in the
winter. The terrain looks simple enough from the road, but as you get into it, you
realize there are a few smaller features in the area that serve skiers better than the
often wind hammered ramp section. From the top, you get excellent views of the
Sawback Range and the Bow Valley. This area has seemingly endless names, and
some older maps even list this small, nothing of a high point as its own named
summit.
Reference #249, 250
Vertical: just under 600m from the trail to the summit, runs around 550m possible
Distance: 2.5km from the trail to the summit, runs around 2km possible
Directions: Follow the directions found in the Rockbound Lake Access on page
318 to arrive at the open area leading down to the creek. Go down to the creek
and cross it. Skin up the forest heading north, where you should run into a small
open area with a drainage above. Follow the drainage until reaching the treeline
and skin up the alpine area to the top of the ramp. The main options for skiing are
heading back the way you accessed the area or from the top head to the skier’s
right to find a small steeper bowl feature to start. If skiing the bowl, it is possible
to ski down and out of the area by trending skier’s right, through a rockfall area
and finally down an avalanche runout. To get back to the trail from here skin
towards Castle over flat terrain to arrive not far from Tower Lake.

Helena Ridge East Pillows

Found below and to the east of the Helena Ridge East Ramp, this rockfall area
provides long and varied pillow fields to play in. This area gets a lot of sun,
and it is best left for after a big storm, otherwise, you might be skiing a strange
assortment of breakable crusts. There are a couple of minor high points further
up from this area with some enjoyable skiing on their polar slopes.
Reference #251
Vertical: 350m from the trail to the top of the pillows
Distance: 1.7km from the trail to the top of the pillows
Directions: Follow the directions found in the Rockbound Lake Access on page
318 to arrive at the open area leading down to the creek. Go down to the creek
and cross it. Skin up the forest heading northeast and avoid going above any cliffs
you run into. Soon you will come to an open area with scattered pillows, skin
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up this area until the pillows run out. Near the top, there are a couple of steeper
sections of pillows to the east, but if skiing here, do no continue down into the
forest as it is possible to follow the drainage heading east to Moose Meadows
mistakenly. To exit the area, backtrack on your access route to head back to the
Rockbound Lake Trail.

Helena Ridge Avalanche Gully

A nice long avalanche gully that should be taken seriously, as you will spending a
great deal of time directly in it. The upper half faces almost directly south, while
the lower half trends southwest, so don’t be surprised to find some crust here. The
looker’s left area can be windswept clean of snow during windy periods, and you
could use this to your advantage to climb to the top without being inside the run.
These slopes often have considerable thick to thin problems. The run itself has no
great regrouping areas to protect from an avalanche event, as you have smaller
overhead slopes that can avalanche into the main gully.
Reference #254
Vertical: 600m run
Distance: 1.7km from Rockbound Lake or Tower Lake to top, run is 1.2km
Directions: Follow the directions found in the Rockbound Lake Access on page
318 to arrive at Tower Lake. Head to the north corner of the lake, with the runout
zone being to the northeast. From here, you have two options. The first goes
directly up the run, in which case you skin across the flats and up the fan. The
other option is to continue to Rockbound Lake via the summer trail and to the
east corner of the lake, where you will skin towards the run along a cliff in the
forest. You will then find yourself below the large alpine slopes of Helena Ridge,
skin up and climber’s right to a beehive-like cliff with trees on it. From here, you
will have to choose to skin up the run or pick your way up the large alpine slopes
above. As noted above, sometimes these alpine areas are windswept of snow, in
which case you could also boot up the rock. At the top, there is a flat staging area
with great views. To finish your day, ski down the main gully feature and back
to the trail.

Rockbound Lake Couloir

This short south-facing couloir is found on the shore of Rockbound Lake, and it
has large walls and good views at the top. The upper section of this run has some
large boulders and can suffer from depth hoar or highly uneven snow. Couloirs
that lead directly into lakes are horrible places to trigger avalanches, so don’t let
the shortness of the run trick you into thinking it’s not a serious piece of terrain.
Reference #255
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Vertical: 150m run
Distance: 0.6km to cross Rockbound Lake, 0.2km run
Directions: Follow the directions to Rockbound Lake on page 318. Head
northwest over the lake to the bottom of the obvious couloir feature. You can
usually skin up this one, but a short bootpack near the top will probably be
required. At the top, simply ski back down.

Helena Ridge Summit Run

A serious tour and run that has you travelling in avalanche terrain that could lead
over large cliffs. This area often has thick to thin, solar crust and wind slab issues.
The views from the top and the run back down are both excellent if your timing
is good. This is a big day trip, and you should plan to tackle the lower summer
trail in the dark in most cases.
Reference #255/256, 257
Vertical: 600m run
Distance: 2km from Rockbound Lake to the summit, run is about 1.2km
Directions: Follow the directions to Rockbound Lake on page 318. From the
lake, you have two options to access the main slope leading up to the summit.
The first option is the summer route, skin to the eastern side of the lake and up
the trees near the cliffs. Gain the bench and head northwest, climber’s left, to
a bench above the large lake cliffs and looker’s right of the smaller scattered
cliffs above the small bowl feature. If you prefer climbing couloirs, you can
reach this same spot by climbing up Rockbound Lake Couloir (page 324) and
once topping out, continue up the steep slopes above you before skinning to the
climber’s right. From here, you should see the summit route leading up between
two smaller cliff bands, skin up this slope and to a flat col area that is on the
crest of a large half-circle alpine basin (the backside here may look pleasant to
ski, but below it are massive cliffs leading into the valley below). From here, the
route is straightforward to the summit, head northwest avoiding coming onto
the southwest aspect where there are plenty of larger cliffs. From the summit
ski down the face and into the main gully where you have to decide between the
couloir or summer route to return to the lake.

Castle Mountain Summit

Many maps and, strangely enough, every guidebook I look at mislabels the true
summit of Castle Mountain. Some maps even label the highest point as Stuart
Knob, which confuses the situation more. It doesn’t take much effort to see that
the point I reference for the summit is over 100m higher than the others, so I’m
not really sure what is happening in these cases. Regardless it doesn’t matter
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much, other than the fact that this point makes for a longer day on skis than the
routes found in other guidebooks. This summit will provide you with outstanding
views of the Bow Valley and a good adventure if skiing down the North Bowl
run (page 330).
Reference #255/256, 258, 259
Vertical: 650m from Rockbound Lake to summit
Distance: 4-4.5km from Rockbound Lake to summit
Directions: Follow the directions to Rockbound Lake on page 318. From the
lake, you have two options to access the alpine flats. The first option is the
summer route, skin to the eastern side of the lake and up the trees near the cliffs.
Gain the bench and head northwest, climber’s left, to a bench above the large
lake cliffs and looker’s right of the smaller scattered cliffs above the small bowl
feature. If you prefer climbing couloirs, you can reach this same spot by climbing
up Rockbound Lake Couloir (page 324) and once topping out, continue up the
steep slopes above you. Regardless of how you got to this point, you can now
head northwest for almost 2km over rolling flats before climbing to the shared
ridge of Stuarts Knob and Castle Mountain. Follow the ridge south while being
mindful of the cornice/knife ridge that can sometimes develop near the false
summit. After a short flat section along the ridge, you will arrive at the summit.
From the summit, you can return the way you came or ski down the North Bowl
run.

Stuarts Knob Slopes

The south-facing alpine slopes on Stuarts Knob is a long way to go for turns but
can be good fun if you happen to find yourself in the area with time to kill. The
slope is usually loaded from both sides of the summit block, and the access is
straightforward by gaining the ridge.
Reference #255/256, 258, 260
Vertical: 600m from Rockbound Lake to top of run, 250m run
Distance: 4km from Rockbound Lake to top of run, 0.7km run
Directions: Follow the directions to Castle Mountain Summit on page 326, but
after gaining the ridge between Castle and Stuarts Knob, head along it to the
northeast to meet the summit cliff. There is usually a break in the cornice here,
otherwise, you may need to do a bit of cutting work to enter the slope.
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Castle Mountain North Bowl

This is a fun tour for those that enjoy a little adventure and have the skills to deal
with rappels or exposed down climbing. The route starts at the Rockbound Lake
trailhead and finishes near Protection Mountain Campground on the 1A. After
skiing the north bowl of Castle, you will need to rappel a cliff band before skiing
down in the trees that can often end up a bit thin for snow during most years. It
might be a good idea to skin up the exit route the day before to ensure the lower
exit trees won’t have you walking too far.
Reference #255/256, 258, 261
Vertical: 650m from Rockbound Lake to summit, 1400m broken up run from
summit to 1A
Distance: 4-4.5km from Rockbound Lake to summit, 6.5km broken up run from
summit to 1A
Directions: Follow the directions to Castle Mountain Summit on page 326. From
the summit, it is best to ski down to the slight col between it and the false summit
to avoid the cliff exposure on the north face. Ski through the broken cliff bands
in the bowl to reach a bench that cuts through two larger cliff bands. Ski along
the bench and down into the lower bowl where you will find a terminal moraine
with a large cliff below. On the skier’s left side of the cliff, you will find a spot
that should be easy to walk down in order to set up a short rappel off a large
stone (we used a 240cm sling). This rappel is only about 5m, but we used a 30m
rope (15m rappel) to skip the loose rock section just below it. If you ended up
where we did, you would find a split cube shaped rock to the skier’s left. Go
through this to access the slopes below. You can ski from here but be mindful
of the exposure below you as you traverse over to the more open slopes. There
are several waterfalls in this cliff for those who prefer V-thread rappels, but you
may need a 60m rope. Once below the cliff band, you can ski the lower angle
slopes down to the flats, where you will find another cliff band. There is a fairly
easy downclimb to the skier’s left of the waterfall, but if you can’t find it, there
are plenty of trees to rappel off too. If the snow is deeper than normal, you could
probably ski in this area. Below this final cliff band, you will find several rockfall
fans on the skier’s left of the creek, sidehill along these until entering the trees.
In the trees, you should find a long, mostly treeless ridge feature that you can
follow for a good while in the forest. Once the ridge is gone, ski the trees below
it, trending skier’s left until you are forced into the creek. Cross over the creek
and head skier’s right in the trees where, with some luck, you will find some
decent forest skiing until arriving back at the creek and not too far from the
power lines. Follow the creek or one of the banks until the power lines, where
you will notice what may be an old mining road leading back to the road. You
can put your skins back on at the power lines, if you haven’t already, as there is
a short uphill section here.
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Chockstone Couloir

Chockstones are not unique to mountain environments, but being able to ski
clean under one is. This stone is wedged between the tight couloir walls in the
lower section of the run. This is a great run, even outside of the tunnel section, as
the upper half is steep, tight and curves before topping out at a cliff; it shouldn’t
have to be said, but falling in this line would lead to serious injury. The lower
fan has several large boulders, and before dropping the large ones, you should
probably make sure the snow depths in the area are supportive enough. Most of
this area is made up of large rocks, and there are plenty of hollow areas. When
the snow is shallow there is a mandatory rock step in the upper fan.
Reference #263
Vertical: 250m run
Distance: 0.9km from Rockbound Lake to the top of the run, 0.3km run
Directions: Follow the directions to Rockbound Lake on page 318. From the
shoreline, head west to what looks to be an island of trees in the lake. The couloir
will become obvious as you get close, skin up the fan and climb the couloir and
top out at a steeper cliff that often holds thin or no snow.

Eisenhower Couloir

This will be the first couloir you see that goes beyond the upper bench of
Castle Mountain as you make your way to the treeline along the summer trail.
Unfortunately, the top half of the upper section is blocked by a chockstone which
can not be skied under. It is possible to climb up the rock to the left. The rock here
is steppy slab, and there were no good gear placements the last time I went. Often
in the late season, the snow below the chockstone will have piled up fairly high,
and you can use that cut down on the rock climbing. Be aware that the snow here
may feel fairly dense, but under is a sizable cave-like area. If this pile of snow
were to break, it would be similar to falling into a large snow moat. Most people
will be happy skiing from below the chockstone as the rest of the run has a great
mixture of different terrain.
Reference #253
Vertical: 450m run
Distance: 0.6km from Tower Lake to the top of the run, 0.5km run
Directions: Follow the directions found in the Rockbound Lake Access on page
318 to almost Tower Lake. The run should be obvious from here. Skin up the
fan to the first couloir feature, which may require you to do some bootpacking
before reaching the next open section. Skin up the middle bench to gain the
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upper couloir, which usually requires you to do some short bookpacking to get
to the top. If heading higher, climb the rock wall on the climbers left side of the
chockstone. There was a fixed rope here in the past, but I would not trust it as it is
very old now. Ski back the way you came, regardless of where you turn around.

Dragon’s Back

You will notice some short couloirs and pillow runs on the climber’s left side of
the trail before reaching Tower Lake. Often the pillows don’t have enough snow
on them, and most of the couloirs are much shorter than their fans, but the area
can provide some turns on a day that you can’t be bothered going further.
Reference #252
Vertical: 200m to the top from the trail split off, 100-150m runs
Distance: 0.9km to the top from the trail split off, 0.25km runs
Directions: Follow the directions found in the Rockbound Lake Access on page
318 to arrive at the open area leading down to the creek. It might be wise to note
this location, go further up the trail to recon the lines you want to ski and head
back here for access. Instead of going to the creek, head up the forest slope on the
other side. Continue west along the forest ridge until reaching open runs below
you. Ski what you want, being mindful that this terrain is steep, and areas can
cliff out depending on snow depths.

Waterfall Exit

After the long day trip above Rockbound Lake, most will want to follow the
summer trail back out, but you can add one last run to your day without much
extra effort. This is a full-on, multi-stage waterfall in the summer, but in the
winter, it transforms into a short but playful couloir feature that spits you out at
Tower Lake. Use caution during your first time here, some spots have large drops
with flat landings.
Reference #262
Vertical: 75m run
Distance: 0.3km from Rockbound Lake to the top of the waterfall, 0.4km run
Directions: From the east shore of Rockbound Lake you will notice a slight
drainage leading to a low angle couloir like feature, simply follow this and into
the waterfall run. Stay to the skier’s right to work around some larger drops that
have poor landings. At the bottom, the run simplifies a bit before leading into the
trees. Head straight to Castle Mountain to find yourself at Tower Lake and near
the summer trail.
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Traverses

I feel like I could write a whole book of different traverses, loops and link-ups for
this area at this point, but I’ve included a few that I think stand out. The greater
area offers many opportunities to get creative, so don’t think twice about veering
off these directions and linking up runs that make sense to you. The Banff Castle
Junction Loop covers the basic route to loop the Bow Valley. The Lost Horse
Link Up is a great way to get high value from a single trip into the Lost Horse
Creek area. The Massive Ball Loop links up most of the main runs and summits
of the Massive and Ball Ranges and, when taking on the bigger objectives, should
provide almost anyone with a good challenge. The Egypt Lake, Six Lake Loop
tour has you visit all the lakes in that area and has an old-school classic touring
feel. The directions for these will range from detailed to a bit vague, as most of
the information is already found throughout the book. This section is meant to be
used as a guideline, more than strict direction.

Banff Castle Junction Loop

This loop starts and ends at your front door in Banff and is an excellent way to
experience what the lower Bow Valley is all about. Admittedly the route starts
rough, and you will be below treeline for the first while, but as you break into
the alpine, you will appreciate what you’ve worked for. Leaving a food cache
at Sunshine Village, or at the very least stopping in to gorge on beer and wings,
is a good way to lessen the pack weight early on. Another cache can be easily
left or delivered at Castle Junction for the second half of the trip. There are
opportunities for shelter along the route, but I have found camping to be the best
solution. Getting bivy permits for traverses is a bit easier than base camps, but
there are many official campgrounds along the route regardless.
Vertical: 6000m gain/loss
Distance: 120km
Directions: From Cave and Basin in Banff, follow the Sundance Trail until
you get to the Sundance Canyon Junction and stay to the right to head towards
the Healy/Brewster Creek trails. At the Healy/Brewster Junction, go left and
follow the Brewster Creek Trail until arriving at Sundance Lodge. Go past the
Lodge for about 1.5km to find the start of Fatigue Trail, which is marked with
an old rusted sign growing in a tree. Attempt to follow the Fatigue wilderness
trail by keeping an eye out for the flagging tape. If there is no flagging tape, do
your best to follow the roughly cut laneways to Fatigue Pass. From the pass,
head northwest uphill and ski down to Citadel Pass. Skin past the lake to the
north of Citadel and towards Quartz Hill. From the top of Quartz Hill’s eastern
ridge feature ski down towards Sunshine Resort and across the flat meadow.
From Sunshine Village, skin up to the top of Wawa Lift and onward to the west
between Twin Cairns and Wawa Hump before skiing down to Simpson Pass. If
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you don’t need to grab a beer at Trappers, you can also gain Quartz Ridge and
ski down to Larix Lake, skin up Twin Carins and ski down the other side towards
Simpson Pass to arrive at the same spot. Once in the Simpson Pass area, skin
directly west towards the Monarch Ramparts before heading north to access the
North Bowl area or Healy Pass. Ski down towards Egypt Lake Shelter/Pharaoh
Peak in the trees to arrive at Pharaoh Creek. Head northwest up the trees towards
Pharaoh Lake and onwards to Black Rock Lakes and Sphinx Lake before gaining
a short but steep gladed slope at the start of the Alexandria zone. Highline
along the ridge to the highest point and ski down the north-facing alpine run.
If the snow isn’t good, ski down the northeast ridgeline and drop into the trees.
At the bottom, you will find the groomed Redearth Creek trail, follow it towards
Shadow Lake to find the Lodge, where you will see a sign for Gibbon Pass Trail.
Skin up the trail to the pass and drop down the other side to arrive at Twin Lakes.
Follow the drainage northeast from the first lake. If there is enough snow, you
can ski down to the flat section of the trail where a bridge crosses it. If the snow
is low, gain the skier’s left side and find the summer trail that leads to the bridge.
From the bridge, the remaining trail back to the road will be straightforward. Walk
over the highway overpass to the Bow Valley Parkway and head a short distance
east to the Rockbound Lake Trail. Follow the trail for about 5.5km, where you
will round the corner to head towards Rockbound Lake. You should soon see an
opening leading down to the creek, cross the creek here and head up towards the
far eastern area of Helena Ridge. Head climber’s right along some cliffs and up
a low angle pillow field zone to the top of a low alpine high point. From here,
you can ski down to the north to
reach Johnston Creek. Cross the
creek to find a well-cut summer
trail and follow it downstream for
about 2km to get to Larry’s Camp.
Head north and then east to go up
the Mystic Lake Trail for 6.6km to
arrive at Mystic Pass and ski down
the south side towards the lake.
Try to find the summer trail on
the south-facing slopes and do not
follow the drainage, there are some
large waterfalls that are difficult to
workaround. At the valley bottom,
follow the Forty Mile Creek Trail
to Norquay ski resort. From the
parking lot, you may need to walk
back to Banff if the snow levels are
low, or call a friend for a ride!
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Lost Horse Link Up

The Lost Horse Creek area provides excellent terrain for getting a ton of short
laps in on varied terrain. Strong skiers could do this route in a day or alter it to
include more runs and a night out. There are dozens of ways to link up the terrain
here, so don’t limit yourself to my directions if you see something you like.
Vertical: 2500-3000m gain/loss
Distance: 35-40km
Directions: Park at Sunshine Resort, follow Healy Creek Trail to the Healy Creek
Campground, and follow the Y Drainage to the northwest. Take the climber’s
right fork to reach the treeline and gain the summit of Center Peak. Ski down the
northeast aspect and skin up the forest to the north. Follow the ridge to the top of
East Bowl and drop down the north side to ski a line on the Black Brett Freeski
Wall. Skin up the west-facing bowl at the end of the more gnarly terrain to regain
the ridge of Black Brett. Follow it to almost the summit, where you can drop
down into a big alpine run. At treeline, keep skiing down to the valley bottom
and skin up the other side to gain the east ridge of South Pyramid Peak. From
the summit, ski down the southeast face and into the trees below. At the valley
bottom, follow the drainage south before heading west to the lower ridge of Lost
Peak. Follow the ridge to the summit and ski the east aspect down to a large open
area. Skin along the top of a cliff band, work your way up to Healy 2 Peak and
ski the northeast aspect between the lower cliffs. Skin up the north ridge of Healy
1 Peak and down the east aspect to find yourself back at the Y Drainage. Follow
the Healy Creek Trail back to the parking lot.
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Massive Ball Loop

This loop attempts to keep you above treeline while travelling through the
main sections of the Massive and Ball Ranges on the Alberta side of the border.
Although the line doesn’t intersect Egypt Lake Shelter, you could alter it to
include a night there. Strong parties will probably only need one night out to
complete this one, and I’m sure a team of skimo racers will come along and tag it
in a long “no big deal” day trip. This one starts and ends at Castle Junction, but it
might be wise to stash a car at Sunshine if something goes wrong.
Vertical: 5000-5500m gain/loss
Distance: 50-60km
Directions: After parking at Castle Junction, follow the trail to Smith Lake and
head to the east corner of the lake to find a drainage leading the same way. Follow
the drainage along the left bank (lots of deadfall inside the steeper section of the
drainage) until reaching a small open flat area. Skin through the forest a short
way until you reach a creek. Follow the drainage up and take the climber’s right
fork until you reach Copper Bowl. Gain the ridge heading west and highline to
Copper Pass (or you can link up some short laps along the way easily here too).
From the pass, gain the subpeak of Little Copper and highline to the summit. Ski
down the west aspect of Little Copper, gain the east ridge of Gibbon Peak, and
drop into The Arrowhead run to ski to Shadow Lake. Skin up the forest on the
other side to the southeast to access the Alexandria zone. Head to the alpine and
highline to the south until reaching a clear downhill channel on the west side of
the ridge, ski down to find an open bench with great views of the Divide. Follow
this to Whistling Pass, head over the pass and down to Scarab Lake. Climb the
benched forest at the southeast end of Scarab Lake before heading up and over
Talc-Sphinx Col. Ski down to Talc Lake and skin up the ridge above the lake.
Work your way through some alpine terrain and around an isolated bump on Talc
Peak and ski down the long Rockslide run and into the forest. Skin up to the top
of the Monarch Ramparts and highline to the north to Healy Pass and then climb
up Healy 3 Peak. Drop down the north side of Healy 3 Peak and skin up to the top
of the South Pyramid before highlining to the North Pyramid. Ski down the north
aspect and into a treeline meadow area, follow the open areas as far as you can to
the north before skiing down into the trees to reach Redearth Creek. Crossing the
creek here could be a challenge, but you will arrive at the Redearth Creek Trail
with some luck. Find the drainage leading up to Copper Bowl and follow it back
to the top of the treeline where you should meet up with your previous tracks.
Follow the drainage back to Smith Lake and back to the highway.
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Egypt Lake Six Lake Loop Tour

This tour will let you explore all six lakes, gives you a good overview of the Egypt
Lake area, and connects all of the main access routes. I’ve never completed the
whole loop, but I’ve done each half a couple of times now. If you are looking for
a shorter day, either half of the larger loop this is a great option.
Vertical: about 1000m of gain and loss
Distance: about 15km shelter to shelter
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter, follow Pharaoh Creek south. As the
creek bed gets tighter, you will notice short pillow drops on the creek bed
walls on your right side. You will come to a larger open area with a large
rock in the creek bed as you pass the last main pillow wall. On the right
side, there will be a “ramp” (old mining road and current Talc Lake summer
trail). Follow this ramp up and to the north. The road first heads north until a
U-turn heading back south into the runout zone of the main avalanche paths
of the east aspect of The Sphinx. Continue south across the runout zone and
enter the forest. Slowly start turning west and then north as you start to ascend.
As you reach the treeline look for the pass to the looker’s left of The Sphinx and
head directly towards it. Ski down to the left on the lower angle slope that connects
to Mummy Lake. Follow the eastern shoreline of Mummy Lake, heading north
until you find a very low angled couloir that pops out to a steeper wind-carved
slope leading down to Scarab Lake. Ski down to the eastern shoreline of Scarab
Lake and find a break in the lower cliff band skier’s left of the main drainage (the
main drainage leads to a large ice waterfall). After getting through the cliff band,
follow the lower drainage on the skier’s left side to Egypt Lake. Cross Egypt
Lake heading to the northern shoreline, and enter the forest. If doing a small loop,
you can head back to the shelter from here; otherwise, continue north in the forest
until you come to the avalanche slopes on the eastern aspect of South Pharaoh
Peak. Follow the trim line while in the forest until you reach Pharaoh Lake.
From the east shoreline of Pharaoh Lake, head north into the forest trending
slightly west. With some luck, you should come across the summer trail system,
which provides you with easy to follow tree laneways to Black Rock Lake. At
worst, you will trend too far west and come across the eastern ridgeline of North
Pharaoh Peak, where you can ski down to Black Rock Lake. From the north shore
of Black Rock Lake, enter the trees heading north while trending slightly west.
You may or may not pop out into another open area before reaching the start of
the east ridge of the Unnamed Pharaoh Peak, but if you do, head directly north
at the north end of the open area. Instead of climbing up the east ridge of the
Unnamed Pharaoh Peak, continue north in the tighter trees and then northwest
along the trimline from the avalanche paths to the west. You will go through an
area of smaller trees before popping out onto Sphinx Lake. Head east and down
into the forest and ski to Pharaoh Creek. At the bottom, head south to return to
Egypt Lake Shelter.
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Resources
Gear

Banff
Atmosphere, www.atmosphere.ca/stores/banff.html 403-760-8249
Monod Sports, www.monodsports.com 403-762-4571
Rude Boys, www.rudeboys.com 403-762-8211
Unlimited Skate and Snow, www.unltd.ca 403-762-3725
Snowtips-Bactrax, www.snowtips-bactrax.com 403-762-8177
Soul Ski and Bike, www.banffsoul.com 403-760-1650
Lake Louise
Chateau Mountain Sports, www.chateaumountainsports.com 403-522-3837
Wilson Mountain Sports, www.wmsll.com 403-522-3636
Canmore
Gear Up Mountain Sport and Rentals, www.gearupsport.com 403-678-1636
Switching Gear, www.switchinggearinc.org 403-678-1992
Ski Uphill, www.skiuphill.ca 403-675-4455
Unlimited Skate and Snow, www.unltd.ca 403-678-6605
Valhalla Pure, www.vpo.ca 403-678-5610
Vertical Addiction, www.vertical-addiction.com 403-609-8226
Golden
Avalanche Safety Solutions, www.avalanchesafety.ca 250-344-8606
Higher Ground Sports, www.highergroundsports.ca 250-344-7980

Repair/Tuning

Banff
The Tune Shop, www.thetuneshop.ca 403-760-3450

Parks Canada

Banff - 224 Banff Ave, Banff, Alberta 403-762-1550
Lake Louise - 201 Village Road in the Samson Mall, Lake Louise, Alberta 403522-3833
Yoho - Trans-Canada Highway pullout, Field, BC 250-343-6783
Banff/Yoho/Kootenay Mountain Safety Specialists 403-762-1470
Park Wardens (to report park violations) 1-888-927-3367
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Trip Planning

Avalanche Canada, www.avalanche.ca 250-837-2141
ACMG Mountain Conditions Reports, www.acmg.ca/mcr
Backcountry YYC, www.facebook.com/groups/532259223516611/

Accommodation

The Alpine Club of Canada,
www.alpineclubofcanada.ca 403-678-3200
Banff Lake Louise Tourism, www.banfflakelouise.com 403-762-8421
Travel Alberta, www.travelalberta.com 1-800-252-3782

Book Updates

Confessions Of A Ski Bum, www.confessionsofaskibum.com
Get To The Mountains Publishing, www.gettothemountains.com
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Alexandria 256, 258
Arrowhead, The 264
Back Door 72
Ball Pass 274, 278
Ball Junction 278
Beatrice Glacier 270
Big Triangle, The 130
Big V, The 104
Black Brett 152, 154
Black Towers 92-94
Black Rock Col 198
Black Rock Couloir 198
Black Rock Lake 196
Bourgeau Lake 227
Bourgeau Meadows 124
Burning Hand Couloir 174
Cascade Mountain 24, 26, 28
Castle Mountain 326, 327, 330
Center Peak 106, 126, 140
Chockstone Couloir 332
Citadel Pass 42
Citadel Peak 46, 48, 50
Cleaver, The 120-122
Copper Bowl 294, 296, 298, 300
Copper Mountain 282
Cory Couloir 28
Cory Pass 304, 306, 308, 310
Diamond Paths 230
Dinosaur Head 99
Dragon’s Back 334
East Bowl 126, 152, 154
East Verdant Creek 208
Egypt Lake 157
Egypt Lake Couloir 175
Egypt Lake Shelter 157
Eisenhower Couloir 332, 334
Fatigue Mountain 50, 52
Gandalf Cliffs 88
Gargoyle Valley 304, 306
Gibbon Pass 260
Gibbon Peak 260, 262, 264
Giza Couloir 176
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Goat’s Eye, The 34
Golden Vagina, The 104
Grizzly Lake 60
Hall of Records Couloir 178
Haiduk Lake 280
Haiduk Lake Couloir 280
Healy 1 Peak 108, 114, 140, 162
Healy 2 Peak 144, 162
Healy 3 Peak 114-116, 146, 163
Healy Creek Avalanche Paths 102-104
Healy Creek Trail 102, 158, 162
Healy Creek Y Drainage 106
Healy Drainage 100
Healy Glades 108-110
Healy Main Drain 98
Healy Pass 112, 166
Healy Secondary Drain 98-99
Helena Ridge 320, 324, 326
Howard Douglas Lake 42, 46
Isis Couloir 200
Killer Path 104
Larix Creek 62
Larix Lake 58
Little Copper 266
Lost Horse Creek 138
Lost Peak, The 146-148
Mason’s Mistake, The 36
Massive Mountain 232, 236, 238, 240, 242
Massive Range 226, 227, 230, 232
Mind Shaft, The 284, 290
Mining District, The 282
Monarch, The 120, 212, 214
Monarch Ramparts 116-118, 212
Monarch Ramparts North Bowl 118, 170
Mount Ball 274
Mount Bourgeau 130-134, 227
Mount Brett 240, 244, 250, 252
Mount Edith 308
Mount Isabelle 278
Mount Ishbel 36
Mount Louis 304, 306
Mummy Lake 190, 192
Murray Gibbon 264
Mystic Pass 314
Needle, The 220
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Nile, The 196
North Pyramid Peak 148, 152
Open-pit Mind 292
Osiris Couloir 200
Peechee Bobtail Glades 110
Pharaoh Lake 194, 196
Pharaoh Peaks 194, 196
Pharos of Alexandria 258
Pillow Fight 84-86
Pillow Hunt 86
Pillow Talk 82
Pilot Mountain 236, 244, 246, 248
Playground, The 84
Quartz Hill 46, 54, 56
Redearth Creek 161
Repeater Slopes 80
Rock Isle Lake 58
Rockbound Lake 318
Rockbound Lake Couloir 324
Sawback Range 302
Scarab Peak 186, 190, 192
Scarab Lake 186
Shadow Lake 254, 258, 268
Shadow Lake Couloir 268
Shadow Lake Lodge 254
Shadow Valley 268
Side Door 74
Simpson Pass 70
Sky Pilot 244
Slabatha 32
South Pyramid Peak 148
Sphinx, The 176-184
Sphinx Coulior, The 180
Stuarts Knob 327
Sunshine Backcountry 40
Talc Peak 214, 216, 218, 220, 222, 224
Twin Cairns 64, 66, 68
Unnamed Pharaoh Peak 202, 204
Wawa Bowl 80
Wawa Ridge 76-96
White Wizard 96
Wizard Chutes 90-92
Wolverine Creek 227
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About Guest Writers
Kevin
Hjertaas...
is basic ski bum, had a short,
unremarkable career as a ski
patroller and a stint as a middling
professional skier. He was a passable
ski coach for a time and a tolerable
ski journalist some years ago. In
an entirely predictable move, he
became a ski guide and started
M-T-N Guiding. Now, Kevin writes
from Banff, Alberta, where he lives
with his wife and daughter.

Andrew

Wexler

is an IFMGA Mountain Guide
based in Canmore, Alberta. Over
the years, Andrew has guided and
climbed all over South America,
Asia, Canada, the US and Europe.
These days, he spends most of
his time close to home in the Bow
Valley and is always looking for
aesthetic ski lines in plain sight but
off the beaten path. Andrew has a
strong passion for Rockies skiing
and considers the range amongst
the greatest ski mountaineering
areas on the planet. You can check
out his guiding services online at
www.globalalpine.com and on
Instagram at @global_alpine.
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Ruari Macfarlane

was spellbound by the Rockies
from first glance. Driving Nelson
- Alaska, the crew detoured up an
empty Icefields Parkway as a spring
cold front cleared out. That sunset
drive indelibly stamped images of
serried cliffs, sweeping couloirs
and swirling, snow-laden clouds
into this kiwis’ mind. Instead of
Alaska, it was the Rockies that
drew him back. From 2012, initial
winters snowboarding, ice climbing
and patrolling grew into year-round
work and exploration here. A few
years respectively in Parks Canada
Visitor Safety in Waterton Lakes,
then Jasper, gave insight into the
best and worst of Alberta tree skiing.
Ruari now works on the Aoraki Mt
Cook SAR team in NZ, with cameos as an IFMGA guide, but all-to-often catches
himself dreaming of skinning across the vast high icefields and larch-bound
meadows of the Rockies.

Kai Seifert is a Bow Valley

resident, originally from Calgary,
AB. Over the last decade, he has
been working at Sunshine Village
Ski Resort in various roles, from Ski
Patroller to Avalanche Forecaster. In
the summer months he heads to New
Zealand to chase endless winters. He
spends his time off either skiing or
daydreaming about skiing. He also
enjoys the shameless telemark turn
and would be happy to tell you all
about it.
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About The Author
Marcus Baranow

was born and raised in North
Bay, Ontario, where he grew up
resort and backcountry skiing
and snowboarding in Ontario and
Quebec, (yes a few people do ski in
the backcountry out east, admittedly
it’s pretty rough going). Contrary to
rumours, he’s not a mountain guide
nor a pro skier, just a ski bum with
a passion for sharing what he knows
and where he goes.
Marcus has dedicated most
of his skiing time (and adult
life) to exploring, mapping and
documenting the backcountry areas
within Banff National Park after
being told, “there’s nothing worth
skiing here, you should just go back
to the Selkirks”. In 2012 he released
“Confessions Of A Ski Bum: Banff Area Backcountry”, a backcountry guide/
journal with route information near the town of Banff. In 2015 he was voted
“Best Mountain Man, Best of Banff” by readers of the Rocky Mountain Outlook.
In 2017 he released “Confessions Of A
Ski Bum: Citadel To Egypt Lake: Banff
Backcountry Skiing” a free e-guidebook
covering skiing along the Continental
Divide. In 2018 he self published
“Confessions Of A Ski Bum: The Icefields
Parkway: Lake Louise To Bow Summit”
and a year later “Confessions Of A Ski
Bum: Kicking Horse Pass: Day Tripping”.
Marcus currently lives in Lake Louise,
Alberta where he enjoys spending time
with his cat Tom Tom, playing 40 hour
games of Stellaris and exploring the
mountains on skis with friends.
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“You should just ski.”

